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Respondent Rambus Inc. ("Rambus") respectfully submits these responses

to Complaint Counsel's "Supplemental Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law."
I. Rambus, Intentionally and in Bad Faith, Destroyed Relevant Documents in

Anticipation of Litigation.
CCSF NO.1:

A pary seeking sanctions for spoliation must demonstrate (1) that the pary
having control over the evidence had an obligation to preserve the evidence when it was
destroyed; (2) that the records were destroyed with a culpable state of mind; and (3) that

the destroyed evidence was "relevant" to the pary's claim or defense such that a
reasonable trier of fact could find that the evidence would support that claim or defense.
Residential Funding Corp. v. DeGeorge Financial Corp., 306 F.3d 99, 107 (2d Cir.

2002); Kronish v. United States, 150 F.3d 112, 126 (2d Cir. 1998).
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO.1:

This is not a proper "finding of fact," for it addresses legal issues. It also
understates Complaint Counsel's burden on this motion, as set out in more detail in
;,.: ¡-tll'

Rambus's Response to Complaint Counsel's Motion for Sanctions Due to Spoliation of
Documents. For example, this proposed finding fails to acknowledge that a terminating

sanction such as the one sought here is viewed as an "extreme," "harsh" and "draconian"
remedy, available only in the most egregious cases and requiring clear and convincing

evidence of wrongdoing. See generally Maynard v. Nygren, 332 F.3d 462, 467 (7th Cir.
2003); Shepherd v. American Broadcasting Cos., 62 F.3d 1469, 1475 (D.C.Cir. 1995);
U.S. v. Shaffer Equipment Co., 11 F.3d 450, 462 (4th Cir. 1993).
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CCSF NO.2:

Without having seen the materials admitted to the record pursuant to the
Commssion's Order of July 20,2005 (the "Supplemental Evidence"), ALJ Timony

concluded that "Rambus' s actions, regardless of its intent, amount to spoliation of
evidence. Rambus destroyed or failed to preserve evidence for another's use ... in

reasonably foreseeable litigation." Order on Complaint Counsel's Motions for Default
Judgement and for Oral Argument (2/26/2003) at 4.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO.2:

This is not a proper "finding of fact." Moreover, Complaint Counsel fail to
acknowledge that the only reason why Judge Timony had not seen many of the

documents they moved to admit as par of the Supplemental Evidence is that they had
failed to bring those documents to Judge Timony's attention. At least eight of the "CX"
exhibits contained in the Supplemental Evidence and cited in Complaint Counsel's

proposed supplemental findings were produced by Rambus prior to Judge Timony's
ruling.

In any event, Judge Timony's ruling was mooted by Judge McGuire's

determnation, after a full trial, that there was no evidence of prejudice to Complaint
Counselor to the adjudicative process as a result of any alleged document destrction, as

well as by his determination that Complaint Counsel had failed to meet their burden of

proof on many essential issues where the proof was necessarily unaffected by any

destrction of any Rambus document.
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CCSF NO.3:

After having reviewed all of the evidence including the Supplemental

Evidence, Judge Payne concluded: "on the basis of the record and the law, that Infjneon

has proved, by clear and convincing evidence, ... a spoliation that warants dismissal of
this action as the only appropriate sanction after having - of the patent infingement case

after having considered the alternatives. ..." Infineon, Transcript of March 1,2005 at
1138-39.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO.3:

This is not in any sense a "finding of fact." Moreover, Judge Payne's few
sentences about spoliation are in no sense a "final judgment" that can be given preclusive
effect here, as Judge Whyte has already held in the Hynix v. Rambus case. See Order

Denying Hynix's Motion to Dismiss Patent Claims for Unclean Hands on the Basis of
Collateral Estoppel (April

25, 2005) ("Hynix Collateral Estoppel Order"). Finally,

Complaint Counsel canot show and have not even tried to show that Infineon's
allegations of spoliation and prejudice are the same as those advanced by Complaint
Counsel here. They are not. See generally Rambus's Response to Complaint Counsel's

Motion for Sanctions Due to Rambus's Spoliation of Documents, pp. 41-43.

II. Rambus Had an Obligation to Preserve Evidence When it Destroyed the
Documents.
CCSF NO.4:

The obligation to preserve evidence arises when the pary has notice that

the evidence may be relevant to future litigation. Byrnie v. Town of Cromwell, Board of

Education, 243 F.3d 93, 107 (2d Cir. 2001); Kronish v. United States, 150 F.3d 112, 126
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(2d Cir. 1998).

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO.4:

This is not a proper "finding of fact" and in any event misstates the

applicable legal standard. Complaint Counsel must show that Rambus knowingly
destroyed evidence at a time that litigation against Complaint Counsel was "reasonablyforeseeable." Silvestri v. General Motors Corp., 271 F.3d at 583,590 (4th Cir. 2001).

Cours applying the reasonable foreseeabilty standard to precomplaint destrction of
evidence have adopted the following test: '''The proper inquiry here is whether

defendant, with knowledge that this lawsuit would be filed, wilfully destroyed documents
which it knew or should have known would constitute evidence relevant to this case.'"

Struthers Patent Corp. v. Nestle Co., 558 F. Supp. 747, 765-66 (D.N.J. 1981) (emphasis
added) (quoting Bowmar Instrument Corp. v. Texas Instruments, Inc., 25 Fed. R. Servo 2d

423,427 (N.D. Ind. 1977)). See also Gorelick, supra, § 3.12, at 104 (quoting standard
and noting that "(0 )ther courts have adopted similar standards"). "(T)he duty to preserve

evidence prior to the filng of a lawsuit typically arises when the pary is on notice that
the litigation is 'likely to be commenced,'" and "(t)here appear to be no cases extending

the foreseeabilty requirement to a remote possibilty of future litigation." Jeffrey S.
Kinsler & Anne R. Keyes MacIver, Demystifing Spoliation of Evidence, 34 Tort & Ins.

LJ. 761, 764 (1999). See also American Bar Association, Section of Litigation, Civil
Discovery Standards, August 1999, Standard No. 10 ("For the duty (to preserve

evidence) to attach before a suit has been filed. . . the litigation must be probable, not
merely possible.") (emphasis added).
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CCSF NO.5:

Even without having seen the Supplemental Evidence, ALJ Timony
concluded that "Here all credible evidence indicates that Rambus knew or should have

known that it could reasonably anticipate litigation concernng patent infringements from
the proposed JEDEC standards for RAM. ... Certainly by the time Rambus chose to
commence its document retention program in 1998, it knew or reasonably could

anticipate RAM-related litigation." Order on Complaint Counsel's Motions for Default
Judgement and for Oral Argument (2/26/2003) at 6.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO.5:

This is not a proper finding of fact, and the quoted opinion was both
interlocutory in nature and incorrect on this issue, and it did not address anticipation of.
this litigation.

CCSF NO.6:
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CCSF NO.7:

Judge Payne concluded that "the Court has already found, as a matter of
fact, that Rambus anticipated litigation when it instituted its document retention
program." Rambus v. Infineon, 220 F.R.D. 264, 286 (E.D. Va. 2004); see also Order
Granting Complaint Counsel's Motion for Collateral Estoppel (Timony, J., February 26,
earlier findings).

2003) at 5 (collateral estoppel applies to Judge Payne's

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO.7:

This is not a proper finding of fact. Moreover, for the reasons set out in
Rambus's Response to Complaint Counsel's Motion for Sanctions Due to Rambus's
Spoliation of Documents, Judge Payne's interlocutory orders on discovery issues do not
and canot have preclusive effect here and do not in any event address anticipation of ths

litigation.

A. Evidence Available at Initial Decision.
CCSF NO.8:

Rambus was planing litigation relating to its JEDEC-related intellectual

property when it was also planng its document retention program. CCFF 1718, 17551758.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO.8:

This "supplemental" finding simply summarizes several proposed findings

that Complaint Counsel had previously submitted to Judge McGuire. Rambus previously
demonstrated why the proposed findings cited in this "supplemental" finding were
inaccurate. See Rambus's Responses to Complaint Counsel's Proposed Findings of
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Fact

("RR"), 111718,1755-1758.

B. Evidence Developed since the Initial Decision.
1. Rambus Reasonably Anticipated Litigation Before "Shred DaYi 1998."
CCSF NO.9:

Rambus reasonably anticipated litigation against makers of JEDEC
standard complaint DRAM over patent infringement by early 1998. CCSF 8, 10-20;
CX5048 at 3 ("Top Level Key Results for 1998 ... 18. Develop and enforce IP . .. C.

Get all infringers to license our IP with royalties;: RDRAM (if it is a broad license) or

sue."); see also CX5055 (email from Kar dated January 6 1998 re obtaining DDR
SDRAM samples).
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO.9:

Complaint Counsel falsely state that the cited evidence was "developed

since the Initial Decision." Both of the two documents cited, CX5048 (RF0627714-731)
trial began in

and CX5055 (R222926), had been produced to Complaint Counsel before

this case. The fact that Complaint Counsel may have overlooked this evidence in the past

is no excuse for their assertion that the evidence is "new," and this proposed finding
should be stricken or ignored.

The proposed finding is also just plain wrong. The most that can fairly be
some of Rambus's patent

said is that in early 1998, Rambus was generally aware that if

applications ripened into patents, and if

the claims of those patents covered SDRAM or

DDR SDRAM devices, and iflicensing negotiations fell apar, there was "a chance of

litigation." RX-2516; RX-2517 (PTX9526) at 4 (339:18-23) (Kar 8/7/01 Micron Dep.)
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(emphasis added). A mere general awareness of the possibilty of litigation is not the
equivalent of "anticipating litigation."
The earliest-issued patents that Rambus has asserted against DRAM

manufacturers did not issue until June 22, 1999. RX-1472 at 1 (U.S. Patent
No.

5,915,105). Rambus executives were well aware in the late 1990s that before any

assertion of patent rights could be made, the devices in question would have to be

analyzed to determne if they infringed whatever claims might be issued by the PTO.

See, e.g., CX0919 (2/10/97 Tate email noting that "with so little hard data and no silcon
there are no patents that we can definitely say are infringed."); id. (same email showing

Mr. Tate's instrction to "wait on takng action til we see silcon. . . . '); CX5005
(DTX3678) at 2 (2/98 document stating that "(o)nce on the market, Rambus wil

purchase the competing product" before "determn(ing) what its next steps wil be."). It
is undisputed that the convergence of "hard data," "silcon" and issued Rambus patents
covering the accused devices did not occur until late 1999.
Moreover, the evidence cited by Complaint Counsel does not support ths

conclusion. The portion of CX5048 quoted by Complaint Counsel is from a section of

that document titled "Position Rambusfor the Future Including IP" and speaks only in
general conceptual terms. about developing and enforcing intellectual property rights.

CX5048 at 3 (emphasis added). The description of Joel Kar's January 6, 1998 email is
also misleading and fails to support a conclusion that Rambus was anticipating litigation
in early 1998. In that email.Mr. Kar says only that he is aware that a company has sent

samples to certain other companies and that this might be an opportunity to obtain some
-811 18233.1

pars. See CX5055.

Rambus employee, Joel Kar, was

At most, this evidence shows that one

investigating hypothetical scenarios that Rambus might someday face. But to actually

of the Board of Directors. See

adopt any licensing or litigation plan required approval

RX-2543 at 2 (34:13-20) (Mooring 10/14/04 Infineon Dep.) ("to undertake something of

the extent that Joel was proposing, it would have required other people's buy in"). In

1998, Mr. Kar's ideas had not been embraced by Rambus. See RX-2521 at 15 (114:23115:4) (Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.) ("Mr. Kar was always talking about issues like
ths. As you see from the document, this - he's now well into 1999 and he was stil

trying to get management approval."). Because Rambus's principal focus in 1998 and
1999 was the successful market introduction of the RDRAM device, and because

Rambus believed that it had no issued patents at that time that would be infringed by
either SDRAM or DDR SDRAM devices, Rambus was not interested at that time in
considering litigating against DRAM manufacturers, who were (they claimed) working to

introduce the RDRAM device. RX-2543 at 1-2 (33:21-34:3) (Mooring 10/14/04 Infneon
Dep.); see RRSF Nos. 23 & 29, which are incorporated by reference herein.
CCSF NO. 10:

By February 12, 1998, Rambus's Vice President of Intellectual Property

Joel Kar had contacted outside counsel to discuss, among other things, patent licensing
and infringement litigation against DRAM manufacturers complying with JEDEC
standards. CX5007 (Notes of "LICENSING/LITIGA TION STRATEGY" meeting
between Kar and lawyers from Cooley Godward).
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 10:

Complaint Counsel overstate the import of the notes by asserting that they

show that by February 12, 1998, Joel Kar had contacted outside counsel to discuss
"infringement litigation against DRAM manufacturers complying with JEDEC
standards:' Dan Johnson, an attorney who was at Cooley Godward in early 1998,

testified that the purose of his first meeting with Joel Kar was for "us at Cooley
Godward to introduce ourselves, for us to gain some understanding of the level of
sophistication of Rambus, and for us to develop some things to do for future activities."
11/23/04 Infineon Dep.).

RX-2522; RX-2523 at 1 (12:24-13:3) (Johnson

Mr. Johnson testified that he and Joel Kar discussed the "development of a

licensing strategy" for Rambus's intellectual property. Id. at I (13:10-13). As
Mr. Johnson explained, at that time "Rambus had very few

patents. They had a lot

of - a

lot of applications. What Rambus had was intellectual property, and they had a series of

contracts wit the memory manufacturers. So the licensing strategy related to the series of
contracts, but there wasn't any patents to - at that point that I was aware of, or if there

were, they were not something that they were talking to us about." RX-2522; RX-2523
at 1-2 (13:18-25) (Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.). The mere fact that someone may

have mentioned the possibilty of litigation if, well into the future after patents issued and
licensing negotiations proved unsuccessful, is not evidence that litigation was
"reasonably foreseeable."

Finally, if Complaint Counsel are correct that the meeting included a

discussion of possible infringement litigation, then the fact that Mr. Johnson was present
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for that discussion, and that he obviously did not feel that it presented any impediment to

Rambus's subsequent adoption of the document retention policy that Mr. Johnson

proposed, is strong evidence of Rambus's good faith in adopting that policy. See,ie.g.,
Lucent Information Management, Inc. v. Lucent Technologies, Inc., 186 F.3d 311,318

(3d Cir. 1999) ("cours have found that reliance on the advice of counsel after conducting
a trademark search is sufficient to defeat an inference of bad faith"); State Farm Mutual
Automobile Ins. Co. v. Johnson Kinsey Inc., 228 CaLApp.3d 721, 725, 279 CaLRptr. 116,

118 (1991) ("(i)n response to a plaintiff's allegations of bad faith and malice, a defendant
is entitled to show it acted reasonably and with proper cause based on the advice of its
counseL").
CCSF NO. 11:

In a meeting held on February 12, 1998, Rambus Vice President of

Intellectual Property Joel Kar, outside counsel Dan Johnson and others discussed a
proposed license program for Rambus and concluded that "Royalty rates wil probably
push us into litigation quickly." CX5007.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 11:

Joel Kar testified that the quotation cited by Complaint Counsel was not a
"conclusion," as Complaint Counsel suggest, but was simply his attempt to capture an

unattributed comment made during that meeting. CX5069 at 10 (371:10-14) (Kar
10/8/04 Infineon Dep.) ("my style would have been to have captured things that people

said. So someone would have -- would have made that comment, and I just don't know

who."). Assuming that the statement was made, however, it supports only a finding that
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Rambus adopted its document retention policy in good faith, not bad faith. The comment
was allegedly made at a meeting between Rambus and a well respected law fir. Present

was Dan Johnson, a lawyer with considerable expertise in advising companes about the
appropriate way to create and implement a document retention policy. The fact that the
comment

(if made) was made in Mr. Johnson's presence and that he then proceeded to

advise Rambus on the creation and implementation of a document retention policy shows

that neither Mr. Johnson, nor his colleagues at Cooley Godward, nor Rambus's managers

believed that litigation was reasonably foreseeable under the circumstances or that there
was anythng at all improper about adopting a document retention policy.
CCSF NO. 12:

In February 1998, as par of Rambus's litigation and licensing plans for its
cases against the DRAM manufacturers, Rambus planned to simultaneously gather
critical documents into an electronic database and develop a document retention policy.
CX5007 ("Make ourselves battle ready. Star gathering critical documents in company

so we can star putting together an electronic database.... Need company policy on
document retention policy.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 12:
Rambus disagrees that "as par of Rambus' s litigation and licensing plans

for its cases against the DRAM manufacturers, Rambus planed to simultaneously gather
critical documents into an electronic database and develop a document retention policy."

Outside counsel Dan Johnson testified that he advised Mr. Kar that Rambus needed a
document retention policy after he discovered that Rambus "had no practice or policies
-121118233.1

that related to the gathering of documents, and storing these documents, and getting rid of

documents that were simply accumulating over time." RX-2521 at 5-6 (34:8-12)
(Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.). Mr. Johnson testified that he advised Rambus to adopt

a document retention policy for a number of reasons. First, Rambus needed to reduce
paper document search costs in the event that Rambus was someday required to respond
be issued in connection with

to subpoenas or document requests that might possibly

futue lawsuits or investigations, including those in which Rambus was not a pary. RX2521 at 5-7 (Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.). Second, Mr. Johnson advised Rambus to
adopt a document retention policy to reduce search costs for electronic documents in the

same situation, paricularly in light of the problems that arise from having to search
obsolete or corrpted back-up media. Id. Third, Mr. Johnson felt it would be useful for

Rambus to have a company-wide standard for the retention and destruction of documents,

because the absence of such a standard might be cited by a future litigant as evidence of

spoliation. Id. at 6-7; RX-2522; RX-2523 at 17-18 (Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.).
CCSF NO. 13:

As early as February 1998, Rambus planed its litigation strategies,
including developing its legal theories and its strategies for selecting experts for the

litigation. CX5007 ("Select experts in advance. Other approach is breach of contract.
Dan contends that breach of contract is much easier to prove than patent infringement.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 13:
The notes cited by Complaint Counsel - Joel Kar's notes from his

February 12, 1998 meeting with Cooley Godward - fail to support the conclusion that by
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February 1998, Rambus had planed its litigation strategies, developed its legal theories,
or developed its strategy for selecting experts. The notes appear to be very preliminary

comments about hypothetical circumstances that might arse far into the future, after
patents (perhaps) issued, after infringement analyses (perhaps) resulted in a conclusion
that issued claims had been infringed, and after licensing negotiations (perhaps) had
broken down irretrievably.

Moreover, as noted above, the presence at this meeting of outside counsel

Dan Johnson, and the fact that the remark about "breach of contract" is attrbuted directly
to him, are strong indicia of good faith on Rambus' s part. Complaint Counsel do not

even try to rebut Mr. Johnson's testimony about his expertise in the legal aspects of
document retention practices, and they certainly do not suggest that he was engaged in

any conspiracy to destroy evidence or obstrct justice. As a result, no inference can be
drawn from the discussion at this meeting that Rambus was acting in bad faith in
subsequently adopting a document retention policy proposed by the same lawyers who

were at the meeting. To the contrary: the fact, if it is a fact, that Rambus was being

advised by the same respected law fir, at the same moment in time, about issues
involving future licensing, possible future litigation and the contours of a document
retention policy is

strong

evidence of good faith. See Lucent Information Management

Inc., 186 F.3d at 318. In other words, the evidence that Complaint Counsel rely on so
heavily in fact shows conclusively that Rambus had no reason to believe in February
1998 that the document retention policy that their counsel was suggesting to them was in
any way improper or wrongfuL
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CCSF NO. 14:

In February 1998, Rambus asked its lawyers to review Rambus' s contracts

with its licensees to help formulate a litigation strategy. CX5007.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 14:

Complaint Counsel overstate the contents of the notes, which do not show
or even suggest that Rambus asked Mr. Johnson and his colleagues to review the license

agreements in question. See CX5007 (stating only that "they are going to review" and
that "they wil review" four contracts). In any event, for the reasons stated above, the

cited language supports only the conclusion that Rambus acted in good faith in 1998 in
.Aclopting a document retention

policy on its counsel's advice.

CCSF NO. 15:

In February 1998, as par of Rambus' s litigation and licensing plans for its

cases against the DRAM manufacturers, Rambus considered whether to develop and
implement a document retention program by itself or to have its lawyers develop the
plan. CX5007.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 15:

This proposed finding is inconsistent with the cited exhibit and inconsistent

with the weight of the evidence. Outside counsel Dan Johnson testified that he advised

Mr. Kar that Rambus needed a document retention policy after he discovered that
Rambus "had no practice or policies that related to the gathering of documents, and
storing these documents, and getting rid of documents that were simply accumulating

over time." RX-2521 at 5-6 (34:8-12) (Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.). Mr. Johnson
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testified that he advised Rambus to adopt a document retention policy for a number of
reasons. First, Rambus needed to reduce paper document search costs in the event that

Rambus was someday required to respond to subpoenas or document requests that might
possibly be issued in connection with future lawsuits or investigations, including those in
which Rambus was not a pary. RX-2521 at 5-7 (Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.).

reduce

Second, Mr. Johnson advised Rambus to adopt a document retention policy to

search costs for electronic documents in the same situation, paricularly in light of the

problems that arise from having to search obsolete or corrpted back-up media. Id.
Third, Mr. Johnson felt it would be useful for Rambus to have a company-wide standard
for the

retention and destruction of documents, because the absence of such a standard

might be cited by a future litigant as evidence of spoliation. Id.at 6-7; RX-2522; RX2523 at 17 -18 (Johnson 11/23/04 I nfineon Dep.).
CCSF NO. 16:

In the meeting held on February 12, 1998, Rambus outside counsel Dan
Johnson stated that Rambus needs "to litigate against someone to establish royalty rate

and have cour declare patent valid." Id.; see also CX5076 at 7 (Deposition testimony of
Dan Johnson); CX5069 at 11-12 (Deposition of Joel Kar "the overall idea was that at

some point in order to really establish the validity of a patent, it's something that would

have to happen in cour.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 16:

Complaint Counsel overstate the import of the testimony if they are
suggesting that Mr. Johnson believed, or advised Rambus, that litigation was necessary,
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recommended or even available at that time. As Mr. Kar's cited testimony makes clear,
Mr. Johnson's statement was only a general observation that the validity of a patent can

only be finally established by a court. In any event, as noted above, if the statement was

made, it can only have been par of a hypothetical set of circumstances far off in the
futue, given that Rambus had

no issued patents to assert. Moreover, Mr. Johnson

obviously did not feel at the time that litigation was sufficiently foreseeable that he could
not propose to Rambus - as he says

CCSF NO.

he did - that it adopt a document retention policy.

17:

When asked about his statement that Rambus needs "to litigate against
someone to establish royalty rate and have court declare patent valid," outside counsel

Dan Johnson was instrcted not to answer in par on the ground that the statement was
attorney work product prepared in anticipation of litigation. CX5076 at 7-8 ("And I
would add a furer objection on the grounds of attorney workproduct privilege to the

extent it's calling for his mental impressions."). See also id. at 8-9, 12.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 17:

Rambus does not dispute that Dan Johnson was instrcted not to answer
this question in part on the ground that the statement reflects privileged attorney work

product. Rambus does not agree that Dan Johnson was instrcted not to answer because
the statement was attorney work product prepared in anticipation of litigation. The
transcript portions cited do not contain any reference to anticipation of litigation.
Rambus furer disagrees with Complaint Counsel's implicit suggestion that this work

product objection constitutes an admission that this statement was made in anticipation of
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litigation.

A work product objection is not a binding admission that litigation was
anticipated when a statement was made or a document prepared especially where, as

here, the statement was made by a Californa lawyer. Under California law, unike
federal law, the protection afforded to an attorney's work product is denominated a

"privilege." See State Farm Fire & Cas. Co. v. Sup. Ct., 54 CaL App. 4th 625,650
(1997). Moreover, Californa law also differs from federal law in that it protects a
lawyer's work product prepared "in a nonlitigation capacity." County of Los Angeles v.
Sup. Ct., 82 CaL App. 4th 819, 833 (2000) ("The protection afforded by the privilege is
not limited

to . writings created. by a lawyer in

anticipation of a lawsuit. It applies as well

to writings prepared by an attorney while acting in a nonlitigation capacity."). While
federal courts resolving state law claims often hòld under Fed. R. Evid. 501 that the

federal work product doctrine applies to work product issues, Rambus has located no

case analyzing the applicabilty of Rule 501 given Californa's use of the "privilege"
language and the absolute nature of the protection afforded by the privilege. Given the

clear language of Rule 501 (when constring state law claims, "the privilege" of a person
"shall be determned in accordance with State law"), a strong argument exists that
Californa law affords

a work product "privilege" to the work of the Californa lawyers in

this case, at least with respect to the state law claims at issue here. See, e.g., Saldi v. Paul
Revere Life Ins. Co., 224 F.R.D. 169, 193 (E.D. Pa. 2004) (applying Pennsylvania law of
work product in diversity case).
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CCSF NO. 18:

In a meeting held on February 12, 1998, Rambus Vice President of
Intellectual Property Joel

Kar, outside counsel Dan Johnson and others also discllssed

possible litigation approaches. Cooley Godward was tasked to "review Micron, Fujitsu
and Samsung and Hyundai contracts and formulate litigation strategy driven by results of

the analysis - breach-scope of license, NDA or patent infringement." CX5007.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 18:

This proposed finding is duplicative of CCSF 14, and Rambus's response to
CCSF 14 is incorporated herein by this reference.
CCSF NO. 19:

Following the February 12, 1998, meeting, Rambus's outside counsel at

Cooley Godward prepared a "litigation strategy memorandum" for Rambus. CX5008 at
2.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 19:
Complaint Counsel's reference comes from a shortand statement in a

Cooley Godward bil dated March 25, 1998. The actual memorandum states that it is a
"proposed licensing and litigation strategy for Rambus," and it states that "filn the event
that licensing discussions do not result in resolution, the following is a litigation strategy

for Rambus." CX5005 at 1-2 (emphasis added). It is thus clear that licensing was the
principal goaL The contingent and distant nature of any litigation was also made clear by
the statement that:
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". . . Rambus wil not initiate any action until a competing product
enters the market. Once on the market, Rambus wil purchase the
competing product, reverse engineer it to determne if it inringes
the patent, and then determine what its next steps wil be."
Id.

Moreover, as with the above proposed findings, it is clear that Rambus had
no reason to believe that these discussions with outside counsel of possible future
litigation meant that it could not, or should not, adopt the document retention policy that

was being simultaneously proposed by those same lawyers. The proposed finding thus
supports a conclusion that the policy was adopted in good faith.
CCSF NO. 20:
u

In late February 1998 Rambus's outside attorneys recommended a litigation
and licensing program to

Rambus regarding "manufacturers who ... have plans to build

competing products without paying royalties to Rambus." CX5005 at 1; see also id. at 2
("In the event that licensing discussions do not result in resolution, the following is a
litigation strategy for Rambus.")
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 20:

Complaint Counsel's quotations from the "proposed licensing and litigation

strategy for Rambus" are misleading. CX5005 at 1 (emphasis added). The document
does not state that it is a litigation strategy regarding "manufacturers who ... have plans to

build competing products without paying royalties to Rambus" as Complaint Counsel

suggest. The full text from which Complaint Counsel selectively quote states: "Rambus
faces global competition for its technology from DRAM manufacturers of two types.
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The first includes licensed manufacturers who having received proprietary information
and training pursuant to a license from Rambus, have plans to build competing products

without paying royalties to Rambus." CX5005 at 1 (emphasis added). Moreover,ithe

document furer states that "Given that various DRAM manufacturers may not be aware
of Rambus' patent portfolio and the fees that Rambus would charge for licensing its

patents for non- Rambus compatible systems, Rambus wil develop a non-discriminatory

licensing program." Id. (emphasis added). In addition, the document "assumes that
Rambus wil not initiate any action until a competing product enters the market. Once on
the market, Rambus wil purchase the competing product, reverse engineer it to

determne if it infringes the patents, and then determine what its next steps wil be." Id. at
2 (emphasis added).

Litigation was thus clearly described as a far-off contingency, to be

considered as a last option only if all of the following occured: (1) issued patents;
(2) infringing products; and (3) failed licensing negotiations. None of these thee

elements were present as of February 1998, which likely explains why none of those
involved in the discussion, including outside counsel, believed that there was any
impediment to the development of a content-neutral document retention policy.
CCSF NO. 21:

In a "proposed licensing and litigation strategy" memorandum dated
February 23, 1998, Rambus's outside counsel described for Rambus a "tiered litigation

strategy" needed by Rambus because of the "number of potential disputants." CX5005 at
2. That memorandum describes potential litigation timing and potential legal theories for
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Rambus that differentiates between curent licensees of RDRAM and "unicensed
competitors." Id.

TO CCSF NO. 21:

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE

Complaint Counsel's continual efforts to mine the same short memo for

evidence of bad faith are unavailing. The memo cuts the other way. It describes a
proposed licensing strategy for Rambus and

then refers to a possible litigation strategy

"(i)n the event that licensing discussions do not result in resolution." CX5005 at 2. The
document does not state that Rambus "needed" a tiered litigation strategy due to the
number of potential disputants, but instead states merely that Cooley Godward had

developed a "tiered" strategy for that reason. See id. The document is preliminary,
conceptual and hypothetical in that it "assumes that Rambus wil not initiate any action

until a competing product enters the market. Once on the market, Rambus wil purchase
the competing product, reverse engineer it to determne if it infringes the patents, and

then determine what its next steps wil be." Id. (emphasis added). Complaint Counsel
have cited no evidence that as of February 1998 any competing product had entered the

market or that Rambus had reverse engineered any such product to determne if it

infringed any patent that had issued at that time. See RRSF No.9. Moreover, the fact
that this document was prepared by the same lawyers who were simultaneously advising
Rambus on the adoption of a document retention policy is strong evidence of Rambus' s

good faith in adopting that policy.
CCSF NO. 22:
Vice President Kar noted two addition issues on Rambus outside counsel's
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(Kar 10/8/04 Infineon Dep.). Mr. Kar also testified that he gave the presentation not to
"to give a presentation of what my

present an actual licensing or litigation strategy, but

activities had. . . been over the few months that I had been. . . at the company at that
point." Id. at 19 (403:1-5) (Kar 10/8/04 Infineon Dep.). Mr. Kar furer testified that

the presentation was only a "first cut" at a possible licensing program. Id. at 19 (402:1618) (Kar 10/8/04 Infineon Dep.).

David Mooring, who then was Rambus's Vice President of

the Personal

Computer Division (and later Rambus's President), testified that he remembered

Mr. Kar "coming forward with his kind of first volley" on a potential licensing program,
which Rambus did not adopt. RX-2542; RX-2543 at 1 (33:3-6) (Mooring 10/14/04

Infineon Dep.). He explained that "to undertake something of the extent that Joel was

proposing, it would have required other people's buy in" and "this proposal fell on deaf

ears at the time." Id. at 2 (34:13-20) (Mooring 10/14/04 Infineon Dep.). See RRSF Nos.
9 & 29, which are incorporated by reference herein.

It is also important to note that the presentation by Mr. Kar borrows
extensively from, and appears to be based upon, the memorandum previously prepared

for Rambus by the Cooley Godward fir. Compare CX5006 (presentation) with
CX5005 (memorandum). Finally, the Supplemental Evidence demonstrates that

Rambus's outside counsel werefully aware of, and possessed a copy of Mr. Kar's
March 1998 presentation. Compare CX5006 (produced from Rambus's files) with

CX5054 (produced from Mr. Johnson's files). This demonstrates that all involved
understood the prospect of litigation at this time, prior even to the issuance of relevant
-24118233.1

patents, to be a distant one that presented no legal impediment to Rambus' s adoption of a
document retention policy.
CCSF NO. 24:

In his March 4, 1998, presentation to Rambus's Board of Directors, Vice
President Joel Kar described some "Near Term Actions" as par of the "Licensing and

Litigation Strategy," including "(n)eed to create document retention policy" "(n)eed to

prepare discovery database," and "(n)eed to organze prosecuting attorney's files for
issued patents." CX5006 at 8.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 24:

See RRSF 23, above, for a full description of the referenced document.

Mr. Kar also testified that the reference to "near term actions" represented a status

report on activities that Mr. Kar was then pursuing - not a request for Board approval of
any policy or strategy. CX5069 at 20 (404:22-24) (Kar 10/8/04 Infineon Dep.).
CCSF NO. 25:

Rambus witheld from production to Infineon, under claims of privilege,

the March 4, 1998, presentation by Vice President Joel Kar to the Rambus Board of

Directors. Rambus asserted that Vice President Kar's presentation constituted both an
attorney-client communication and attorney work product prepared in anticipation of
litigation. CX5000 at 18, item 317; see also CX5069 at 16-17.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 25:

Item 317 of Rambus's privilege log identified Joel Kar and Dan Johnson
as authors of Mr. Kar's presentation and asserted the attorney-client and attorney work
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product privileges. In light of the applicabilty of Californa law, Rambus disagrees with
Complaint Counsel's implicit suggestion that the "work product" designation on
Rambus's privilege log constitutes an admission that this document was prepared in

anticipation of litigation. See RRSF No. 17.
CCSF NO. 26:

In his March 4, 1998, presentation to Rambus' s Board of Directors, Vice
President Joel Kar described a licensing and litigation strategy for DDR SDRAM,

among other products. CX5006 at 1.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 26:

Mr. Kar's "trial balloon" presentation does not explicitly mention
litigation (rather than licensing) with respect to DDR SDRAM, and it certainly makes

clear that licensing is the first, and preferred, option. CX5006 at 1-3. The presentation
also confirs that no licensing or litigation would occur until after parts had been located

and reverse engineered and infringement analyses had been prepared. Id. at 7.
CCSF NO. 27:

In his March 4, 1998, presentation to Rambus' s Board of Directors, Vice
President Joel Kar described Cooley Godward's "tiered litigation strategy" which was

intended to kick-in if negotiations do not lead to licenses, and timing issues for proposed

litigation. Id. at 3-7. The presentation also described a "Potential legal action against
SLDRAM, Iiic." Id. at 5.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 27:

The proposed finding is not supported by the cited exhibit if the finding is
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intended to suggest that a litigation strategy had been adopted by Rambus as of March 4,

1998 or that any litigation strategy "was intended to kick-in" at any point in time. See
RRSF Nos. 9, 21 & 23, which are incorporated by reference herein. Although the

i

document includes a line that reads "potential legal action against SLDRAM, Inc.," it

refers to unfair competition and trade secret claims. Complaint Counsel have not
explained the relevance of these claims to this action, nor have they cited any evidence
that any such legal action was approved, rejected, or even discussed.
CCSF NO. 28:

In an October 1998 presentation, which either went to Rambus's Board of

Directors or to CEO Geoff Tate's immediate staff, Vice President Kar asserted that
Rambus would be ready to initiate litigation against manufacturers of SDRAM for patent
infringement in the first quarer of 1999 and to initiate litigation regarding DDR SDRAM

the quarter after that. CX5011 at 3; CX5069 at 44-45.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 28:

Complaint Counsel mischaracterize the evidence in saying that Joel Kar
asserted that Rambus "would be ready" to initiate litigation against manufactuers of
SDRAM for patent infringement in the first quarer of 1999 or that it "would be ready" to
initiate litigation regarding DDR SDRAM the quarer after that. The document plainly

states only that Rambus "Could be ready to go in Q1 '99 (if access time patent issues)."

CX5011 at 3 (emphasis added). In the very next sentence, the document shows that

Rambus was not anticipating litigation or intending to get itself ready by the first quarer
of 1999, asking "however, big question is - what's the rush? What is compellng
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business reason? I can't think of any." Id. The document also evidences Rambus's
belief that it was not in a position to contemplate litigation until it had strengthened its

patent portfolio and completed its reverse engineering efforts, tasks that it did not

contemplate finishing until calendar year 2000. See id. at 1-2.

Mr. Kar's preliminary suggestions were not embraced by Rambus as of
October 1998 because, among other things, Rambus believed that it had no issued patents
at that time that would be infringed by either SDRAM or DDR SDRAM devices and
because Rambus' s principal focus at that time was the successful market introduction of

the RDRAM device. See RRSF Nos. 9, 23, & 29.
CCSF NO. 29:

Throughout the Summer and Fall of 1998, Rambus Vice President of

Intellectual Property Joel Kar continued to anticipate litigation against manufacturers
JEDEC compliant DRAM. See, e.g., CX5017 ("IP Q3'98 Goals (First Cut) ... 2.

Infringement Activity... Prepare claim char for Micron SDRAM...3. IP Litigation
Activity."); CX5014 ("IP Q3'98 Goals (Final)... 2. Infringement Activity... Prepare claim

char for Micron SDRAM...3. IP Litigation Activity."); CX5011 at 3 ("Strategy Update
10/98 - 1 ... Taiwan Strategy Is Best Course Of Action For Near Term (Next 2 or 3

Quarers) Mosel and Nanya for SDRAM ... Acer SIS VIA for SDRAM, DDR..."); see
also CX5069 at 44-45 (CX5017 was likely created in June of 1998; CX5014 was likely
created in September or October of 1998; CX5011 was either presented to Rambus Board
of Directors or to Geoff Tate's immediate staff).
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 29:

Rambus disagrees that the documents cited by Complaint Counsel

demonstrate that Rambus was anticipating litigation durng the summer and fall of 1998.
These documents address the potential licensing of Rambus's (then unissued) patents for
non-compatible uses (such

as SDRAM). Many of these documents also discuss and

explore strategic issues surounding potential litigation in the event that the patents
issued, licensing negotiations were unsuccessful, and the company made the decision to

proceed to litigation. But the evidence also reflects that executive board approval was
required for any of these plans to move forward and that, as late as mid-1999, such

approval had not been provided. See, e.g. CX5012 at 13 (R401172) (listing under
"add/amend above goals" "commence litigation during Q2/00, upon exec/board
approval. (New)") (emphasis added); RX-2521 at 15 (114:23-115:4) (Johnson i 1/23/04

Infineon Dep.) ("Mr. Kar was always talking about issues like this. As you see from the
document, this - he's now well into 1999 and he was stil trying to get management
approvaL ").

As of the summer and fall of 1998, Mr. Kar's suggestions had not been
embraced by Rambus, both because of a concern that such efforts would distract from
Rambus's principal focus (namely, RDRAM licensing and support) and, perhaps more

importantly, because of Rambus's general belief that it had no issued patents at that time

that would be infringed by either SDRAM or DDR SDRAM devices. RX-2542; RX-

2543 at 1-2 (33:21-34:3) (Mooring 10/14/04 Infineon Dep.); see also RRSF No.9, which
is incorporated by reference herein.
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Moreover, Complaint Counsel has presented no evidence to support its
suggestion that Joel Kar or Rambus ever targeted DRAM manufacturers based on their
compliance with JEDEC standards. See RRSF No. 10. Indeed, none of the cited exhibits

even refers to JEDEC.

Finally, it is clear from the Supplemental Evidence that Mr. Kar continued
to discuss licensing and (possible) litigation with Dan Johnson in 1998 and 1999, without
any suggestion by Mr. Johnson that those discussions meant that Rambus should suspend

or modify the document retention policy it had adopted on advice of counseL RX 2521 at
15 (114:23-115:4) (Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.). These facts negate any inference of
bad-faith that Complaint Counsel would like to draw from the cited documents.
2. Rambus Reasonably Anticipated Litigation Before the "1999
Shredding Party at Rambus."
CCSF NO. 30:

Rambus reasonably anticipated litigation against manufactuers of JEDECcomplaint SDRAMs and DDR SDRAMs for patent infringement by early 1999. CCSF 929.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 30:

This proposed finding is irelevant because Complaint Counsel do not
contend that JEDEC-related documents or other relevant documents were created or

destroyed after the summer 1998 "shred day" event. Complaint Counsel's proposed
findings about post-1998 litigation strategies and document retention issues simply have

no bearing on the issues raised by the pending motion. Moreover, the evidence cited by
Complaint Counsel in CCSF 9-29 does not support the conclusion stated in this finding.
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Complaint Counsel also have not established that Rambus' s relationship with Intel was

deteriorating as of late 1998 or early 1999. The only evidence cited by Complaint

Counsel, Joel Kar's testimony, shows only that as oflate 1998 or early 1999, there were
contract discussions between Rambus and Intel that were "getting a bit touchy." CX5069
at 47 (535:20-25) (Kar 10/8/04 Infineon Dep.).

The evidence also shows that the "Nuclear Winter Scenario" document was

purely a hypothetical exercise. Joel Kar testified that he was asked to prepare the
document as a "what happens if Intel tells us to take a walk, kind of thing," "a strawman

kind of scenario." Id. at 47 (536:2-8) (Kar 10/8/04 Infineon Dep.). The document itself
states-clearly that "at this time that this is a very unlikely scenario, even for something
that's purely hypotheticaL" CX5013 at 2 (emphasis added). Accordingly, ths document

does not show that any litigation by Rambus was likely, and the reference to a "nuclear
winter" certainly shows that such a prospect was considered highly undesirable to

Rambus and as something that should be avoided if at all possible. Moreover, Mr. Kar
testified that after he prepared the document, "they worked everything out with Intel and

so it got - it got tabled or put on the shelf somewhere, and nothing ever happened to it."

CX5069 at 49 (539:11-15) (Kar 10/8/04 Infneon Dep.).
Finally, outside counsel Dan Johnson was aware of Mr. Kar's preparation
of the "scenario" exhibit and "provided information which found its way into (the)

document." RX 2521 at 13-14 (96:07-96:09; 96:24-97:05; 97:16-20; 98:3-9; 98:11-13)
(Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.). This is strong evidence of Rambus's good faith in its
continued implementation of the document retention policy that Mr. Johnson had
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proposed.
CCSF NO. 33:

Rambus's concerns about Intel and Rambus's preparations for litigation
against Intel and the DRAM manufacturers over JEDEC-complaint SDRAM and DDR
though September of 1999. See CX5019 at 1-2 ("Question: Is

SDRAM continued at least

there life at Rambus after Intel? Answer: There's better be because Intel has already
stared to let go.").

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 33:

The evidence cited by Complaint Counsel fails to support their conclusion.
As

slated above, Joel Kar testified that shortly after he drafted the "Nuclear Winter

Scenaro" document in late 1998 or early 1999, "they worked everything out with Intel

and so it got - it got tabled or put on the shelf somewhere, and nothing ever happened to
evidence

it." CX5069 at 49 (539:11-15) (Kar 10/8/04 Infineon Dep.). Because the

demonstrates that this document was nothing more than a "purely hypothetical,"

"strawman kind of scenario," there is no support for Complaint Counsel's assertion that
Rambus ever "prepar( ed) for litigation against Intel and the DRAM manufacturers" or

that the "preparations" "continued." See RRSF No. 32, which is incorporated by
reference herein. Moreover, this proposed finding is irrelevant for the reasons set out in
RRSF No. 30. Finally, Mr. Johnson testified that although he had not seen the
presentation in question, he was aware of what it was about. RX2521 at 16 (120:5-9).
CCSF NO. 34:

In or around June of 1999, either Vice President Joel Kar or in-house IP
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lawyer Neil Steinberg presented mid-year 1999 "Key Results" to Rambus's executives.
That presentation described Rambus's efforts to obtain SDRAM and DDR SDRAM
related patents. That presentation also set as a Rambus goal the selection of a company

against which to litigate during the first quarter of 2000 and the commencement of

litigation against that company in the second quarer of 2000. CX5012 at 13 ("KR99.5
UPDATE FOR IP," corresponding to bates numbers R401172-173); CX5069 at 51.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 34:

The cited presentation does not set any goals. The document makes clear
that to set a "new" goal of this sort, executive board approval was required for any of
these plans to move forward and that, as of the summer of 1999, such-approval had not

been provided. See CX5012 at 13 (R401172) (listing under "add/amend above goals"
"commence litigation during Q2/00, upon execlboard approvaL. (New)") (emphasis

added). The document also makes clear that licensing was the first option, that it had not

begun, and that no litigation would commence unless negotiations failed. Id. A later
slide confirms this point by referring to "negotiations" in "Q4/99" and "possible"

litigation in "Q2/00." Id. at 16 (R401175). Finally, this proposed finding is irelevant for
the reasons set out in RRSF No. 30.
CCSF NO. 35:

Rambus continued to anticipate and prepare for litigation thoughout the
summer of 1999. See, e.g., CX5025 ("IP Q3'99 Goals - Final 7/1/99 ...2. Infringing
Devices. A. Initiate reverse engineering of infringing devices as required for litigation

prep."); CX5026 ("IP Q3'99 Goals - Final 7/1/99 ... 3. Licensinglitigation Readiness...
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G. Prepare litigation strategy against 1 of the 3 manufacturers... H. Ready for litigation
with 30 days notice."); CX5027-CX5029; CX5069 at 53 (describing the IP Q3'99 Goals

as "varous versions" of the document.); see also CX5045.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 35:

The cited evidence does not support the conclusion that Rambus anticipated

or prepared for litigation during the summer of 1999. These documents address the

Rambus's patents for non-compatible uses (such as SDRAM). And

potential licensing of

many of these documents also discuss and explore strategic issues surounding potential
litigation in the event that the patents issued, licensing negotiations were unsuccessful,

and the company made the decision to proceed to litigation. But the evidence also
reflects that executive board approval was required for any of these plans to move

forward and that, as of the summer of 1999, such approval had not been provided. See

RRSF 9,23,29, & 34 which are incorporated by reference herein. Finally, this proposed
finding is irelevant for the reasons set out in RRSF No. 30.
3. Rambus Reasonably Anticipated Litigation Before its Document
Shredding Session in December 2000.
CCSF NO. 36:

Rambus reasonably anticipated litigation against makers of JEDEC
standard complaint DRAM over patent

infringement by early 2000. CCSF 9-35.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 36:

This proposed finding is' irelevant because, as of early 2000, Rambus had

put in place a "litigation hold" to preserve potentially relevant documents. See RSF
1677-1682.
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CCSF NO. 37:

In a presentation to Rambus management on September 24,1999, Rambus
Vice President Joel Karp and in-house IP lawyer Neil Steinberg described a litigation
strategy designed to increase the industry's respect for Rambus's IP. CX5019 at 3-4 ("we

must increase the industry's perception of our value though aggressive assertion of our
IP rights.... Curently industry does not have respect for Rambus IP. We have to ear that

respect by substantiating our claims that cover pioneering technology. This is the main
goal and must be achieved! !").

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 37:

The proposed finding is misleading to the extent it characterizes the exhibit

as "describ(ing) a litigation strategy." Rather, it reflects the need to "ear (industry)
respect by substantiating our claims that cover pioneering technology," which the

document describes as "the main goaL" The record shows that Rambus did indeed seek
to license its technology and did indeed sign licenses with many in the industry.
CCSF NO. 38:

In their September 24, 1999 presentation to Rambus management, Vice

President Joel Kar and in-house IP lawyer Neil Steinberg emphasized that Rambus's IP
strategy was premised on the understanding that Rambus was eventually going to have to

litigate in order to enforce its DRAM patents. Id. at 4 ("Even if we gain some initial

settlements, we wil have to ultimately pursue remedies in court. Companes like Micron

wil fight us tooth and nail and wil never settle. Best route to IP credibilty is though
victory over a major DRAM manufacturer.").
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 38:

The proposed finding is misleading to the extent that it states that
"Rambus's IP strategy was premised on the understanding that Rambus was eventpally

going to have to litigate in order to enforce its DRAM patents." First, as demonstrated
above, this presentation was not a description of a litigation strategy. See RRSF No. 37,

which is incorporated by reference herein. Second, the docum~nt states that patent

claims are initially substantiated either by signing a lucrative license deal or winnng in

cour. CX5019 at 5. In the portion quoted by Complaint Counsel, the document merely

recognzes that some companies are paricularly litigious and that Rambusmight
ultimately have to pursue its

remedies against such companies in court. Id. at 6.

CCSF NO. 39:
In the four quarer of 1999, either Vice President Joel Kar or in-house IP

lawyer Neil Steinberg prepared a presentation for Rambus's executive staff entitled
"SDRAM Targets." CX5012 at 27 (corresponding to bates numbers R401186-189);

CX5069 at 51-52. According to the presentation, Rambus was to "Prepare Infringement
Case For 3 SDRAM Targets in Q4'99." CX5012 at 27 (corresponding to bates number

R401186). The first target was to be chosen by "early Q4'99." Id. at 29 (corresponding
to bates number R401188).
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 39:

The cited evidence is irelevant to the issues presented by this motion.
CCSF NO. 40:

In October 1999, either Vice President Joel Kar or in-house IP lawyer Neil
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Steinberg made a presentation to Rambus' s Board of Directors entitled "Target

Selection." The presentation discussed Rambus's plans for initiating negotiations and

litigation against DRAM manufacturers with respect to their manufactue of JEDECcompliant SDRAMs and DDR SDRAMs. CX5003 at 2-6; CX5069 at 53-54. Among the

factors considered for target selection was a DRAM manufacturer's "experience in

battle," "litigation story," "venue flexibility," and Rambus's exposure to a counterclaim

by the manufacturer.ld.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 40:

This proposed finding is misleading to the. extent it describes the

presentation as discussing "plans for initiating... litigation." First, the document
describes a plan for initiating negotiations and merely recognizes the possibility that if

negotiations are unsuccessful, litigation may result. See CX5003 at 8 (file suit "if no

closure") (emphasis added). Second, to the extent that this finding suggests that this
document reflect a "plan" that had been adopted by Rambus, it is unsupported by the
evidence. The document on its face states that it is a "recommendation" that remained

subject to Board approvaL CX5003 at 8. Finally, Complaint Counsel have presented no
evidence to support its suggestion that Rambus ever targeted DRAM manufacturers

based on their compliance with JEDEC standards. See RRSF No. 10. Indeed, the cited
exhibit does not even refer to JEDEC.
CCSF NO. 41:

In the October 1999 presentation to Rambus's Board of Directors, either

Vice President Joel Kar or in-house IP lawyer Neil Steinberg presented a time-line for
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negotiations and litigation that contemplated filng a complaint in Delaware by February
1 of 2000. Id. at 7-8 ("File suit in Delaware ASAP, if no closure."). In the Presentation

either Mr. Kar or Mr. Steinberg suggested that the first target for Rambus's patent
litigation should be Hitachi. Id. at 8. The presentation suggested that Rambus plan to

approach Hitachi during the four quarer for settlement negotiations. Id. If no settlement
was reached, Rambus planed to sue Hitachi six weeks later. Id.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 41:

The proposed finding is irelevant, misleading and unsupported by the
evidence cited, for the reasons set out in RRSF No. 40.
CCSF NO. 42:

In November 1999, Rambus had a company-wide off-site meeting at which
Vice President Joel Kar discussed Rambus's "Lexington" patent enforcement initiative

against SDRAMs and DDR SDRAMs. CX5002 at 4 ("Three product categories are first

targets for enforcement. DDR SDRAMs. SDR SDRAMs. Processors with memory
interfaces") .

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 42:

The cited evidence is irelevant to the issues presented by this motion.
CCSF NO. 43:

On January 18,2000, Rambus initiated litigation against Hitachi in federal
district court in Delaware, alleging that Hitachi's SDRAMs and DDR SDRAMs infringed
Rambus patents. CCFF 1995.
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 43:

This proposed finding is not based in any way upon the supplemental

evidence and is not proper under the Commission's July 20,2005 Order.
CCSF NO. 44:

Lester Vincent understood in January of 2000 that Rambus had begun suing
the DRAM manufacturers over their manufacture of JEDEC-compliant SDRAM and
DDR SDRAM. CX5040 ("Filed suit against Hitachi. POOL case").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 44:

The proposed finding is misleading since the cited documents indicate only
that Lester Vincent was aware in January 2000 that Rambus had filed suit against

Hitachi. The document makes no reference to "DRAM manufacturers" in the plural
sense, nor does it refer to "JEDEC-compliant devices." See CX5040.
CCSF NO. 45:

On August 8, 2000, Rambus filed a patent infringement lawsuit against

Infineon Technologies in federal district cour in Virginia. CCFF 2016.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 45:

This proposed finding in not based in any way upon the supplemental

evidence and is not proper under the COI?ission's July 20,2005 Order.
CCSF NO. 46:

In August 2000, Micron sued Rambus in federal district cour in Delaware
seeking a declaratory judgment that its manufacture and sale of JEDEC-complaint

SDRAM did not infringe Rambus's patents. CCFF 2020.
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 46:

This proposed finding in not based in any way upon the supplemental
evidence and is not proper under the Commission's July 20, 2005 Order.
CCSF NO. 47:

In August 2000, Hynx sued Rambus in federal district cour in Californa
seeking a declaratory judgment that its manufacture and sale of JEDEC-complaint

SDRAM did not infringe Rambus's patents. CCFF 2019.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 47:

This proposed finding in not based in any way upon the supplemental
_~vidence and is not proper under the Commission's July 20, 2005 Order.
III. Rambus Intentionally Destroyed its Documents.

CCSF NO. 48:

ALJ Timony found that Rambus destroyed its documents intentionally.

Order on Complaint Counsel's Motions for Default Judgement and for Oral Argument
(2/26/2003) at 8.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 48:

This is not a proper finding of fact under the Commssion's July 25, 2005
Order, as it is not based upon the supplemental evidence in any way. It is also
misleading, since Judge Timony appears to have been using the word "intent" to refer

simply to the puroseful act of discarding a document, without determning whether the
underlying motivation was an improper one. Judge McGuire subsequently determined
that the evidence was insufficient to show that Rambus "specifically intended to destroy
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documents in an effort to assist in its defense strategies." Order Denying Complaint
Counsel's Motion for Additional Adverse Inferences and Other Appropriate Relief (April

15,2003) at 5, n.2. Judge McGuire's finding was correct when made and remains correct
today, for the reasons set fort in Rambus' s Amended Proposed Findings of Fact and in

these responses to Complaint Counsel's Supplemental Proposed Findings of Fact.
CCSF NO. 49:

Judge Payne concluded that "(i)t is beyond question that Rambus instituted
a document retention policy and thereby intentionally destroyed documents." Rambus v.
Infineon, 220 F.R.D. at 283.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 49:

This is not a proper finding of fact and is simply a quote from a district

cour's discovery opinion. In the absence of a final judgment, intermediate opinions on
discovery matters cannot be afforded preclusive effect. See, e.g., In Re 949 Erie Street,

824 F.2d 538,541 (7th Cir. 1987) (holding that collateral estoppel does not apply "to an
interlocutory order, which may be changed by the district cour at any time prior to final
judgment"); Luben Indus., Inc. v. U.S., 707 F.2d 1037, 1040 (9th Cir. 1983) (holding that
collateral estoppel does not apply in the absence of a final judgment).

A. Evidence available at Initial Decision.
CCSF NO. 50:

Rambus intentionally destroyed its hard copy documents. CCFF 1719,

1723-1727,1731,1734-1742,1745-1750,1752.
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 50:

any way upon the supplemental

This proposed finding is not based in

evidence and is not proper under the Commission's July 20, 2005 Order. Rambusi

responded to these prior proposed findings at RR 1719, 1723-1727, 1731, 1734-1742,
1745-1750,1752.
CCSF NO. 51:

Rambus intentionally destroyed its electronic documents. CCFF 1720-

1727,1731-1732,1734-1735,1743,1745,1750-1753.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 51:

This proposed finding is not based in any way upon the supplemental

evidence and is not proper under the Commission's July 20,2005 Order. Rambus

responded to these prior proposed findings at RR 1720-1727, 1731-1732, 1734-1735,

1743,1745,1750-1753.

B. Evidence Developed since the Initial Decision.
1. Rambus Intentionally Destroyed DocumeiIts on "Shred Day 1998."

.-.~ CCSF-N(k52:.
Rambus intentionally destroyed electronically stored documents as part of
its 1998 "document retention" scheme, reversing its practice of using full system backups
for archival puroses. CX5018 ("Effective immediately, the policy is that full system

backup tapes wil be saved for 3 months only. Therefore, you can no longer depend on
the full system backups for archival puroses."); see also CX5069 at 36-37 ("Q. And

there were Macintosh backup tapes that Rambus had saved for quite a while; right, from
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the early days? The Witness: Yes, that's - that's correct... Q. And those Macintosh
backup tapes were destroyed entirely as part of the implementation of the document

retention policy; right? A. I - I didn't witness stuff being destroyed. That's my
understanding is that they were being destroyed."); CX5085 at 11-12.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 52:

The proposed finding is unsupported by the evidence cited if it is intended

to suggest that Rambus had a "practice" of using full system backup tapes for archival
puroses prior to its adoption of a document retention policy. Instead, the cited exhibit

reflects notice to Rambus employees that, if any given employee was relying upon
-hackuptapeB-orarchival puroses, that employee should no longer do so. See CX5018.

The proposed finding is also misleading and argumentative in its characterization of
Rambus's document retention policy as a "scheme;" the policy's provisions relating to
electronic discovery (like the remainder of the policy) were initially suggested,
recommended, and approved by experienced outside counseL See RSF 1653-1656.

Finally, Allen Roberts who at the time was Rambus's Vice-President of Engineering and
who was responsible for the information technology and computer systems in the
company, testified that during his time at Rambus, there was no procedure put into place
that automatically deleted files from Rambus's server or from individual computers.

Thus, unless a user took affirative action to delete a fie or e-mail from Rambus's server
or individual computers, that file or e-mail would be maintained, and Rambus did not

implement any procedure that would have automatically deleted files or e-mails based on

how old they were or other criteria. RX-2535 at 1,7 (354:9-18; 428:12-15) (Roberts
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10/14/04 Infineon Dep.).

CCSF NO. 53:

Rambus Vice President Joel Kar organized an "all day shredding party"

on September 3, 1998. CX5023 at 1. In that "all day shredding pary," Rambus
intentionally destroyed 185 burlap bags and 60 boxes full of documents. CX5050 at 1;

CX5047 at 27 (corresponding to R400812). It took ProShred Security, a professional

document destrction company, 10 hours to destroy the Rambus documents. Id.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 53:

The proposed finding is not supported by the cited evidence to the extent it
or that

states that Mr. Kar was the organizer of the 1998 shredding event,

the bags and

boxes that were destroyed were "full of documents." None of the cited exhibits so state.
In fact, the evidence demonstrates that the bags and boxes contained a wide variety of
materials, not

just documents. See CX5069 at 42 (510:9-19) (Kar 10/8/04 Infineon

Dep.) ("I wouldn't necessarly characterize it as documents... because I know there was
just all sorts of stuff. You know, loose leaf binders and mostly lots of printouts of
computer runs, stacks and stacks and stacks. I would say that was probably the bulk of it,
and phone books that went back eight years. . . . as something I would characterize as

being a document, I would say is a very small portion of that."); RX-2550; RX-2551 at 2
(117:22-118:8) (Stark 5/28/04 Infineon Dep.) ("old data books from Motorola that you

could get from the web or though their literature service," "thee-ring binders" and
"stacks of magazines and photocopies of aricles").
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CCSF NO. 54:

In preparation for Shred Day 1998, Rambus employees were inormed that
they had to review the documents in their possession for compliance with Rambus' s

document retention policy. CX1044; CX1051.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 54:

Complaint Counsel misstate the record when they describe this proposed

finding as "(e)vidence developed since the Initial Decision." The finding does not cite to,
and is not based on, any of the supplemental evidence. The proposed finding is,

therefore, inappropriate under the Commssion's July 20 Order. In any event, it supports
no inference of bad faith.
CCSF NO. 55:

On October 14, 1998, Vice President Joel Kar, as par of a presentation,

including Rambus's DDR SDRAM licensing activities, informed Rambus's Board of

Directors of the "all day shredding pary" as par of his "IP Update" to the Board.
CX5023 at 5; CX5057 at 2 (Rambus Board minutes "Intellectual Property Mr. Kar
reviewed the Company's curent patent status and its strategic licensing plans."); CX5069
at 46 (Q. "This is listed on Rambus's privilege log as a Kar presentation to the board of

directors. Is that accurate? A. I don't have a recall of the actual presentation, but it looks
very much like

the form of stuff that I would have presented to the Board.").

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 55:

The proposed finding is not supported by the cited evidence. Exhibit

CX5023 does not state that it is a Board of Directors presentation, and Mr. Kar was
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unable to confir that he actually presented the information in CX5023 to the Board of

Directors. See CX5069 at 46 (526:20-24) (Kar 10/8/04 Infineon Dep.) ("I don'thave a
recall of the actual presentation. . . ."). Moreover, although the minutes of the
October 14, 1998 Board of Directors meeting state that "Mr. Kar reviewed the
Company's curent patent statùs and its strategic licensing plans," those minutes do not

reflect that Mr. Kar made any presentation regarding a "shredding pary," or make any
other reference to that topic. See CX5057 at 2.

The proposed finding is also misleading. The document cited by Complaint

Counsel, CX5023, does not discuss any "shredding pary" in the context of licensing
activities; that reference is on a separate page entitled "other activities." CX5023 at 1.
The page entitled "licensing activity overview" makes no reference to any shredding.
Indeed, contrary to Complaint Counsel's suggestion, it does not even indicate that

Rambus had actually engaged in any licensing activity at that point in time. Id. at 4.
2. Rambus's Outside Counsel Was Instructed by Rambus to
1999 .

Destroy Documents by April

CCSF NO. 56:

Vice President Joel Karp intentionally instrcted Rambus's outside counsel
for patent prosecution, Lester Vincent, to destroy documents. CX5033 ("Meeting w/ Joel
~... File clearance ... document retention policy: 11 of 49 issued patent files for BSTZ

(Vincent's law fir Blakely Sokoloff) have been cleared another 5 are awaiting my

review. Doing 2 a day. Secretary assigned full time to file clearance."); CX5069 at 49
("I can generally recall that I had discussions - or at least a discussion with him about the
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policy, but I have no independent recollection of the date, other than what this document

says. Q. But you did instrct them to follow it, follow the document retention policy at
least as far as their files for Rambus; right? A. Right.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 56:

The proposed finding is entirely irrelevant to the issues in this case, and
Complaint Counsel canot contend that any "missing" documents from Mr. Vincent's

prosecution files would have helped them establish the essential elements of their claims.
As noted elsewhere, Complaint Counsel have always conceded, for puroses of this case,

that the Rambus patents at issue are valid in all respects. The proposed finding is also

misleading to the extent it suggests that Mr. Kar specifically advised Mr. Vincent to
"destroy" documents. As the cited document and testimony make clear, Mr. Vincent was
simply instructed to comply with Rambus's document retention policy. See CX5069 at
49 (541:15-18) (Karp 10/8/2004 Infineon Dep.) ("Q: But you did instrct (Blakely

Sokoloff) to follow it, follow the Rambus document retention policy, at least as far as

their files for Rambus; right? A: Right."). Moreover, to the extent that Complaint
Counsel intends to suggest though this proposed finding that there was anyting unusual
or improper about this instruction, such a suggestion is not supported by the evidence.
See, e.g., RX-2530; RX-2531 at 5-6 (539:5-13) (Vincent 10/9/2001 Micron Dep.)

(testifying that other clients had similarly requested that Mr. Vincent comply with their

document retention policies, and that he had done so). See also RSF 1661
(recommendation that Rambus' s patent files be conformed to official Patent Office file

had originated with Rambus's outside counsel and was consistent with approach taken at
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other law firs and businesses).

CcSF NO. 57:

Outside patent counsel Lester Vincent's "clean-up" of his firs files;
relating to Rambus's patenting and standard-setting activity continued thoughout 1999
and into 2000, with plans to destroy more files in the summer of 2001. CX5037 at 1; see

generally CX5056; CX5072; see also CX5066 ("Lester also found notes on a 1992
meeting with Crisp and Allen Roberts re: standard setting. Despite a document retention
policy that (K)ar began upon

joining R (the policy dictated that correspondence be
exist because

shredded?), these newly found documents were not shredded and thus stil

they were in Lester's own chron file

and not Blakely's official Rambus files."); CX5035

("The issued patent disks have been.erased per the document retention policy."); see also
CCFF 1745-1752.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 57:

The proposed finding is irelevant to this case and is not supported by the
his patent files

cited evidence to the extent it suggests that Mr. Vincent's cleanng of

extended to "standard-setting activity." On the contrary, the cited evidence confirs that
documents relating to standard-setting were not destroyed, but were instead preserved in
the chron file that Mr. Vincent maintained at Blakely Sokoloff. See CX5066 at 2. The

proposed finding is also not supported by the evidence to the extent it states that

Mr. Vincent "plan(ned) to destroy more files in the summer of 2001." With respect to
whether certain files had been reviewed by Mr. Vincent, the cited exhibit, CX5056, states
"( w )ait til end of Summer per LJV 2001." It makes no reference to any "plan" to
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"destroy files" in 2001. Finally, to the extent Complaint Counsel relies upon
CCFF 1745-1752 in putative support of this proposed finding, Rambus has fully

responded to Complaint Counsel's earlier proposed findings and incorporates that
response here. See RRFF 1745-1752.

3. Rambus Intentionally Destroyed Documents on August 26, 1999.
CCSF NO. 58:

In the Spring of 1999, as par of his "IP Q2'99 Goals," Vice President Joel

Kar planed to evaluate compliance with the 1998 document retention policy. CX5024
("3. IP Database... D. Document retention checkups."); see also CX5025 ("3.
Lic~.l1sing/Litigation Readiness ... C. Organize document retention compliance day.");
CX5026 at 2 ("5. Database Maintenance. .. D. Organze document retention
compliance event."); CX5028.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 58:

The proposed finding is not supported by the evidence cited. None of the
cited exhibits makes reference to the 1998 document retention policy and, from the face

of the documents, the latter two exhibits appear to have been prepared in or around July

1999 and to relate to the third quarer of 1999, rather than "Spring of 1999." See CX5026
at 1-2 ("IP Q3'99 Goals - FINAL 7/1/99"; CX5025 (which appears to be a draft of
CX5026).
ccSF NO. 59:

Par of Vice President Joel Kar's plan was to organze another "shredding
pary." CX5027 at 1-2 ("3. Licensing/Litigation Readiness... i. Organze 1999 shredding
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pary at Rambus."); CX5045 at 1 ("3. Licensing/Litigation Readiness ... G. Organze
1999 shredding party at Rambus.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 59:

The finding cites to two exhibits ostensibly prepared by Mr. Kar that refer
to a "shredding pary," one of which appears to be a draft of the other. Compare CX5045
("first cut" of "IP Q3 '99 Goals") with CX5027 ("final" version). However, Complaint
Counsel have also offered, as CX5026, a second "final" version of the "IP Q3 '99 Goals"

document, which makes no reference to a "shredding pary," but instead makes reference
to "(0 )rganz(ing) document retention compliance event" under the heading "Database

Maintenance." See CX5026at 2 (emphasis added). Accordingly, it does not appear that
the

finding is supported by the supplemental evidence. Moreover, the draft goals,
,

CX5045, were produced to Complaint Counsel prior to the triaL
cCSF NO. 60:

Rambus's CEO Tate was aware of the 1999 document shredding day at

Rambus. CX5034 ("I'm sorry I'll miss the shredder pary tomorrow - besides the nice

pary there wil be a fun anouncement.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CcSF NO. 60:

The only cited exhibit was produced to Complaint Counsel long before the

trial in this case. It is not, therefore, "evidence developed since the Initial Decision," as
Complaint Counsel claim.
cCSF NO. 61:

In its 1999 shred day, Rambus intentionally destroyed approximately 150
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burlap bags of documents. CX5052 at 1. The professional document destrction
company took approximately four and a half hours to complete the task. Id. See also

CX5046 ("Leave your burlap bags outside your cube before you leave tonight . .. the

shredding company wil star collecting bags at 9:00 am tomorrow. . .").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 61:

Rambus has no specific response, except to note that CX5046, cited in this

proposed finding, was produced prior to trial and should not be given any weight in
connection with this motion.
4.

Rambus Intentionally Destroyed Documents in 2000.

ccSF NO. 62:

Mr. Vincent, Rabmus's outside patent counsel, after briefly ceasing his file
cleaning when the Hitachi case was filed, began destroying documents once again as
soon as the case settled in June 2000. See CX5036 (listing patent files cleaned up and

"reviewed" by Vincent on June 23,2000).
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 62:

This finding is misleading and omits relevant information. The only
documents that the Blakely firm discarded after the Hitachi lawsuit ended were copies of
documents that had already been provided to counsel in connection with the Hitachi

litigation. See RRFF 1752; see also RX-2508 (Feb. 1,2000 Letter from Lester Vincent to
Rambus enclosing copies of

patent

files); CX5073 at 1-2 (77:17-78:09) (Vincent

10/15/2004 Infineon Dep) (confiring transmittal of patent files to Rambus for
production in Hitachi litigation); RX-2530; RX-2531 at 6 (543:8-12) (Vincent 10/9/01
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Micron Dep.) ("Q: With respect to the documents that were purged after the Hitachi case

came to an end, how do you know that Rambus has copies of those documents? A:
Because copies were provided - photocopies were provided by me to Rambus."). i
cCSF NO. 63:

On July 17, 2000, Vice President Neil Steinberg instrcted Rambus

executives to destroy all drafts of contracts and negotiation materials. CX5020 at 2.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 63:

This proposed finding is misleading and irelevant. A complete set of all
drafts and negotiation materials was maintained in the IP group at Rambus, both before

and after Mr. Steinberg's e-maiL. R4-2540; RX-2541 at 1 (238:2-22) (Steinberg

10/6/2004 Infineon Dep). Mr. Steinberg explained that the reason for his remider to
Rambus executives that they should not also maintain drafts (in addition to the fact that

the IP group had a complete set) was that, in his experience, executives would arive at
internal meetings with drafts when a final (and often different) agreement had been

signed. Id. at 1-2 (238:23-239:18) (Steinberg 10/6/2004 Infineon Dep). His directive
was therefore intended to ensure "that what they were focusing on was indeed the actual
agreement." Id. at 2 (239:18-240:1) (Steinberg 10/6/2004 Infineon Dep).
CCSF NO. 64:

On December 28,2000, Sure Shred, a professional document destruction
company, destroyed 410 burlap bags of Rambus documents. CX5053; see also CX5020
at 1-2 (email from Steinberg to the exec distribution list quoting the document retention

policy and stating that "you and your team are to destroy or systematically discard" drafts
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and materials used in contract negotiations.).
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 64:

This proposed finding is irelevant and misleading. In or around December
2000, Rambus moved into a new office building; as par of the office move, the
referenced document disposal company destroyed materials that did not need to be
moved from

the old building to the new building. See CX5071 at 14 (99:5-7) (Kaufman

5/18/2004 Infineon Dep); RX-2546; RX-2547 at 2 (106:23-107:8) (Kaufman 5/18/2004

Infineon Dep.). As of this time a litigation hold had long been in place. See RSF 16771682. In addition, the citation to Mr. Steinberg's e-mail is both irrelevant (as the e-mail
is dated July 17,2000, see CX5020 at 1, and therefore unrelated to Complaint Counsel's

proposed finding respecting events of December 28, 2000) and misleading, see RRSF 63.

iV. Rambus Destroyed its Documents in Bad Faith, in Order to Get Rid of Documents
That Might Be Harmful to it in Litigation.
cCSF NO. 65:

Judge Payne concluded that "the record in this case shows that Rambus

implemented a 'document retention policy,' in par, for the purose of getting rid of

documents that might be harul in litigation." Rambus v. Infineon, 155 F.Supp 2d 668,
682 (E.D.Va. 2001); see also Order Granting Complaint Counsel's Motion for Collateral
Estoppel (2/26/03) at 5 (granting full collateral estoppel effect to Judge Payne's finding
of fact that "( w )hen 'Rambus instituted its document retention policy in 1998,' it did so

'in par, for the purose of getting rid of documents that might be harul in
litigation.' ").
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 65:

This proposed finding is not based in any way upon the supplemental

evidence and is not proper under the Commission's July 20, 2005 Order. Moreov~r, to
the extent that the proposed finding contains "facts," those facts were known to

Complaint Counsel prior to the trial and prior to the filng of the paries' post-trial
findings and appeal briefs, and were cited in those papers. See, e.g., CCFF 1758. In
addition, the cited finding by Judge

Payne was made in

2001 in connection with an

attorneys' fee award that was subsequently vacated by the Federal Circuit. See Rambus,
318 F.3d at 1106. The cour considering the Hynix v. Rambus case cited the vacatu in

refusing to give collateral estoppel effect to this preliminary finding by Judge Payne. See
Hynix v. Rambus, No. CV 00-20905 RMW (N.D.CaL, Nov. 24, 2004) at 5.

Moreover, Complaint Counsel are simply incorrect if they are now

suggesting that a document retention policy is improper if its adoption is motivated in
par by a company's desire to eliminate potentially damaging documents. As the
Supreme Cour has recently recognized, however, document retention policies are both

"common in business" and routinely "created in par to keep certain information from

getting into the hands of others, including the Governent. . . ." Arthur Andersen LLP v.
U.S., _ U.S. _, 125 S.Ct. 2129, 2135 (2005). Moreover, the article cited by the

Supreme Cour on this point states that "one of the best reasons for having a formal

(document retention) policy is that it reduces legal exposure though the destrction of
possibly incriminating evidence." Christopher R. Chase, To Shred or Not to Shred,

8 Fordham 1. Corp. & Fin. L. 721, 725 (2003) (emphasis added).
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In short, even if one of Rambus' s goals in adopting the policy was to
eliminate those hanul documents that were not otherwise in the category of "things to

keep" under the policy -a point that Rambus does not concede - that goal would not

ilegitimize the policy, paricularly since there is no evidence that paricular categories of
documents were targeted for destrction. Rambus's document retention policy was
content-neutral in its preparation, and content-neutral in its implementation.
ccSF NO. 66:

Judge Payne also concluded that the record as of May 2004 "shows that,

from early 1998 though 2000, Rambus had in effect a document retention program that
was conceived and implemented as an integral par of its licensing and litigation
strategy." Rambusv. Infineon Technologies, 222 F.R.D. 280, 298 (E.D.Va. 2004).
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 66:

This is not a proper finding of fact and is simply a quote from a district

cour's discovery opinion. In the absence of a final judgment, intermediate opinions on
discovery matters cannot be afforded preclusive effect. See, e.g., In Re 949 Erie Street,

824 F.2d 538,541 (7th Cir. 1987) (holding that collateral estoppel does not apply "to an

interlocutory order, which may be changed by the district cour at any time prior to final
judgment"); Luben Indus., Inc. v. U.S., 707 F.2d 1037, 1040 (9th Cir. 1983) (holding that

collateral estoppel does not apply in the absence of a final judgment). Moreover, in
reaching the cited conclusion, the district court did not follow the procedures established

by the Supreme Cour for piercing a litigant's attorney-client privileges and did not afford

Rambus an opportunity to be heard fully on the court's factual determnations, many of
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which were demonstrably wrong. For example, the opinion suggested that "the destroyed
documents may also include reverse engineering documents and claim chars and other
infringement related documents," and surised that "(s)uch documents, to which one

would have expected Rambus to have claimed a privilege based on the other claims it has

made in this litigation, are conspicuously absent from Rambus' various privilege logs."

Rambus v. Infineon Technologies, 222 F.R.D. at 297 & n.34. This suggestion was

subsequently shown to be incorrect. Claim charts regarding the patents in suit were not
on Rambus's privilege logs because they were not privileged. Rambus had presented the
chars to accused infrigers, and they had been produced to Infineon. CX5079 at 459-62

and 527-541 (Infineon Trial-Tr. voL 3).
cCSF NO. 67:

ALJ Timony instituted a rebuttable adverse presumption that "Rambus
knew that its failure to disclose the existence of (its) patents to other JEDEC paricipants

could serve to equitably estop Rambus from enforcing its patents as to other JEDEC

paricipants." Order on Complaint Counsel's Motions for Default Judgement and for Oral
Argument (2/26/2003) at 9.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CcSF NO. 67:

This is not a proper finding of fact under the Commssion's July 20 Order,
as it is not based upon the supplemental evidence in any way. Indeed, Judge Timony's

order has previously been cited by Complaint Counsel on many occasions. In any event,
there is nothing in the supplemental evidence that in any way undermnes

Judge McGuire's post-trial conclusion that the rebuttable inference cited in this finding
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has no bearng on Complaint Counsel's failure to prove the essential elements of their

claims. For example, this inference - which refers to Rambus' s state of mind - does
nothing to affect Judge McGuire's conclusion that under JEDEC' s rules and policies,

disclosure of intellectual property was voluntary, not required. See generally Initial
contemporaneous

Decision, p. 265 (finding that there is "overwhelming evidence from

documents, the conduct of paricipants, and trial testimony that the disclosure of
intellectual property interests was encouraged and voluntary, not required or mandatory")

(emphasis added). The cited inference also does nothng to erode the impact of the
Federal Circuit's holding, adopted by Judge McGuire, that Rambus' s state of mid about
the scope of its-patent applications was not relevant to its disclosure obligations:

"Complaint Counsel cannot salvage their case by relying on proof
that Rambus might have believed (albeit wrongly) that claims in its
applications, if issued, would have covered technologies being
standardized by JEDEC. As the Federal Circuit observed:
'The JEDEC policy, though vague, does not create a
duty premised on subjective beliefs. JEDEC's
disclosure duty erects an objective standard. It does
not depend on a member's subjective belief that its
patents do or do not read on the proposed standard. . . .

(T)he JEDEC test in fact depends on whether claims
reasonably might read on the standard. A member's

subjective beliefs, hopes, and desires are irrelevant.
Hence, Rambus' s mistaken belief that it had pending
claims covering the standard does not substitute for the
proof required by the objective patent policy.'"
Initial Decision, p. 277, quoting Infineon Technologies A.G. v. Rambus Inc., 318 F.3d
1081, 1104

(Fed. Cir. 2003) (emphasis added).
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The cited inference was also rebutted at trial by the overwhelming weight of the

evidence. The tral demonstrated that there is no basis for concluding that Rambus's
conduct at JEDEC meetings should have led it to expect that litigation involving that

conduct was likely to arise in the future. It is undisputed that Rambus sought and

obtained the advice of counsel regarding its paricipation in JEDEC shortly after it began
attending JEDEC meetings, that its counsel discussed the doctrine of equitable estoppel

with Rambus employees, and that counsel also provided guidelines as to appropriate

conduct. Outside counsel Lester Vincent informed Mr. Crisp and Mr. Roberts that there
could be a risk of equitable estoppel if "Rambus creates impression on JEDEC that it

would not enforce" its intellectual property, and he suggested that Rambus might

consider abstaining from voting. CX1942.
The record evidence showed, and Judge McGuire found, that Rambus heeded the
advice of its counsel and took steps to ensure that it did not create any misleading

impressions regarding its intellectual property. For example, in May 1992, at Mr. Crisp's
very first JEDEC meeting on behalf of Rambus, the chairan of the JC 42.3 committee

asked Mr. Crisp if he cared to comment about whether Rambus had any intellectual

property regarding a proposed feature of the SDRAM. CX2089 at 134-36, (Meyer 4/6/04
Infineon Trial Tr.), CX1079, 5/6/92 Crisp e-mail; Initial Decision 11811-817. As the trip

reports and notes prepared by various JEDEC representatives show, Mr. Crisp declined to

comment in response to the question. Id. See also CX0903, May 1992 memorandum at
5; RX-0290 at 3,5/7/92 handwritten notes by IBM representative Mark Kellogg.
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Mr. Crisp's refusal to respond to the question did nothing to mislead JEDEC
members into believing that they need not be concerned about Rambus' s intellectual

property. IBM representative Mark Kellogg testified, for example, that the exchange

between the Committee Chairman and Mr. Crisp was "a flag," in par because of Crisp's
"lack of response." Trial Tr. at 5322-3 (Kellogg). The Commttee Chairan, Gordon

Kelley, similarly testified that a "no comment" from a JEDEC member in response to a

question about intellectual property was "surrising" and constituted "notification to the

commttee that there should be a concern." Trial Tr. at 2579 (Kelley).
Mr. Crisp also openly refused to respond to inquiries regarding intellectual
property

at the September 1995 JEDEC meeting. At that meeting, Mr. Crisp presented a

written statement regarding questions that had been raised at the prior meeting:

"At this time Rambus elects not to make a specific comment
on our intellectual property position relative to the Synclink
proposaL Our presence or silence at committee meetings
does not constitute an endorsement of any proposal under the
commttee's consideration nor does it make any statement
regarding potential infringement of Rambus intellectual
property. "

JX0027, Sept. 11, 1995 JC42.3 Meeting Minutes at 26.

Rambus's open, public refusals to respond to questions about intellectual property,

and its statement that its presence at meetings "does not constitute an endorsement of any
proposal. . . (or) make any statement regarding potential infringement," could not have

lulled anyone into believing that Rambus did not have or would not obtain intellectual
property rights. The Chairan of the committee acknowledged this point at trial,
testifying that Rambus' s refusal to comment was "notification to the committee that there
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should be a concern." Trial Tr. at 2579 (Kelley). In light of this evidence, it is not
surrising that Judge McGuire found that Mr. Crisp's refusals to comment "put members
on notice" that Rambus might seek broad patent coverage. Initial Decision, 1 281, There
is nothing in the supplemental evidence that can or does affect this finding.
CCSF NO. 68:

ALJ Timony instituted a rebuttable adverse presumption that "Rambus
provided inadequate guidance to its

employees as to what documents should be retained

and which documents could be purged as par of its corporate document retention
program." Id.
RAMBUS'SRESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 68:

This is not a proper or relevant supplemental finding of fact for the reasons

set fort in response to CCSF No. 67. The proposed finding is also contradicted by the
weight of the evidence. Rambus provided, both in writing and orally at staff meetings, a
signficant amount of information to its employees regarding the importance of retaining
documents. Rambus's document retention policy was provided to all employees in

writing and specifically instrcted employees to retain various categories of documents.

CX1040. Those document retention instrctions were summarzed in slides that

Mr. Kar used when he delivered presentations to staff. The slides Mr. Kar presented to
all Rambus employees specifically instrcted Rambus employees, in bold-faced type,
"LOOK FOR THINGS TO KEEP" and "LOOK FOR REASONS TO KEEP IT."

CX1264 at 4, 7. The slides also provided specific guidance regarding the importance of
retaining various kinds of documents, including documents related to: (1) Intellectual
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Property ("All Documents Designated As Containing Trade Secret Information Should
Be Kept For The Life Of The Trade Secret") CX1264 at 5-6; (2) Human Resources
("Most Personnel Records Must Be Kept For 3 Years.") CX1264 at 2; (3) Tax/egal

("Audit Period Is 3 Years," "Inside Counsel Subject To Same Document Retention
Policy As Rest of Company") CX1264 at 3; (4) Engineering ("LOOK FOR REASONS

TO KEEP IT") CX1264 at 7; (5) Marketing and Sales ("Generally Kept for 3 Years",
"LOOK FOR THINGS TO KEEP") CX1264 at 8; and (6) Contracts (If You Feel That A
Paricular Document Would Aid You In Refreshing Your Recollection - Keep It",

"LOOK FOR THINGS TO KEEP"). CX1264 at 10.
CcSF NO. 69:

ALJ Timony instituted a rebuttable adverse presumption that "Rambus' s
corporate document retention program specifically failed to direct its employees to

retain

documents that could be relevant to any foreseeable litigation." Id.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 69:

This is not a proper or relevant supplemental finding of fact for the reasons

set fort in response to CCSF No. 67. The proposed finding is also contradicted by the
weight of the evidence. The document retention policy, by its nature, recognized the

possibilty of future disputes and instrcted employees to keep documents that would
foreseeably be relevant to those potential disputes. For example, employees were

specifically instrcted to keep (1) documents demonstrating that Rambus is entitled to
trade secret protection, CX1264 at 5; (2) documents demonstrating proof of invention
dates, id.; and (3) documents that would aid in refreshing recollection regarding
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contracts, id. at 10. Rambus also specifically instrcted its employees to maintain their
own e-mail archives.CX2114 at 136

(Kar 2/5/03 FTC Depo.), CX1031 (e-mail from

Joel Kar informng employees "you can no longer depend on the full system backups for
archival puroses. Any valuable data, engineering or otherwise, must be archived
separately")); CX2102 at 343-345 (Kar 8/7/01 Micron Depo). The evidence also shows
that Rambus instituted a litigation hold at the appropriate time and communicated that

"hold" to the appropriate employees. See, e.g., RX-2506 (1/5/01 email by CEO Tate
regarding notice from FTC of an investigation, stating that Rambus had been "ordered to
CEASE ALL DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION of any relevant documents" and observing
- ---tlat~sinGe-titrust/jedec is an--issue in our active cour cases we should not be destroying

any

relevant documents anyway. . . ."
This rebuttable inference also does not support a conclusion that spoliation

of evidence occured. No case had

held that a company must preserve all documents that

"could be relevant" to "any foreseeable litigation." Instead, '''The proper inquiry here is

whether defendant, with knowledge that this lawsuit would be filed, wilfully destroyed
documents which it knew or should have known would constitute evidence relevant to
this case.'" Struthers Patent Corp. v. Nestle Co., 558 F. Supp. 747, 765-66 (D.N.J. 1981)

(emphasis added) (quoting Bowmar Instrument Corp. v. Texas Instruments, Inc., 25 Fed.

R. Servo 2d 423,427 (N.D. Ind. 1977)). See also Jamie S. Gorelick, Stephen Marzen &
Lawrence Solum, Destruction of Evidence, § 3.12, at 104 (1989) quoting standard and

noting that "(0 )ther courts have adopted similar standards"). "(T)he duty to preserve

evidence prior to the filng of a lawsuit typically arises when the pary is on notice that
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the litigation is 'likely to be commenced,'" and "(t)here appear to be no cases extending

the foreseeabilty requirement to a remote possibilty of future litigation." Jeffrey S.
Kinsler & Anne R. Keyes MacIver, Demystifing Spoliation of Evidence, 34 Tort & Ins.

LJ. 761, 764 (1999). See also American Bar Association, Section of Litigation, Civil
Discovery Standards, August 1999, Standard No. 10 ("For the duty (to preserve

evidence) to attach before a suit has been filed. . . the litigation must be probable, not
merely possible.") (emphasis added).

As applied in the patent context, the requirement that litigation be probable,
rather than merely possible, means that a patentee has no duty to take affirative steps to

-preserve evidence for another party's use unless (at a minimum) the patentee has (1) an
issued patent (without which the patentee has no cause of action), (2) a basis for
concluding that it may assert that patent against an infringer of that patent, and (3) the

knowledge that it wil pursue litigation against the infringer rather than negotiate a
license. Any broader rule would be too amorphous to understand and administer and
would create incentives (as it has here) for the accused infringer to avoid questions

relating to the patent's validity, application and enforceability with charges of deliberate
spoliation.
ccSF NO. 70:

ALJ Timony instituted a rebuttable adverse presumption that "Rambus's
corporate document retention program specifically failed to require employees to create

and maintain a log of the documents purged pursuantto the program." Id.
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 70:

This is not a proper or relevant supplemental finding of fact for the reasons

set fort in response to CCSF No. 67. Moreover, Complaint Counsel have never Qffered
any evidence or citation to support the proposition that a corporation is required or
expected to keep a log of documents that are not retained under a document management

policy. The other policies in the trial record contain no such instrctions to employees.
See, e.g., RX-1102; RX-1724.
cCSF NO. 71:

ALJ Timony found that the evidence available as of February 26, 2003 did
not indicateJhat Rambus' s documentretention program was a sham. I d.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 71:

The supplemental evidence demonstrates that Judge Timony was correct
and that the document retention program was not a sham. Rambus was advised in early

1998 by its outside counsel, the Cooley Godward fir, to adopt a document retention
program. SeeRX-2521 (DTX9023) at 11:24-12:1 (Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.) ("So

I can-I can tell you that at the first meeting, I advised Mr. Kar that Rambus needed a
document retention policy"); RX-2500 (DTX3681) at 1 (Mr. Kar's notes from February
12, 1998 meeting with lawyers from Cooley Godward) ("need company policy on

document retention policy"); CX5069 at 11 (376:4-23) (Kar 10/8/04 Infineon Dep.)
("the outside counsel was suggesting (a document retention policy) from the very first
time I met with them").

Mr. Johnson was and is a highly accomplished and respected member of
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the legal communty. RX-2522; RX-2523 (PTX9525) at 14-15 (196:7-197:16) (Johnson
11/23/04 Infineon Dep.). Mr. Johnson also has extensive knowledge about the legal

requirements for document retention policies. He has advised between 20 and 30
companies about such policies and has lectured about document retention policies and
electronic discovery at ABA and PLI seminars. Id. at 16 (204: 1-7) (Johnson 11/23/04
Infineon Dep.); RX-2521 (DTX9023) at 6 (35:13-15) (Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.).

The Cooley Godward fir subsequently provided Rambus with a template
for a document retention policy, which Rambus adopted, in many instances verbatim.

See RSF 1619-1632. It is also undisputed that Mr. Johnson both presented the policy to
Rambus's managers and reviewed and -approved Mr. Kar's presentations to Rambus

employees. See RSF 1633-1645. It is thus clear that the policy canot be called a
"sham."
ccSF NO. 72:

ALJ McGuire found that the evidence available as of April 15,2003, was
insufficient to show that Rambus "specifically intended to destroy documents in an effort
to assist in its defense strategies." Order Denying Complaint Counsel's Motion for
15, 2003) at 5, n.2.

Additional Adverse Inferences and Other Appropriate Relief (April

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 72:

Judge McGuire's finding was correct when made and remains correct
today, for the reasons set forth in Rambus's Amended Proposed Findings of Fact and in
these responses to Complaint Counsel's Supplemental Proposed Findings of Fact.

A. Evidence Available at Initial Decision.
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CCSF NO. 73:

Rambus developed its document retention program in bad faith. CCFF

1718,1720-1722,1726,1732-1733,1756-1757.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 73:

The evidence does not support this conclusion. See RR 1718-1757.
ccSF NO. 74:

Rambus executed its document retention program in bad faith. CCFF 17281730, 1737-1742, 1745-1752, 1756-1757.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CcSF NO. 74:

The evidence does not support this conclusion. See RRF1718-1757.

B. Evidence Developed since the Initial Decision.
CCSF NO. 75:

Rambus developed its document retention policy in anticipation of
litigation over whether JEDEC-compliant DRAM infringed its patents but while the

document retention policy instrcted Rambus employees to maintain documents that
would be helpful to it in that litigation, the document retention policy failed to instrct
employees to maintain documents relevant to its attendance and conduct at JEDEC.
CCSF 76-109.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 75:

The evidence does not support these conclusions. See RRF 1718-1757;
RRSF 76-109.
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cCSF NO. 76:

In October 1997, Joel Kar joined Rambus as Vice President of Intellectual
Property in order to assist Rambus in obtaining patents that cover JEDEC compliant
DRAM and to enforce those patents against the industry. CCFF 1701-1706.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 76:

Complaint Counsel misstate the record when they describe this proposed

finding as "(e)vidence developed since the Initial Decision." The finding does not cite to,
and is not based on, any of the supplemental evidence. Complaint Counsel have simply

recycled the proposed findings they made to Judge McGuire, in paricular CCFF 17011706. _ Rambus responded to those _ findings at RRFF 1701-1706.
ccSF NO. 77:

Prior to joining Rambus, Vice President Kar had paricipated in a

litigation between Samsung and Texas Instrments in which Samsung, his employer at
the time, asserted an equitable estoppel defense to a patent infringement suit by TI

relating to a JEDEC standard. Kar submitted a declaration in support of Samsung's
position. CX2957 at 2 ("It is contrary to industry practice and understanding for an
intellectual property owner to remain silent during the standard setting process - and then
after a standard has been adopted and implemented - later attempt to assert that its

intellectual property covers the standard and allows it to exclude others from practicing
the standard.").

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 77:

Complaint Counsel again misstate the record by suggesting that this
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proposed finding represents "(e)

vidence developed since the Initial Decision." The

document in question was admitted attrial as CX2957, and Complaint Counsel included
the quoted portion on the very first page of their opening brief on appeaL The proposed

finding is, therefore, inappropriate under the Commssion's July 20 Order.

The proposed finding is also misleading and incomplete. Mr. Kar's
declaration refers to an "intellectual property owner" whose "intellectual property covers
the standard," not a company such as Rambus that had no undisclosed patent applications
that were necessary to practice any technologies balloted for standardization at JEDEC.

See Rambus, 318 F.3d at 1104. Moreover, the declaration emphasizes the need for

disclosure when a company "actively paricipates" in the standard-setting process and
"promotes" the standard in question, which are practices that - all agree - Rambus did

not engage in. CX2957 at 2.
ccSF NO. 78:

When Kar arived at Rambus as Vice President of Intellectual Property,
the possibilty that Rambus's conduct at JEDEC could lead to collateral estoppel being a
defense to Rambus's assertion of its patents against the DRAM industry was already

famliar to Rambus employees such as JEDEC representative Crisp, in-house counsel

Diepenbrock and Rambus's outside patent counsel Vincent. CCFF 422,821,849-85,889,
891, 956-957.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 78:

As the citations indicate, Complaint Counsel have again misrepresented the
record by suggesting that this finding is based on "(e)vidence developed since the Initial
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Decision." All of the cited evidence was available prior to tral, and Rambus thoroughly
rebutted the cited findings in its own reply findings. See RR 422, 821, 849-85, 889,

891,956-957. See also RRSF 67. That rebuttal wil not be repeated here.
cCSF NO. 79:

In late 1997 or early 1998 Vice President Kar contacted Diane Savage, a

partner at Rambus's law fir Cooley Godward, and told her that he was lookig for
someone to provide him with "litigation assistance." CX5068 at 1-2; see also CX5008 at

1 (Cooley Godward bil for services rendered though 2/28/98 indicates a meeting

between Kar and Peter Leal, another Cooley lawyer, on January 15, 1998). Kar never
described to Savage the nature of the litigation Rambus was preparing for. CX5068 at 2.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 79:

Rambus has no specific response.
cCSF NO. 80:

Ms. Savage introduced Vice President Kar to Dan Johnson, a litigation

parner at the Cooley firm, and set up a meeting between Kar and Johnson. CX5068 at
2.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CcSF NO. 80:

Rambus has no specific response.
ccSF NO. 81:

At some point Vice President Kar also contacted Ms. Savage of the
Cooley fir and requested

information regarding document retention policies, because

"Rambus was considering adopting a document retention policy." Id. Savage notified
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Kar that Cooley had a "template agreement" that he could use as a "staring place for his
consideration." Id. at 2-3.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CcSF NO. 81:

The proposed finding is incomplete and misleading. The supplemental
evidence shows that in January 1998, Rambus began to meet with attorneys at the law

fir of Cooley Godward to discuss issues relating to patent licensing. At their first
meeting on February 12,2004, Cooley Godward parer Dan Johnson advised Rambus to
adopt a document retention policy; RX-2521 (DTX9023) at 1-2 (11:24-12:1) (Johnson

11/23/04 Infineon Dep.) ("So I can-I can tell you that at the first meeting, I advised
Mr. Kar that Rambus needed a document retention policy"); RX-2500 (DTX3681) at 1
(Mr. Kar's notes from February 12, 1998 meeting with lawyers from Cooley Godward)
("need company policy on document retention policy"); CX5069 (DTX9009) at 11
was suggesting (a

(376:4-23) (Kar 10/8/04 Infineon Dep.) ("the outside counsel

document retention policy) from the very first time I met with them").
Mr. Johnson testified that when he first met with Mr. Kar, he determned

that Rambus "had no practice or policies that related to the gathering of documents, and
storing these documents, and getting rid of documents that were simply accumulating

over time." RX-2521 (DTX9023) at 5-6 (34:9-17) (Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.).
Johnson advised Kar that Rambus needed to address this situation by instituting a

document retention policy. Id.
ccSF NO. 82:

By March 19, 1998, outside counsel Savage forwarded a "Document
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Retention Policy Guidance" to Vice President Kar. CX5004. By its own terms, the
document was not intended to be Rambus's own customized document retention policy,

but instead was "intended for information puroses only." Id. ("The Company should be
advised, however, that a comprehensive document retention policy must be customized to
conform to the Company's business practice and needs. This memorandum is not

intended to address the Company's business in paricular, but is intended for information
puroses only. The Company should review this memorandum with management as par

of the process of designing a customized document retention policy...").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 82:

_ The supplemental evidence shows that Mr. Johnson was well aware that

Rambus had adopted many, if not all, of the recommended provisions contained in the
template and that the firm advised Rambus about how to implement the policy after it
was adopted. See RSF nos. 1623-1645.

ccSF NO. 83:

In paricular, the document that outside counsel Savage sent Vice President

Kar explicitly did not address litigation-oriented issues. Id. ("If you have specific
litigation-oriented issues please feel free to contact David Lisi of our office..., as he is the

litigator who is the principal author of the guidelines set fort herein."); CX5068 ("... I
said this is a form memo, essentially, and he would have to design a customized

document retention policy that met your needs, and if you have specific litigation
oriented issues, the right person to contact is David Lisi.").
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CcSF NO. 84:

Rambus has no specific response, other than to note that the proposed

finding - about who first talked to whom - is irrelevant to this case.
ccSF NO. 85:

Outside counsel Johnson was never made aware of Rambus' s attendance at

JEDEC or of any possible issues that might arise in the planed litigation relating to
Rambus's conduct at JEDEC. RX-2523 at 4-5 ("When I read in the newspaper about the

JEDEC issue, I was flabbergasted. It honestly, not only it never came up when I was
involved in any input with

the client, but when I read about it, I was scratching my head

because I couldn't figure out what_the issue was... But to answer your question

unequivocally, let me make sure I make it clear, I never had a conversation with anybody
at Rambus about anything related to JEDEC, ever.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 85:

Mr. Johnson's testimony demonstrates that Rambus did not have a concern
attendance at JEDEC meetings would be an issue in any future licensing

in 1998 that its

or litigation activities. As discussed previously, the evidenct-"at trial showed
¡;,t .f;~~;i

overwhelmingly that Rambus had no intellectual property to disclose,-that the rules did

not require disclosure in any event, and that nothing Rambus did or said at JEDEC

meetings misled anyone. See generally RRSF 67; Initial Decision, pp. 260-282.
ccSF NO. 86:

Neither Vice President Kar nor in-house patent counsel Steinberg ever
mentioned to Johnson that they had used JEDEC-related defenses to defend a patent
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lawsuit while they were at Samsung. Id. at 5. The first time that outside counsel Johnson
heard that both had used JEDEC-related defenses to patent infringement allegations while

they were at Samsung was at the deposition for the unclean hands hearing in the IlÚineon
case. I d.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 86:

As noted above, Mr. Johnson's testimony demonstrates that Rambus did
not have a concern in 1998 that its attendance at JEDEC meetings would be an issue in

any futue licensing or litigation activities. Moreover, the fact pattern in the referenced
Samsung case was entirely different from this case. See RRSF 77.
ccSF NO. 87:

Despite the fact that the memorandum sent by outside counsel Savage to

Vice President Kar was a generic document retention program that did not take into
account any litigation-related issues that Rambus might have, Kar drafted Rambus's
from" that memorandum.

document retention policy "pretty much word-for-word

CX5069 at 21; see generally, RX-2553 at 2-4.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 87:
As noted above, Mr. Johnson knew the details of Rambus' s policy and even

presented it to Rambus's managers. See RRSF (). It is also noteworthy that one of the

additions by Mr. Kar that caught Mr. Johnson's attention was found in Mr. Kar's
presentation slides, used in presenting the document retention policy at company-wide

meetings. The slides that Mr. Kar prepared for Mr. Johnson's review repeatedly
directed Rambus employees to "look for things to keep." RX-2505 (DTX4024)
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(Document retention policy presentation slides). Mr. Johnson testified that when he saw

that directive on Mr. Kar's slides, he told Mr. Kar that the result would be "the
retention of more documents than (Rambus employees) were otherwise required to keep."
RX-2522; RX-2523 (PTX9525) at 8 (163:10-15) (Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.).
Mr. Johnson-testified that:

"when you tell folks to look for things to keep, they're going
might otherwise.

to keep more stuff than they

So in effect what he had done was that he had gotten a
document retention program and essentially undercut it. And
I said okay. You know, they were so concerned about
thowing something out erroneously, that he put in the
language about "Look for things to keep," and I said okay,
what that's going to mean is you're going to have a very
narow policy here."
Id. at 7 (159:15-23) (Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.).
cCSF NO. 88:

That document retention policy was emailed to Rambus managers and

employees on July 22, 1998. CCFF 1723. As late as August of 2001, all new employees
of Rambus received a copy of the document retention policy. CX5085 at 7.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 88:

Rambus has no specific response, except to note in response to the second
sentence that in addition to the document retention policy, Rambus had instituted a
"litigation hold" at or near the commencement of litigation in January 2000.
cCSF NO. 89:

Also on July 22, 1998, Vice President Kar organzed a meeting between

himself, outside counsel Johnson and Rambus' s managers to allow Johnson to make a
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presentation regarding document retention at Rambus. CX5069 at 27-29. At the meeting,

Johnson made the main presentation and Kar said little. RX-2523 at 11.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CcSF NO. 89:

Rambus has no specific response.
CcSF NO. 90:

Outside counsel Johnson, in his presentation, made clear that a document
retention policy could not be adopted in bad faith. CX5010 at 3 (corresponding to
likely shield a company from any

R401138) ("A formal document retention policy wil

negative inferences or defaults due to destruction of documents, unless the policy was
_i1stituted in bad faith or exercised in order to limit damaging evidence available to

potential plaintiffs."); see also id. at 11 (corresponding to R401146) ("A negative

inference does not arise where the destrction was a matter of routine with no fraudulent
intent. But, it the party knew or should have known that the documents would become
material at some point in the future, such documents should be preserved.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 90:

The cited testimony supports a finding that the document retention policy
was not a sham and was not adopted in bad faith.
CcSF NO. 91:

In paricular, outside counsel Johnson made it clear that Rambus could not
star a program that was intended to destroy documents that might be relevant to

anticipated litigation. RX-2523 at 10 ("Made it clear that they couldn't star a program if

they were anticipating filng some lawsuit and they needed - they could not be engaged
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in conduct which in my view was unacceptable, which is, okay, you guys are going to go

out and wily nilly destroy documents to clean your files. In fact, this is just the opposite

of that."); id. at 17 ("you canot put in place a document retention program if you're
doing so in bad faith. If you're trying to get rid of documents to keep someone from

getting them, that doesn't work. You're going to be liable. You've got to have a
document retention policy that you believe in for all the right reasons, and you want to
make sure they know if they're playing a game, they're in trouble.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 91:

The cited testimony supports a finding that the document retention policy
was not a sham and was not adopted in bad faith.
ccSF NO. 92:
At no time in his presentation did outside counsel Johnson

advise that a

document retention program can allow a firm to destroy documents that might be relevant
to reasonably anticipated litigation before the litigation has commenced. Id. at 17-18

("The reason is with a document retention program, what should happen is you've got a

lot of extraneous material that you generate thoughout the course of your business, that
you don't want to end up having to search for constantly. If you've got a transaction or
some issues that you are aware of that are going to lead to litigation, then you keep it.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 92:

The cited testimony supports a finding that the document retention policy
was not a sham and was not adopted in bad faith.
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CCSF NO. 93:

After the presentation by outside counsel Johnson to Rambus's managers,

Vice President Kar implemented the policy by scheduling meetings thoughout the
company to describe Rambus's new document retention policy. CX5069 at 33-34. In

those meetings, Kar, without Johnson or any other Cooley Godward attorney, presented
relevant portions of a presentation he generated from Rambus' s document retention

policy - RX-2505 (already admitted as CX-1264); CX5069 at 34. (The presentation was

identified in the Kar deposition as Defendant's Trial Exhibit Number 4134, but was
admitted at the unclean hands hearing as DXT -4024. See DX0504 at 2.)

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 93:

It is correct that in addition to Mr. Johnson's slides, Mr. Kar prepared

slides for presentation to Rambus employees that were based on the document retention
policy and the Cooley Godward memorandum. CX5069 (DTX9009) (471:22-472:8)
(Kar 10/8/04 Infineon Dep.). These slides were reviewed and approved by Mr. Johnson.

RX-2522; RX-2523 (PTX9525) (165:23-166:14) (Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.).

Mr. Johnson suggested, for example, that Mr. Kar add to his slide presentation the
statement that "Elimination of email is an integral par of document controL" RX-2524;
RX-2525 (PTX9503) (170:8-171 :8) (Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Dep.). He also

suggested, consistent with his focus on email "horror stories," that Mr. Kar add the line
..email is discoverable in litigation or pursuant to subpoena." Id.
CCSF NO. 94:

Rambus's outside law fir Cooley Godward was never involved in the
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implementation of the document retention program. CX5076 at 10, 18.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 94:

Rambus has no specific response, except to note that Mr. Johnson appears

to have left the Cooley Godward fir before the "implementation" of the document
retention policy. See CCSF no. 95.
CcSF NO. 95:

After leaving Cooley Godward, outside counsel Johnson went to the law

fir Fenwick and West. RX-2523 at 15. Fenwick and West's only role in the
implementation of Rambus' s document retention program was to send a legal assistant

over to Rambus to help Rambus organze its patent files. Id. at 19 ("The only activity we
- we - as best I can recall, we did the following: one they asked us to send a legal

assistant over to help them get organzed. We did that. Two, we told them they should
put their most critical documents on - in some kind of a database so that they'd be able to
access it, ... and ... they wouldn't lose it.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CcSF NO. 95:

Rambus has no specific response, except to note that the quoted testimony,

which appears in RX-2521 rather than RX-2523, is irelevant to this motion.
ccSF NO. 96:

Rambus declined outside counsel Johnson's offer to help implement the

document retention program. Id. ("We offered to bring over our people to help them go

through and execute on their document retention policy. They declined that. That's it.").
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CcSF NO. 96:

The proposed finding does not contain a citation, but it is clear from the
deposition testimony of Dan Johnson that Complaint Counsel have previously citfid that

Mr. Johnson understood the questioning to refer to the actual collection and management

of the company's documents. See RRSF 95. It is also clear from Mr. Johnson's
testimony that he himself presented the policy to Rambus' s managers and that he himself

reviewed, suggested changes to, and approved the slides used by Mr. Kar to present the
policy to Rambus's employees. See RRSF 93.
ccSF NO. 97:
In_Vice Pf(~_si_dtntKar' s quarerly IP goals lists, organizing shred days was

often one of the tasks described as par of Rambus's "Licensing/Litigation Readiness"
program. See, e.g., CX5027 at 1-2; CX5045.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 97:

The finding cites to only two exhibits in support of its position that "shred
days" were often described as par of "licensing/ltigation readiness." One of the two

cited exhibits appears to be a draft of the other, so it does not appear that the finding's

reference to "often" is supported by the supplemental evidence. Compare CX5045 ("first
cut" of "IP Q3 '99 Goals") with CX5027 ("final" version of same document). In
addition, Complaint Counsel have also offered, as CX5026, a second "final" version of
the "IP Q3 '99 Goals" document, which places the reference to the document retention

program in a separate category of goals entitled "Database Maintenance." CX5026 at 7.
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CCSF NO. 98:

The concepts of document destrction and document retention appear to

have been synonymous to Vice President Kar. Compare CX5027 (IP Q3'99 GoalsFinal 7/1/99 describing the need for a "1999 shredding pary at Rambus" but not

describing a "document retention compliance event. ") with CX5028 (IP Q3' 99 Goals -

Final 7/1/99 describing the need for a "document retention compliance event" but no

mention of a "1999 shredding pary at Rambus") and CX5029 (same). See also CX5045
(IP Q3'99 Goals - First Cut 6/27/99 where organzing a "1999 shredding pary at

Rambus" is an item under licensing/litigation readiness and where there is no other
mention of "document retention.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CcSF NO. 98:

It is not clear what inference Complaint Counsel would have the

Commssion draw from these documents, but it is well recognized that companes
establish document retention programs as a means of effectively managing, and reducing,
the enormous amount of paper and electronic communications that they generate and
receive. See, e.g., Arthur Andersen LLP, 125 S.Ct. at 2135. No adverse inerence can be

drawn from such a goaL
cCSF NO. 99:

Rambus's document retention program in conjunction with its "shred

days," "all day shred parties," and "house cleanings" ensured that documents favorable to
Rambus's upcoming litigation was maintained but that documents unfavorable to that
litigation was destroyed. CCSF 100-107.
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 99:

The cited findings do not support this conclusory finding. See RRSF 100-

ccSF NO. 101:

Both the document retention policy itself and the presentation that Vice

President Kar gave to Rambus employees describing the document retention program
required that documents containing trade secret information be kept for the life of the
trade secret. I d. at 3.
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 101:

Once again, there is no reason to predict that the referenced documents

would be either favorable or unfavorable to Rambus's position in futue litigation, and
their inclusion in the list of "things to keep" shows the content-neutral nature of the
policy.
ccSF NO. 102:
Both the document retention policy itself and the presentation that

Vice

President Kar gave to Rambus employees describing the document retention program
required that final execution copies of all contracts should be kept indefinitely. Id. at 8.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 102:

It is perfectly understandable why a company would want to keep signed

copies of contracts it has entered into. That motivation has nothing to do with whether
such documents would have a favorable or unfavorable effect in future lawsuits, and no
inference of wrongdoing can be drawn from the cited provision.
ccSF NO. 103:

Neither the document retention policy itself nor the presentation that Vice

President Kar gave to Rambus employees describing the document retention program
required that Rambus employees maintain documents that might be relevant to Rambus' s

conduct at JEDEC or that might otherwise help an alleged infringer establish equitable

estoppeL CCFF 1728-1730. See generally, RX-2503, RX-2505.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 103:

There was no reason for Rambus to believe that its JEDEC membership
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would give rise to any issue in any futue litigation. See RRSF 67 and Initial Decision,

pp.260-282. Given the general nature of the document retention policy and the
presentation slides, moreover, it would be unusual to have a reference in either the policy

or the slides to a narow topic such as "JEDEC."
Of far more relevance to the issues before the Commssion is the fact that
none of the supplemental evidence supports the proposition that JEDEC-related materials

were ever singled out for destrction. In addition, Complaint Counsel have never pointed
to a category of JEDEC-related materials that a JEDEC member such as Rambus would
be expected to have but that Rambus did not have.
cCSF NO. 104:

Joel Kar gave a presentation to Rambus employees about the document
retention policy that stated that email is "discoverable in litigation or pursuant to a

subpoena" and that Rambus employees should thow email away. RX-2505 at 1. But that
presentation fails to war Rambus employees that they should not destroy documents
relevant to anticipated litigation. Id.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 104:

The quoted line was added to Mr. Kar's presentation at the suggestion of
outside counsel Dan Johnson. RX-2522; RX-2523 (PTX9525) at 9 (170:8-171:8)

(Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon Depo.). As Mr. Johnson has explained, his view was that "if
you don't callout email, most people don't think of it as a document, or they didn't in

those days. So you needed to call email out so that they understood." Id. Johnson had
also recounted to Rambus managers and Mr. Kar what he referred to as a "horror story"
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of a client that had incurred $100,000 in expenses searching corrpted and obsolete

backup tapes in response to a subpoena, as well as other e-mail discovery "horror

stories." RX-2522; RX-2523 (PTX9525) at 18-19 (220:25-222:3) (Johnson 11/23/04

Infineon Dep.). Mr. Johnson testified that he had used his "horror stories" in similar
circumstances and on continuing education panels regarding document retention issues.
Id. Mr. Johnson also explained that "the problem that you're trying to

avoid is having to

search tons and tons of irrelevant data to try to find something that might be germane."
RX-2522; RX-2523 (PTX9525) at 12-13 (186:11-187:13) (Johnson 11/23/04 Infineon
Dep.).
~--CCSF-NO.~i05-:~-- - u _~_~u__~__~
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cCSF NO. 108:

In January 2001, in-house patent counsel Steinberg notified Rambus

Judge in

executives that the 1992 Rambus Business Plan had beenmade public by the

Rambus's case against Hynix and drew the lesson that Rambus's "document retention

policy" needed to be changed, or at least executed more effectively. CX5031 ("Once we

get though our legal wrangling, I would like to implement the new document retention

policy. As I have stated in the past, this new policy is similar to the previous policyhowever, this time the IP group wil attempt to execute the policy more effectively.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CcSF NO. 108:
_ __m ____ n_ The proposed finding is irelevant. Mr. Steinberg did not become a

Rambus employee until the spring of 1999, and did not move to_Californa from the East
coast until the fall of 1999 (CX-2059, Kar Infineon Depo. (1/8/01) at 39:9-17). Thus,

Mr. Steinberg could have had nothing to do with the institution or implementation of

Rambus's document retention policy in mid-1998. Even if Mr. Steinberg's wry comment
in an email written in January 2001, long after the document retention policy was
instituted, and after a litigation hold was in place, could be interpreted as expressing his

view about how the Rambus document retention policy should have been implemented, it
can have no bearing on how the document retention policy actually was implemented
and, therefore, no conceivable bearing on

any issues in this case. Indeed, as the email

points out, many documents, such as the June 1992 Business Plan, that Complaint
Counsel view as relevant to their case were in fact retained.
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CCSF NO. 109:
Vice President Kar testified he has "no idea" how to figure out what

documents were destroyed in shred day 1998 and shred day 1999 other than to interview
every employee in the company and ask them wheat they remember destroying. CX5069
asking for each one

at 55 ("(O)ther than interviewing every employee in the company and

what - what - if they remember what they destroyed, that would be the only way. I can't
think of any other way.").
RAMUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 109:

Complaint Counsel have never offered any testimony or other evidence to
establish that any company keeps a record of the many documents discarded on a regular
basis. This finding is irelevant to any issue in the case.

V. Rambus Destroyed Evidence That Was Relevant and Adverse to its Interests in this
Case.

CCSF NO. 110:

The term "relevant" in the context of evidence destrction means that the
pary seeking sanctions "must adduce sufficient evidence from which a reasonable trier of
fact could infer that 'the destroyed (or unavailable) evidence would have been of the
natue alleged by the pary affected by its destruction.'" Residential Funding Corp. v.

DeGeorge Fin. Corp., 306 F.3d 99, 108 (2d Cir. 2002), quoting Kronish v. United States,

150 F.3d 112, 127 (2d Cir. 1998). When voluminous files have been destroyed, "the

prejudiced pary may be permtted an inference in his favor as long as he has produced
some evidence suggesting that a document or documents relevant to substantiating his

claim would have been among the destroyed files." Kronish, 150 F.3d at 128.
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 110:

This is not a proper finding of fact, but simply legal argument. It is also
improper under the Commission's July 20 Order, as it is not based upon the supplemental
evidence in any way.

The proposed finding is also irelevant because, as the case cited by
Complaint Counsel itself makes clear, in order to justify any sanction for spoliation, a

pary must show (1) that the documents were wilfully and intentionally destroyed in
anticipation of litigation; (2) that the documents destroyed were relevant and material to
the pary's claims; and (3)

that the document destrction has injured the pary by

materially prejudicing its abilty to succeed on its claims. Residential Funding Corp.,
306 F.3d at 107 ("a party seeking an adverse inference instrction based on the

destrction of evidence must establish (1) that the pary having control over the evidence
had an obligation to preserve it at the time it was destroyed; (2) that the records were
destroyed 'with a culpable state of mind'; and (3) that the destroyed evidence was

'relevant' to the pary's claim or defense such that a reasonable trier of fact could find that
it would support that claim or defense"); Hodge v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 360 F.3d 446,
450 (4th Cir. 2004) (requiring proof of deliberate destrction); Vodusek v. Bayliner
Marine Corp., 71 F.3d 148, 156 (4th Cir. 1995) (spoliation requires finding that "the

pary knew the evidence was relevant to some issue at trial and that his wilful conduct
resulted in its loss or destrction"). Complaint Counsel have failed to establish any of the

thee prongs of this test. See RRSF 112-144.
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CCSF NO. 111:

The pary seeking sanctions can also show relevance by demonstrating that
the destrction was done in bad faith. Residential Finding, 306 F.3d at 108 ("Where a
pary destroys evidence in bad faith, that bad faith alone is sufficient circumstantial

evidence from which a reasonable fact finder could conclude that the missing evidence

was unfavorable to that pary.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSFNO.111:

This is not a proper finding of fact, but simply legal argument. It is also
improper under the Commission's July 20 Order, as it is not based upon the supplemental
evidence in any way.

The proposed finding is also irelevant because Complaint Counsel have
failed to show either bad faith on the par of Rambus or that Rambus had an obligation to
preserve any documents that it destroyed. RRSF 110, 112-144.

A. Evidence Available at Initial Decision.
CCSF NO. 112:

Rambus destroyed documents that might be discoverable in litigation.
CCFF 1732-1733, 1754.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 112:

The proposed finding of fact is likely tre of every company in the United
States, if not the world. It goes without saying that any document that is destroyed may

be discoverable in some litigation at some point in time. That fact does not mean that all

companes, individuals and other organizations must therefore keep all documents that
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come in to their possession simply because those documents might someday be

discoverable in litigation. The correct legal test requires a pary alleging improper

destrction of documents to establish (1) that the documents were wilfully and
intentionally destroyed in anticipation of litigation; (2) that the documents destroyed were
relevant and material to the pary's claims; and (3) that the document destrction

has

injured the pary by materially prejudicing its abilty to succeed on its claims. (RRSF
110.) In light of the well-established law and consistent with weighty considerations of

public policy, the finding Complaint Counsel propose is irelevant to any issue raised in
this proceeding.
. 'u u-Rambus has previously. responded to the original proposed findings cited

by Complaint CounseL RR 1732-33, 1754.
CCSF NO. 113:

Rambus employees that destroyed documents were critically involved in

Rambus's JEDEC-related IP litigation plans. CCFF 1737-1750,1752-1754.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 113:

The proposed finding is not supported by the evidence. It is undoubtedly

tre that every Rambus employee has at one time or another discarded a document.
Thus, Complaint Counsel's proposed finding reduces to the assertion that there is a group

of Rambus employees who, in Complaint Counsel'sterms, "were critically involved in
Rambus's JEDEC-related IP litigation plans." However, Rambus had no JEDEC-related
IP litigation plans, either in the past or today. Complaint Counsel's proposed finding thus
makes sense only if Complaint Counsel mean to suggest by this proposed finding that
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there were certain Rambus employees who were "critically involved" in plans to sue

manufacturers of DRAMs that those manufacturers advertised or represented as JEDECcompliant. But this suggestion or proposed finding is not supported by any of the

i

original findings cited by Complaint Counsel, all of which relate to alleged document

destrction, and not to litigation plans. Rambus has previously responded to the
proposed findings cited by Complaint CounseL RR 1737-50, 1752-54.
CCSF NO. 114:

Rambus JEDEC representative Richard Crisp destroyed "anyting he had
on paper" in his office. CCFF 1738.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 114:
This proposed finding is irelevant and misleading as previously set fort.

RR 1738. The record is uncontradicted that Mr. Crisp discarded many paper

documents because "because most of the paper I had in my office were things I knew I

didn't need to keep. Most of the things I needed to keep were electronic files that I had

on my computer." (Crisp, Tr. 3428). The paper materials that were in his office and
were discarded were wholly irelevant to this action, including brochures, copies of
official meeting minutes maintained by the organzations in question, and duplicates of
official publications. (See id. (describing the documents as "data books" and "brochures
from marketing conferences")).
CCSF NO. 115:

Many of Richard Crisp's JEDEC-related emails were purged from
Rambus's business files, computers and active server files. CX5078 (Gonzales testimony
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(2/22/05) at 14 (page 124:9-13: "Q. Now did you find in your discovery collections at
Rambus copies of those JEDEC e-mails from Richard Crisp mailbox in anyone else's
files thoughout the company? A. No, we did not."); see also CCSF 118-123. Although

some of Mr. Crisp's individual JEDEC-related e-mails were discovered accidently twoorganzed (although

and-a-half years later in an unused and forgotten server file, the only

produced at the

incomplete) set of Crisp's JEDEC-related e-mails that was located and

time of Rambus's litigation-related search for responsive documents was not found

anywhere at Rambus. Rather, it was found on an old, unused hard drive in Mr. Crisp's
attic, which Mr. Crisp subsequently

(page 297:2-9:-"Q. Where was

discarded. CX5075 (Crisp Deposition (2/21/05)) at 3
that computer located?-Within your home? A. Right. It

was at my home somewhere. Q. Was it in your attic? A. That sounds vaguely familiar.

I just don't remember."); id. at 4 (page 299: 1-6: "it would be more accurately described

as just a disk drive that had been in an old pc."); id. at 5 (page 302:22-303:5: "Q. The
hard drive that you found in your attic with JEDEC e-mails on it, where is it located
physically today? A. I have no idea. Q. What did you do with it? A. Again, it was

probably thown away when I moved. It was a very old hard drive that was not even in
use at the time with very low capacity. So Ijust don't think I have it anymore.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 115:

This proposed finding is irelevant and misleading. To the extent that
Complaint Counsel mean to suggest that there was a coordinated effort to destroy Mr.

Crisp's emails, there is no support for such a suggestion and Complaint Counsel cite to
none. Rather, the "organzed" set of Mr. Crisp's JEDEC-related emails referred to in the
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proposed finding is a large collection of e-mailsthatMr.Crisp chose to save from loss
during a computer system change. (CX711; Crisp, Tr. 3572-76; 3588-96). In order to
from

transfer these emails

his

Macintosh

tohisP.C.,

Mr.

Crisp

uploaded (i.e., copied)

them to Rambus's server from the Macintosh and then downloaded (i.e., copied) them to
the P.C. The documents were intentionally preserved, were produced in discovery, and

were admitted into evidence. (Crisp, Tr. 3572-76, 3588-92).

CCSF NO. 116:

Rambus in-house counsel Anthony Diepenbrock, Rambus's in-house
attorney responsible for patent prosecution relating to the JEDEC standard, destroyed his
c1ocuments._CCFF_1737..._

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 116:
This proposed

finding is not supported by the evidence. The portion of the

proposed finding relating to Mr. Diepenbrock's alleged destrction of his documents has
been rebutted previously. RR 1737. The evidence in fact shows that Mr. Diepenbrock

retained all of his important documents. (Trial Tr. at 6236 (Diepenbrock) ("I removed
some documents from my work product files that were old, and in some cases I had

questions about the retention policy, and I asked Mr. Kar, and documents were not
removed if there was any reason to save them.").) The portion of the proposed finding
alleging that Mr. Diepenbrock was "responsible for patent prosecution relating to the

JEDEC standard," is not supported by the cited finding or by any other evidence in the
record.
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CCSF NO. 117:

Rambus's outside counsel Lester Vincent, who was responsible for
prosecuting its JEDEC-related patents and who also counseled Rambus regarding its

obligations relating to JEDEC and other standard-setting organzations destroyed his
Rambus-related documents. CCSF 56-57, 128-133.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSFNO.117:

The proposed finding relating to Mr. Vincent's alleged destrction of

Rambus-related documents is not supported by the evidence. RRSF 56-57, 128-133.
Likewise, the proposed finding that Mr. Vincent was "responsible for prosecuting

(Rambus's) JEDEC-relatedpat~llts" is~not supported bytht cited findings nor by any

other evidence in the record. All of the patents that Rambus has asserted against DRAM
manufacturers for products advertised as JEDEC-compliant were prosecuted to issuance
by Rambus in-house counsel after Rambus took over the prosecution from Mr. Vincent's
fir (and all but two issued from applications filed by Rambus in-house counsel, not

Mr. Vincent's firm). (See RX-2533 at 18 (transcript page 205:12-24) (Mr. Vincent
transferred responsibilty for prosecution of the relevant patents to Mr. Steinberg in late
1998).) While Mr. Vincent did provide some counseling to Rambus regarding JEDEC,

the implication that he destroyed documents relating to such counseling is false. The
record is uncontradicted that Mr. Vincent did not destroy any of his files "that related to
the legal advice (Mr. Vincent) provided to Rambus about the disclosures of patents and

patent applications to JEDEC" or "relating to the disclosure policy of JEDEC." (CX3126
(Vincent 4/12/01 Infineon Dep. at 416.) JEDEC-related documents were kept in
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Mr. Vincent's general files; Mr. Vincent only cleaned certain of his patent files for
issued patents. (RSF 1663). Moreover, all of Mr. Vincent's relevant general files, as

well as his relevant patent prosecution files, were tured over to Rambus's counsel for
production in the Hitachi litigation. (CX5038; RX2508).

B. Evidence Developed since the Initial Decision.
1. General Absence of Historical Documents.

CCSF NO. 118:

Rambus's attorneys attempting to comply with document requests in a
JEDEC DRAM-related litigation against Hitachi in 2001 found a g~neral lack of

historical documents in the Rambus files. CX5078 at 13 (Corresponding to transcript

page 120) ("Q. And how would you categorize the types of documents that you were
looking for that you couldn't find? A. It would be difficult to characterize them to any

specific grouping. It was more historical documents prior to a certain date, were - either
didn't exist or seemed to be incomplete.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 118:
The proposed finding is irelevant. Complaint Counsel have pointed to

nothing to suggest that any unspecified "historical documents" were improperly

destroyed. Nor have Complaint Counsel shown any prejudice from the unavailabilty of
any so-called "historical documents." To the contrary, Complaint Counsel have

conceded that they have had "an unusual degree of visibilty into the precise nature of
Rambus' conduct, as well as the underlying motivations for what Rambus did." (Opening
Statement, Tr. at 15.)
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Furermore, the curent record makes plain that many documents that were

not located by Rambus's former counsel durg the very brief course of the Hitachi
action - which settled five years ago - have long since been located and produced for use
in various subsequent lawsuits. That Rambus has continued to devote significant
resources

to collecting potentially responsive documents for production, reviewing

them

not privileged does not form a basis for any

and producing those that are responsive and

criticism of Rambus.
CCSF NO. 119:

Rambus's attorneys found that the document retention policy caused the

loss of the historical documents. Id. at 14 (Corresponding to transcript pages 122) ("In
looking for documents that would be responsive to the Hitachi document requests, there

were requests for some historical documents that the company simply did not have

because of this document retention policy that had been adopted in '98 and which had
resulted in the destrction of certain documents.").

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 119:

See RRSF No. 118.
CCSF NO. 120:

Among the documents that Rambus' s attorneys found missing were
JEDEC-related documents. Id. at 20 (Correspondirig to transcript page 146).

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 120:

The proposed finding is misleading. Rambus' s attorneys were able to
obtain the "missing" JEDEC-related documents by simply getting them from JEDEC.
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CX5078 at 24 (Corresponding to transcript page 162) ("JUDGE PAYNE: Why did you
go to the ITC -- to JEDEC to get these documents in the first place? THE WITNESS:

Because we wanted to get a full -- the full story of Rambus' paricipation in JEDEC and
there were documents that were not in Rambus' files that related to that."). Complaint
Counsel have acknowledged that the critical JEDEC-related documents that they needed

for this case were produced by Rambus prior to triaL Motion at 19 (referrng to emails
that "formed the core of

the case against Rambus. . . .").

2. Destruction of Documents of Rambus's JEDEC Representatives

and Executives.

CCSF NO. 121:

Nearly all of the JEDEC-related hard copy documents of Rambus' s primary

JEDEC representative Richard Crisp were destroyed as a result of Rambus's document

destrction. CX5059 at 4 ( "What other docs did (JEDEC) send to RC?... comms by
joined the company all docs were

email.. what about ballots?.. he kept some... after Joel

then destroyed. ... 10/97 doc retention/destruction policy").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 121:
The proposed finding is incomplete and misleading. The record is

uncontradicted that Mr. Crisp discarded many paper documents "because most of the

paper I had in my office were things I knew I didn't need to keep. Most of the things I

needed to keep were electronic fies that I had on my computer." (Crisp, Tr. 3428; see
RRSF 114; RRFF 1738.)

While Complaint Counsel do cite to supplemental evidence in support of
substance from findings that Complaint

this finding, the finding itself is no different in
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Counsel submitted prior to the Initial Decision. See CCFF 1738; see also CCSF 114.
Indeed, Mr. Crisp testified, and it has never been disputed, that he thew away

most of the

publicly available paper materials that he had received from JEDEC, such as official

minutes of JEDEC meetings and ballots, but that he retained the vast majority of the

JEDEC-related materials that he had created. For instance, Mr. Crisp retained electronic
documents such as his e-mailedtripreportsofthemeetingsheattended.(Crisp.Tr.

3570-6.) RRSF 115.
CCSF NO. 122:
CX0711, a collection of Crisp's JEDEC-related emails, was found on

an

old, unused hard drive in Mr. Crisp's attic, which Mr. Crisp subsequently discarded.

CCSF 115. Although some of Mr. Crisp's individual JEDEC-related e-mails were
discovered accidently two-and-a-half years later in an unused and forgotten server file,
Rambus's attorneys did not find the set of JEDEC-related emails corresponding to
CX0711 in its search of Rambus's working files. CX5078 at 14 (Corresponding to

transcript page 124) ("Q. Now did you find in your discovery collections at Rambus
copies of those JEDEC e-mails from Richard Crisp mailbox in anyone else's files
thoughout the company? A. No, we did not.").

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 122:

This proposed finding is irrelevant and misleading. To the extent that
Complaint Counsel mean to suggest that there was a coordinated effort to destroy Mr.

Crisp's emails, there is no support for such a suggestion and Complaint Counsel cite to
none. Rather, as the finding suggests, CX0711 contains a large collection of e-mails that
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Mr. Crisp chose to save from loss durng a computer system change. (CX711; Crisp, Tr.

3572-76; 3588-96. In order to transfer these emails from his Macintosh to his P.c.,
Mr. Crisp uploaded (i.e., copied) them to Rambus's server from the Macintosh (hence the
copy on the server) and then downloaded (i.e., copied) them to the P.C. The documents

were intentionally preserved, were produced in discovery, and were admitted into

evidence. (Crisp, Tr. 3572-76, 3588-92).
While Complaint Counsel cite to supplemental evidence in support of this
finding, the finding itself is similar in substance to findings that Complaint Counsel

submitted prior to the Initial Decision. See CCFF 1753. Moreover, it is undisputed that
Mr. Crisp's emails were preserved through the process described above. The
supplemental proposed finding is not relevant to ths matter.
CCSF NO. 123:

Prior to the creation of the document retention policy at Rambus, Richard

Crisp was a "packrat." CX5069 at 33 ("I have a picture in my mind of his office before,

and that's - you couldn't even get into his office.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 123:

To the extent that the proposed finding is meant to imply that Mr. Crisp

destroyed a large volume of paper documents, the finding is irelevant in light of the
uncontradicted evidence that Mr. Crisp discarded many paper documents "because most

of the paper I had in my office were things I knew I didn't need to keep. Most of the
things I needed to keep were electronic files that I had on my computer." (Crisp,

Tr. 3428). The paper materials that were in his office and discarded were wholly
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irelevant to this action, such as brochures and duplicates of official publications. See id.
(describing the documents as "data books" and "brochures from marketing conferences");

see also RRSF 114, 122;RR 1738.
CCSF NO. 124:

Bily Garett, Rambus's other primary JEDEC representative, also
destroyed all of his JEDEC-related hard copy and computer stored documents as a result

of the document retention policy. CX5062 at 11 (corresponding to GCWF 3422) ("got rid

of all the stuff - doc retention policy jedec stuff all went away."). Prior to the document

retention policy, Garett was a "packrat" Id. at 5 (corresponding to GCWF 3416). But
when_he

searched his files in 2001 for Rambus's case against Hitachi, Garett "didn't find

anything relating to JEDEC." Id.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 124:

The proposed finding is not supported by the evidence. Complaint Counsel

rely on attorney notes with Bily Garett, who attended only thee JEDEC meetings (the
last in March 1993 (JX15)). Complaint Counsel quote the notes as stating "got rid of all
the stuff - doc retention policy - jedec stuff all went away," but omit the immediately

preceding notes: "there were handouts of presentations - sent to bily - stuffed them into
drawer - got compilation of jc 42 standard - compilation - did not look th it much."

CX5062 at 11. The notes omitted by Complaint Counsel suggest that the "stuff' that Mr.

Garett "got rid of' consisted of publicly available JEDEC materials. See also id. at 5
("didn't find anything relating to JEDEC. Wasn't necessary. Got rid of it. Only thing he

specifically remembers throwing away was the specifications."
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CCSF NO. 125:

Rambus President David Mooring also apparently had no documents
relating to his attendance

at JEDEC. CX5063 at 12 (corresponding to GCWF 3412).

When asked by Rambus's attorneys for documents relating to JEDEC he pointed them to

Richard Crisp and Bily Garett and mentioned the document retention policy. Id. ("go to
(Crisp because) he had a tendency to save things. Bily Garett - would also have

docs.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 125:

The proposed finding is not supported by the evidence. While the attorney
notes cited do indicate that Mr. Mooring advised the attorneys to check with "RC," likely
documents, they are silent as to

areference to Richard Crisp, and Bily Garett for

whether Mr. Mooring had found any documents relating to JEDEC. In any case, even if

the proposed finding were accurate, it would be irelevant. Complaint Counsel point to
no evidence that Mr. Mooring, who only attended thee JEDEC meetings (the last in
September 1993 (JX17)), would likely have had JEDEC-related documents in addition to
the emails that have been produced.
CCSF NO. 126:

Unlike Richard Crisp and Vice President Allen Roberts, who were able to
produce documents from their personal files after leaving Rambus, in-house counsel

Tony Diepenbrock did not keep any of his files after leaving Rambus. CX5064 ("2. What

docs / files do you have - Tony has no rambus docs whatsoever. 3. Overview of the files

- Rambus' document retention policy was created/mandated by Joel (K)ar.").
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 126:

The proposed finding, to the extent that it suggests that Mr. Diepenbrock
destroyed Rambus-related files after leaving Rambus, is not supported by the evidence.

The statement "Tony has no rambus docs whatsoever" indicates that Mr. Diepenbrock
nothing improper

left his Rambus-related files at Rambus upon his deparure. There is

about a decision by an employee (paricularly a lawyer) that he wil not take a company's
documents with him when he leaves. It is likely that Mr. Diepenbrock considered his
files to be confidential to Rambus and that he felt it appropriate to leave those files at
Rambus.
CCSF NO. 127:

Vice President Allen Roberts also destroyed documents pursuant to

Rambus's document retention policy. CX5084 at 3 ("Yes, I believe that I purged some
documents in regards to that direction.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 127:

The proposed finding is incomplete and misleading. Mr. Roberts testified
that, in response to the document retention policy, he simply followed his usual practice

of discarding documents that were no longer necessary. RX-2535 at 4 ("Every day as
par of normal business, there's documents that you no longer need, and you decide if
those are confidential documents or not, and if they're confidential documents, they go

into the box for confidential destrction, and if they're not confidential documents, they
go into the trash. I mean, this was no different than -- no different than what had already
been in place, effectively. It

just said, you know, here's the things that you need to
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keep.").
The

proposed finding is also irelevant. Complaint Counsel point to no

evidence suggesting that Mr. Roberts improperly destroyed any documents.
3.

Destruction of Documents of Rambus's Outside Patent CounseL.

ccSF NO. 128:

Rambus outside patent counsel Lester Vincent also cleaned out his email
system in May 1999. CX5060 at 3.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 128:

The proposed finding is not supported by the evidence, is incomplete and is

misleading. First, the attorney notes cited by Complaint Counsel do not say that Mr.
Vincent "cleaned out" his email system in May 1999; rather, the notes state that he "went
though and cleared out emails..atthattime.CX5060 at 3. There is no indication in the

notes of what emails were "cleaned" and what emails were retained. Of course, if
Mr. Vincent were simply deleting all emails, there would have been no needto "(go)
though" them.

Moreover, the proposed finding

is irelevant. First, Complaint Counsel

point to no evidence suggesting that any deletion of emails by Mr. Vincent in May 1999

was in any way improper. Second, as the attorney notes cited by Complaint Counsel also

indicate, email was..notmuchused..byMr.Vincentintheearly1990s.Id. Moreover,
Mr. Vincent "switched to a different server" for his emails in 1998, and his emails prior

to that time were lost in the transition. Id. Thus, whatever emails may have been deleted
by Mr. Vincent in May 1999, they could not have included emails generated during the
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bulk of the period that Mr. Vincent was prosecuting Rambus patent applications,
including the entire period that Rambus was a member of JEDEC.
CcSF NO. 129:

On or before July 28, 1999, Rambus outside patent counsel Lester Vincent
completed "clean-up" of

his files labeled P001C2. CX5036 at 1; see

also CCFF 1745-

1748. The P001C2 files related to Rambus's '646 patent application and '327 patent.

Id.; DX0014; see also CCFF 1004-1008, 1069, 1076-1077, 1092-1095, 1100-1114, 11991237.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 129:

The proposed finding is incomplete and misleading. Complaint Counsel,
who have throughout this litigation presumed that the Rambus patents at issue here are
valid, have never tried to explain why Mr. Vincent's patent prosecution files would likely
contain relevant documents that were not preserved.

This finding also relies on a char prepared by Mr. Vincent's secretary for
his own internal use with respect to the date of alleged "completed 'clean-up'." But that

char simply records dates on which Mr. Vincent "reviewed" certain files. CX5036. As
Mr. Vincent testified, simply because it is marked on the char that he "reviewed" a
particular file does not mean that anything in the file was destroyed. (RX-2533, Vincent
10/15/04 Infineon Dep. Tr. at 145.)

The proposed finding is also irelevant. The record shows that Mr. Vincent
retained all relevant documents (RSF 1662-63). In particular, all documents relating to
JEDEC were maintained in Mr. Vincent's general files, as opposed to his patent files.
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These files were not cleaned and all relevant documents contained in them were

produced. Id. Complaint Counsel have made no showing that the cleanng of certain
Rambus patent files had any impact on the presentation of their case. In addition, i

Complaint Counsel have failed to show that conformg the prosecution files for issued
patents to the official patent office file is in any way improper. To the contrary, the
record shows that this is standard practice. RSF 1661.

ccSF NO. 130:

On or before June 23, 2000, Rambus outside patent counsel Lester Vincent

completed "clean-up" of his files labeled P007D and P007DC. CX5036 at 2; see also
CCFF 1745-1748. The P007D and P007DC files related to Rambus's '692 patent
'i

application. DX0014; see also CCFF 932-935,947-948,962-967, 1069, 1074-75, 11831198.

1 RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 130:
The proposed finding is incomplete and misleading. Complaint Counsel,
who have throughout this litigation presumed that the Rambus patents at issue here are

valid, have never tried to explain why Mr. Vincent's patent prosecution files would likely
contain relevant documents that were not preserved.

This finding also relies on a char prepared by Mr. Vincent's secretary for
his own internal use with respect to the date of alleged "completed 'clean-up'." But that

char simply records dates on which Mr. Vincent "reviewed" certain files. CX5036. As
Mr. Vincent testified, simply because it is marked on the char that he "reviewed" a
paricular file does not mean that anyting in the file was destroyed. (RX-2533, Vincent
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on the char that he "reviewed" a paricular file does not mean that anything in the file
was destroyed. (RX-2533, Vincent 10/15/04 Infineon Dep. Tr. at 145.)

The proposed finding is also irelevant. The record shows that Mr. Vincent

retained all relevant documents (RSF 1662-63). In paricular, all documents relating to
JEDEC were maintained in Mr. Vincent's general fies, as opposed to his patent files.
These files were not cleaned and all relevant documents contained in them were

produced. Id. Complaint Counsel have made no showing that the cleanng of certain
Rambus patent files had any impact on the presentation of their case. In addition,

Complaint Counsel have failed to show that conformng the prosecution files for issued
patents to the official patent office file is in any way improper. To the contrary, the
record shows that this is standard practice. RSF 1661.

ccSF NO. 132:
On or before June 23,2000, Rambus outside patent counsel Lester Vincent

completed "clean-up" of his files labeled P010DC. CX5036 at 2; see also CCFF 1745-

1748. The P010DC files related to Rambus's '490 patent application. DX0014; see also

CCFF 900-901,932-934,947-948,955-958,962, 1028, 1049, 1164-1182.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 132:

The proposed finding is incomplete and misleading. Complaint Counsel,
who have throughout this litigation presumed that the Rambus patents at issue here are

valid, have never tried to explain why Mr. Vincent's patent prosecution files would likely

contain relevant documents that were not preserved. This finding also relies on a chart
prepared by Mr. Vincent's secretary for his own internal use with respect to the date of
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alleged "completed 'clean-up'." But that char simply records dates on which
Mr. Vincent "reviewed" certain files. CX5036. As Mr. Vincent testified, simply because
it is marked on the chart that he "reviewed" a paricular file does not mean that anything
in the file was destroyed. RX-2533, Vincent 10/15/04 Infineon Dep. Tr. at 145.)

The proposed finding is also irelevant. Mr. Vincent's cleaning of patent
files on June 23,2003 had no impact on the documents produced in this litigation because
copies of those files had already been provided to Rambus and its litigation counsel in
connection with the Hitachi litigation in January 2000. RSF 1664. In addition,
Complaint Counsel have failed to show

that conformng the prosecution files for issued

patents to the official patent office file is in any way improper. To the contrary, the
record shows that this is standard practice. RSF 1661.

CcSF NO. 133:

On or before May 13, 1999, Rambus outside patent counsel Lester Vincent
completed "clean-up" of

his files labeled P014D. CX5036 at 2; see alsoCCFF 1745-

1748. The P014D files related to Rambus '651 patent application. DX0014; see also
CCFF 900-901,932-934,947-948,955-958,962.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 133:

The proposed finding is incomplete and misleading. Complaint Counsel,
who have throughout this litigation presumed that the Rambus patents at issue here are

valid, have never tried to explain why Mr. Vincent's patent prosecution files would likely

contain relevant documents that were not preserved. This finding also relies on a char
prepared by Mr. Vincent's secretary for his own internal use with respect to the date of
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alleged "completed 'clean-up'." But that chart simply records dates on which

Mr. Vincent "reviewed" certain files. CX5036. As Mr. Vincent testified, simply because
it is marked on the chart that he "reviewed" a paricular file does not mean that an~thing
in the file was destroyed. RX-2533, Vincent 10/15/04 Infineon Dep. Tr. at 145.)

The proposed finding is also irelevant. The record shows that Mr. Vincent

retained all relevant documents (RSF 1662-63). In paricular, all documents relating to
JEDEC were maintained in Mr. Vincent's general files, as opposed to his patent files.

These files were not cleaned and all relevant documents contained in them were

produced. Id. Complaint Counsel have made no showing that the cleanng of certain
any impact on the presentation of

Rambus patent files had

their case. In addition,

Complaint Counsel have failed to show that conformng the prosecution files for issued
patents to the official patent office file is in any way improper. To the contrary, the
record shows that this is standard practice. RSF 1661.
4.

Further Confirmation of Document Destruction.

ccSF NO. 134:

Recently discovered back-up tapes confir that a substantial volume of
relevant documents disappeared from Rambus' s business files and, as a result,

are

missing from the record in this matter. CCSF 135-144.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 134:

Complaint Counsel asked the Commission to delay the filng deadline for
these findings so that they could move to admit additional documents relating to the

backup tapes described in this finding and in CCSF 135-144. The Commission denied
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that petition on August 4, 2005 and ordered the paries to submit their findings "related to
documents already in the record" in accordance with the schedule previously set by the

Commssion. Complaint Counsel chose to disregard this clear command. The proposed
findings about the backup tapes should, therefore, be strcken. Those findings are also

incomplete, misleading and irelevant as set fort below. See RRSF 135-144.
CcSF NO. 135:

In March and April 2005, Rambus found approximately 1,400 back-up

tapes and other removable electronic media. The vast majority of these back-up tapes
and electronic media have been erased, are blank, or otherwise cannot be read. Letter
from Geoffrey D. Oliver to Donald S. Clark (June 14,2005) at Attachment 1
(Supplemental Case Management Statement of Rambus Inc., Hynix Semiconductor Inc. v.

be

Rambus Inc. (May 20, 2005) at 4 ("1,077 pieces of media have been determned to

blank, bad media (which means no data can be read from the media), or cleanng
caridges. ")).
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 135:

This proposed finding should be strcken for the reasons set out in
RRSF 134. In any case, to the extent that Complaint Counsel mean to suggest that there
was anything improper in Rambus's erasure of

back-up tapes, there is no basis for such a

suggestion. In July 1998, Rambus adopted its outside counsel's advice with respect to a
policy for back-up tapes, providing for Rambus to maintain back-up tapes for thee

months and advising employees not to rely on the back-up tapes for documents that

should be saved for longer than thee months. RX-2503; RSF 1625-26. Complaint
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Counsel have pointed to nothing to suggest that this policy was in any way improper and,

indeed, it is a standard practice utilzed in many companes. RSF 1656.
Even if Rambus had reasonably anticipated litigation when it adopted its
document retention policy - which it did not (see RRSF 147) - the law recognzes that a

pary ordinarily is not required to preserve inaccessible backup tapes, even when it
anticipates or is involved in litigation. See, e.g., Zubulake v. UBS Warburg LLC, 220

F.R.D. 212, 218 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) ("Zubulake W'); Thompson v. United States Dept. of

Housing and Urban Devel., 219 F.R.D. 93, 100 (D. Md. 2003); see also The Sedona

Principles: Best Practices Recommendations & Principles for Addressing Electronic
Document-Production (Jan,2004 version)

at 20, 24-25 (available at

http://www.thesedonaconference.org/publications_html). Accordingly, there is no basis
Rambus's backup tapes was improper.

for any suggestion that the recycling or erasure of

come as a surrise to

That backup tapes were erased should not have

Complaint CounseL The Rambus policy of saving material on backup tapes for only
thee months Was the subject of evidence and testimony developed at the hearing of this

matter, and, in fact, was the subject of one of Complaint Counsel's original proposed

findings. CCFF 1720 (citing documents and testimony of Joel Kar regarding back-up
tape policy); CX1040 (Rambus document retention policy, including back-up tape

policy). The fact that the tapes referred to in the proposed finding were erased is simply
corroboration of the prior testimony of witnesses and the contents of the policy.
cCSF NO. 136:

A number of the readable back-up tapes and electronic media recently
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discovered by Rambus apparently contain copies of documents relevant to Rambus's on-

going patent-infringement and antitrst litigation with Hynix that had disappeared from
Rambus's business files and servers. It appears that a significant number of these
documents had not been produced to Hynix in that litigation or to Complaint Counsel in

connection with the present litigation. See Letter from Geoffrey D. Oliver to Donald S.

Clark (May 5,2005) at Attachment 1 (Letter from Gregory P. Stone toThe Honorable
Ronald M. Whyte (April 4, 2005) at 2 ("some of the data from some of these tapes
constitutes text files. . . that might be responsive to Hynix's discovery requests."));

Letter from GeoffreyD. Oliver to Donald S. Clark (June 14,2005) at Attachment 1
(Supplemental Case Management Statement of Rambus Inc., Hynix Semiconductor Inc. v.

Rambus Inc. (May 20, 2005) at 11 (Rambus "began producing documents from those

tapes (to Hynix) on April 15,2005.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CcSF NO. 136:

This proposed finding should be stricken for the reasons set out in

RRSF 134. In any case, the documents that Rambus has recently produced to Hynix and
that have also been produced to Complaint Counsel are, as a whole, either duplicative or
cumulative, or are largely supportive of the conclusions drawn by Judge McGuire and the

positions taken by Rambus. (See Response By Respondent Rambus Inc. to Complaint
Counsel's Petition to Modify the Schedule in the Commission's July 20, 2005 Order
(July 29,2005).)

Moreover, although Rambus is attempting to avoid the production of

duplicates - that is documents that have been previously produced - from the backup
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tapes to the extent possible (see Letter from GeoffreyD. Oliver to Donald S. Clark
(June 14,2005) at Attachment 1 (Supplemental Case Management Statement of Rambus
Inc., Hynix Semiconductor Inc. v. Rambus Inc. (May 20, 2005) at 13), the process

has not

been as successful as had been hoped. Thus, the production of any paricular document

to Hynx - or to Complaint Counsel - from the backup tapes does not necessary mean
that the document had not been produced previously.
cCSF NO. 137:

In connection with its production to Hynx of documents from its newlyfound back-up tapes, Rambus has asserted privilege with respect to at least 58 documents

_thatwerenotfoundin Rambus'.s business files or on its servers, and thus "not reviewed
and produced during Infineon case and. . . not among the documents subsequently

produced to Hynix . .." Letter from Geoffrey D. Oliver to Donald S. Clark (June 14,
2005) at Attachment 2 (Rambus Privilege Log) at 5, fn. *; Complaint Counsel's Petition
to Modify the Schedule in the Commission's July 20,2005 Order (July 28,2005) at

Attachment 10. These documents have never been produced to Complaint CounseL Id.
at Attachment 3 (Letter from Geoffrey D. Oliver to Gregory P. Stone (June 6, 2005) at 2

("I understand that Rambus wil not produce to us any document as to which it asserts

claims of privilege. . .")).
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 137:

This proposed finding should be stricken for the reasons set out in

RRSF 134. In any case, to the extent that Complaint Counsel mean to suggest that there
was anything improper in Rambus' s erasure of back- up tapes, there is no basis for such a
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suggestion. In any case, to the extent that Complaint Counsel mean to suggest that there

is something improper in Rambus not producing recently-discovered privileged

documents, there is no basis for such a suggestion. Rambus risks a finding of waiver if it
voluntarly produces such documents. Indeed, Complaint Counsel themselves argued in

this case that Rambus had waived its privilege as to several broad subject matters by
producing privileged documents in one lawsuit that had been ordered produced in a

second lawsuit. (See Complaint Counsel's Motion to Compel Discovery Relating to
Subject Matters as to Which Rambus's Privilege Claims Were Invalidated on Crime-

Fraud Grounds and Subsequently Waived (Jan. 7, 2003)). Rambus has no choice but to
assert the privilege in these circumstances.

Furer, Rambus has properly asserted the privilege. While the documents
would have been subject to the Infineon trial cour's March 2001 order piercing the
attorney-client privilege, that order is not entitled to collateral estoppel effect in this

matter or the Hynix matter for several reasons: (1) it was a discovery order, which does
not meet the requirements for a final judgment; (2) the judgment into which that

discovery order merged was reversed, and the order therefore may not form the basis for
collateral estoppel; and (3) it would be inequitable in the extreme to treat the discovery
order as a valid final judgment deserving of collateral estoppel, when the fraud theory on

which that order was based was held by the Federal Circuit to have no support in an
evidentiary record that included the very documents that Rambus was compelled to
produce pursuant to that order.
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CcSF NO. 138:

The descriptions contained in Rambus's privilege log indicate that
documents purged from Rambus' s business files and servers, and thus never prodllced in

this litigation, are likely to be directly relevant to this litigation. CCSF 139-144.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 138:

This proposed finding should be stricken for the reasons set out in

RRSF 134. In any case, to the extent that Complaint Counsel mean to suggest that the
newly loggeG privileged documents were deliberately "purged" or would support their

position on the merits, there is no basis for such a suggestion, as set fort below. RRSF
139-144.
ccSF NO. 139:

The descriptions contained in Rambus's privilege log indicate that

documents purged from Rambus's business files and servers, and thus never produced in
this litigation, are likely to be directly relevant to the substance of JEDEC's disclosure
policy and Rambus' s understanding of that policy. Letter from Geoffrey D. Oliver to

Donald S. Clark (June 14,2005) at Attachment 2 (Rambus Privilege Log) at 2 ("Email
describing request for, and legal advice of, Lester Vincent Esq. regarding JEDEC

disclosure policy"); Complaint Counsel's Petition to Modify the Schedule in the
Commssion's July 20,2005 Order (July 28,2005) at Attachment 10 (Third Privilege
Log, Dated June 10, 2005) at 2 ("Chart reflecting legal advice regarding antitrst and
patent issues").
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 139:
This

proposed finding should be stricken for the reasons set out in

RRSF 134. In any case, there is no basis for Complaint Counsel to assume that any of the
documents described on the privilege log were ever "purged," at least if Complaint

Counsel is trying to suggest something sinister by thatterm. It seems more than a little
privileged documents in 1998

absurd to suggest that Rambus deliberately destroyed

because of some abilty at that time to predict that years later, a federal judge might take
the nearly unprecedented step of piercing Rambus's attorney-client privileges and
ordering that those privileged documents be produced.

There is also no basis for Complaint Counsel to assume that the privileged

documents would be helpful to their cause. Judge McGuire previously found that the
privileged documents already in the record supported Rambus's position on various
issues and showed that Rambus had not acted in bad faith.
CCSF NO. 140:

The descriptions contained in Rambus' s privilege log indicate that

documents purged from Rambus' s business files and servers, and thus never produced in
this litigation, are likely to be directly relevant to Rambus' s efforts to obtain patent

claims covering the ongoing work of JEDEC. Letter from Geoffrey D. Oliver to Donald
S. Clark (June 14, 2005) at Attachment 2 (Rambus Privilege Log) at 2 (..Email seeking

information and legal advice to be obtained from Rambus counsel regarding possible
additional patent claims"); id. at 3 (..Email providing information for the purose of

facilitating the rendition of and reflecting legal advice of Lester Vincent, Esq. regarding
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possible patent claims").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 140:

This proposed finding should be stricken for the reasons set out in i
RRSF 134. In any case, there is no basis for Complaint Counsel to assume that any of the
documents described on the privilege log were ever "purged," at least if Complaint

Counsel is trying to suggest something sinister by that term. It seems more than a little
absurd to suggest that Rambus deliberately destroyed privileged documents in 1998

because of some abilty at that time to predict that years later, a federal judge might take
the nearly unprecedented step of

piercing Rambus's attorney-client privileges and

ordering that those privileged documents be produced.

There is also no basis for Complaint Counsel to assume that the privileged

documents would be helpful to their cause. Judge McGuire previously found that the

privileged documents already in the record supported Rambus's position on varous
issues and showed that Rambus had not acted in bad faith.
CcSF NO. i41:

The descriptions contained in Rambus's privilege log indicate that
documents purged from Rambus' s business files and servers, and thus never produced in

this litigation, are likely to be directly relevant to the actual or anticipated scope of
coverage of Rambus' s pending patent applications while Rambus was a member of

JEDEC. Letter from Geoffrey D. Oliver to Donald S. Clark (June 14, 2005) at
Attachment 2 (Rambus Privilege Log) at 1 (..Email transmitting legal advice of Lester

Vincent, Esq. regarding patent issues"); id. At 3 (..Email string. . . reflecting legal advice
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of Rambus counsel regarding status of patent claims. . ."); Complaint Counsel's Petition
to Modify the Schedule in the Commission's July 20, 2005 Order (July 28, 2005) at

Attachment 10 (RambusPrivilege Log Through May 13, 2005) at 2 ("Memorandum
providing legal advice regarding Rambus patent claims"); id. at Attachment 10

(Third

Prvilege Log, Dated June 10,2005) at 2 ("Presentation summary reflecting legal advice

status and strategy"; "Evaluation of patent applications for purose of

regarding patent

providing legal advice regarding patent claims and reflecting legal advice regarding
same") .

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 141:
This

proposed finding should be stricken for the reasons set out in

RRSF 134. The proposed finding is also irelevant. First, there-is no reason to believe
that the few entries on the privilege log cited by Complaint Counsel provide materially
different information from the large number of documents, privileged and not, and
extensive testimony in the record regarding Rambus' s beliefs regarding the scope of its
patent coverage. Second, contrary to the proposed finding, the cited documents could

have not bearing on the "actual. . . scope of coverage or Rambus's pending
applications," an objective inquiry that depends on the claim language. Third, regardless
of the content of the documents, Judge McGuire has already ruled that, in light of his
resolution of the case, Rambus' s beliefs about the scope of its patent coverage is

irelevant (Initial Decision at 244 (finding adverse presumption about Rambus's
knowledge of the scope of its patent

coverage moot because "(t)he evidence shows that

even if Rambus knew that developing JEDEC standards would require the use of Rambus
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patents, Rambus was not required to disclose those patents or applications, as the
disclosure of intellectual property was voluntary.").)
CCSF NO. 142:

The descriptions contained in Rambus' s privilege log indicate that
documents purged from Rambus' s business fies and servers, and thus never produced in

this litigation, are likely to be directly relevant to whether Rambus put other JEDEC
members on notice that its patent applications were relevant to JEDEC's on-going work.

Letter from Geoffrey D. Oliver to Donald S. Clark (June 14,2005) at Attachment 2
(Rambus Privilege Log) at 4 (..Email providing legal advice regarding draft statement at
JEDEC meeting concernng patent

position"); id. at 5 (..Email reflecting legal advice of

Lester Vincent, Esq. regarding draft letter to JEDEC").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 142:

This proposed finding should be stricken for the reasons set out in
RRSF 134. The proposed finding is also not supported by the evidence. Whether

Rambus put JEDEC members on notice that its patent applications were relevant to
JEDEC's on-going work necessarily depend on the actual statements made to JEDEC

members - about which there is no dispute - and not on the content of privileged
comments regarding draft statements to JEDEC.

The proposed finding is also irelevant. There is no reason to believe that
the cited entries on the privilege log cited by Complaint Counsel would undermne

Judge McGuire's conclusion that "Rambus, though its conduct, raised sufficient red
flags to put members of JEDEC and others on notice that there were patent applications
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pending, and that members of JEDEC, in fact, were well aware that Rambus sought to

make intellectual property claims on the relevant technology." Initial Decision at 244-45.
ccSF NO. 143:

The descriptions contained in Rambus's privilege log indicate that
documents purged from Rambus' s business files and servers, and thus never produced in

this litigation, are likely to be directly relevant to the circumstances surounding
Rambus's exit from JEDEC. Letter from Geoffrey D. Oliver to Donald S. Clark (June 14,
2005) at Attachment 2 (Rambus Privilege Log) at 5 (..Email reflecting legal advice of

Lester Vincent, Esq. regarding draft letter to JEDEC"); Complaint Counsel's Petition to
Modify the Schedule in the Commission's July 20, 2005 Order (July 28, 2005) at
May 13, 2005) (Third Privilege Log,

Attachment 10 (Rambus Privilege Log Through

Dated June 10, 2005) at 1 ("Draft letter to Electronic Industries Association reflecting
legal advice regarding JEDEC").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 143:

This proposed finding should be strcken for the reasons set out in
RRSF 134. The proposed finding is also not supported by the evidence. Whether

Rambus put JEDEC members on notice that its patent applications were relevant to
JEDEC's on-going work necessarily depend on the actual statements made to JEDEC

members - about which there is no dispute - and not on the content of privileged
comments regarding draft statements to JEDEC.

The proposed finding is also irelevant. There is no reason to believe that
the cited entries on the privilege log cited by Complaint Counsel would undermne
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Judge McGuire's conclusion that "Rambus, though its conduct, raised sufficient red
flags to put members of JEDEC and others on notice that there were patent applications
pending, and that members of JEDEC, in fact, were well aware that Rambus sought to

make intellectual property claims on the relevant technology." Initial Decision at 244-45.
ccSF NO. 144:

The descriptions contained in Rambus' s privilege log indicate that

documents purged from Rambus' s business files and servers, and thus never produced in

this litigation, are likely to be directly relevant to Rambus's understanding of the
equitable estoppel implications of its presence and conduct at JEDEC. See, e.g., Letter

from Geoffrey D. Dliverto Donald S. Clark (June 14,2005) at Attachment 2 (Rambus
Privilege Log) at 4 (..Email providing legal advice regarding draft statement at JEDEC

meeting concernng patent position"); id. (..Email responding to above 9/7/1995 email
from Crisp and requesting legal review of draft statement at JEDEC meeting concernng
patent position."); id. (..Email string

regarding legal

among

Cates,

Crisp,

Diepenbrock, Topran and exec

review of draft statement at JEDEC meeting concernng patent

position."); Complaint Counsel's Petition to Modify the Schedule in the Commssion's
July 20,2005 Order (July 28,2005) at Attachment 10 (Third Privilege Log, Dated June
10, '2005) at 1 (..Email transmitting legal advice regarding estoppel issues.").

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 144:

This proposed finding should be stricken for the reasons set out in

RRSF 134. The proposed finding is also not supported by the evidence. Whether
Rambus put JEDEC members on notice that its patent applications were relevant to
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JEDEC's on-going work necessarily depend on the actual statements made to JEDEC
members - about which there is no dispute - and not on the content of privileged

comments regarding draft statements to JEDEC.

The proposed finding is also irelevant. There is no reason to believe that
the cited entries on the privilege log cited by Complaint Counsel would undermne

Judge McGuire's conclusion that "Rambus, though its conduct, raised sufficient red
flags to put members of JEDEC and others on notice that there were patent applications

pending, and that members of JEDEC, in fact, were well aware that Rambus sought to

make intellectual property claims on the relevant technology." Initial Decision at 244-45.
VI. The Supplemental Evidence Reveals Misstatements and Misrepresentations of Fact

by Rambus and its Executives in the Course of this Matter.
cCSF NO. 145:

When deposed in this matter in February 2003, Rambus Vice President for

Intellectual Property Joel Kar testified that, although Rambus was aware that litigation

was a possibilty, it did not plan litigation or anticipate litigation before filng its lawsuit
against Hitachi in late 1999. CX2114 at 161 :25-162:6 ("Q . . . at that point in time, July

22nd, 1998, was Rambus anticipating potential litigation? A No."); id. at 162:10-163:5

("Once we started to put the licensing program together in the middle of 2000, we had. . .
I was aware very often that if negotiations failed that there would be litigation. But there

was no litigation actually planed prior to actually filng it. There was no anticipation of
it at that time, but it was certainly a possibilty.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 145:

The proposed finding is irelevant. See RRSF 146. Moreover, the
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proposed finding is incomplete and misleading. Complaint Counsel omit Mr. Kar's
testimony that he was "not exactly sure what you mean by 'anticipated litigation.'"

CX2114 at 162:22-23. It is not surrising that Mr. Kar was not certain of the use of that
term, given that even the definition in the case law of "anticipation of litigation" remains

unsettled. Of course, as the case law and commentators recognze, it must mean

plannng for such

something more than simply recognizing the possibilty of litigation or

a possibilty: "'The proper inquiry here is whether defendant, with knowledge that this

lawsuit would be filed, wilfully destroyed documents which it knew or should have
known would constitute evidence relevant to this case. ", Struthers Patent Corp. v. Nestle

Co., 558 F.Supp. 747, 765-66 (D.N.J. 1981) (emphasis added) (quoting Bowmar
Instrument Corp. v. Texas Instruments, Inc., 25 Fed. R. Servo 2d 423,427 (N.D. Ind.

1977)). See also Jamie S. Gorelick, Stephen Marzen & Lawrence Solum, Destruction of
Evidence § 10.2, at 310-11 (1989) § 3.12, at 104 (quoting standard and noting that

"(o)ther cours have adopted similar standards"). "(T)he duty to preserve evidence prior
to the filng of a lawsuit typically arises when the pary is on notice that the litigation is
'likely to be commenced,'" and "(t)here appear to be no cases extending the

foreseeabilty requirement to a remote possibilty of future litigation." Jeffrey S. Kinsler
& Anne R. Keyes MacIver, Demystifying Spoliation of Evidence, 34 Tort & Ins. L.J.

761, 764 (1999). See also American Bar Association, Section of Litigation, Civil
Discovery Standards, August 1999, Standard No. 10 ("For the duty (to preserve

evidence) to attach before a suit has been filed. . . the litigation must be probable, not

merely possible.") (emphasis added). "Anticipation of litigation" has, to a large extent
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become a term of ar that has meanng mostly in a legal context and whose precise
contours are debated by lawyers. Neverteless, despite the il-defined natue of the

questions posed to him, Mr. Kar truthully responded to the questions, makng clear that
he considered litigation a possibilty in the event that license negotiations were initiated
and subsequently failed.

Complaint Counsel also misstate the record with respect to the filng of the

lawsuit against Hitachi. That lawsuit was filed not in late 1999, but on January 18,2000.
CCFF 1995.
CcSF NO. 146:

Ramiis_quoted-drelied_upon-M-Kar~s_statementsjnits.Reply
Findings submitted to ALJ McGuire in September 2003. See Responses to Complaint

Counsel's Proposed Findings of Fact, Response to Finding No. 1732 ("as Mr. Kar
testified, Rambus was not anticipating litigation at the time.") (emphasis in original); see

also Response to Finding No. 1718 (quoting Mr. Kar's testimony). The privilege log
produced to Complaint Counsel in this case indicates that Rambus had asserted privilege

over, and had witheld from production in this case, documents demonstrating these
statements to be untre.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 146:

The evidence does not support Complaint Counsel's conclusion that
Mr. Kar's testimony was not trthul or that Rambus withheld from production

documents demonstrating that Mr. Kar's statements were untre. See RRSF 147, 148.

The proposed finding is also irelevant and Complaint Counsel do not contend that they
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or Judge McGuire relied in any way on Mr. Kar's statements. Before the hearng in this

matter, Judge Timony had already determned that Rambus "knew or could reasonably
anticipate RAM-related litigation" at the time that it instituted its document retention
program. (Order on Complaint Counsel's Motions for Default Judgment and for Oral

Argument (Feb. 26, 2003), at 6. In light of Complaint Counsel's admission that, despite

any destrction of documents, "'the proof that remains is more than sufficient to establish
the merits' of its claims," Judge Timony held that "the drastic sanction of default

judgment as to liabilty requested by Complaint Counsel seems inappropriate and

unjustified." Id. at 5. Instead, Judge Timony found that the appropriate sanction was the
imposition of seven

adverse inferences againstRambus. Id. at 8-9.
When additional evidence regarding the time that Rambus could reasonably

have anticipated litigation, including the testimony of Mr. Kar, was submitted to Judge
McGuire, he did not find it necessary to consider that evidence in ariving at his Initial

Decision. Instead, Judge McGuire found that Complaint Counsel had failed to meet their
burden of proof on many essential elements of their claims - on issues that could not
have been affected by any alleged destruction of documents - and he concluded that "the
process here has not been prejudiced as there is no indication that any documents,

relevant and material to the disposition of the issues in this case, were destroyed." Initial
Decision at 244. Judge McGuire's conclusion was bolstered by Complaint Counsel's
own admission that "the record shows 'an unusual degree of visibility into the precise

nature of Rambus's conduct.' (Opening Statement, Tr. 15.)." Id.
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CcSF NO. 147:

In fact, the Supplemental Evidence reveals that, in the first half of 1998,

Vice President Kar and other Rambus officers, managers and counsel not only i
reasonably anticipated litigation, but actively planed to initiate litigation. CX5048 at 3

("Top Level Key Results for 1998 ... 18. Develop and enforce IP . . . C. Get all
infringers to license our IP . . . or sue."); CX5007 (Notes of "LICENSING/ LITIGATION

STRATEGY" meeting between Kar and outside lawyers; "Royalty rates wil probably
push us into litigation quickly;" "Need to litigate against someone to establish royalty

rate and have cour declare patent valid;" Cooley Godward was tasked to "review
and formulate litigation strategy

Micron, Fujitsu.and Samsung and Hyudai contracts

driven by results of the analysis - breach-scope of license, NDA or patent

infringement."); CX5069 at 11-12 (Deposition of Joel Kar: "the overall idea was that at
some point in order to really establish the validity of a patent, it's something that would
have to happen in cour."); CX5006 at 3 ("Licensing and Litigation Strategy. .. -

Option 1: Breach of Contract Remedy - Option 2: Patent Infringement Suit. .. Patent

suit can be brought in venue of our choice - ITC - Northern Californa - Eastern
District of Virginia (Rocket Docket)"; CX5005 at 2 (" . . . a tiered litigation strategy has

been developed. . . . The first option is to pursue breach of contract remedies. . . .

Rambus may elect to file a patent infringement suit."); see also CX5017 ("IP Q3'98

Goals (First Cut) . .. 2. Infringement Activity. .. Prepare claim char for Micron
SDRAM. .. 3. IP Litigation Activity."); CX5014 (same).
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 147:

The proposed finding is irelevant and duplicative of prior findings. See
RRSF 9-35, 146. In addition, Complaint Couns~l improperly rely onCX5048 (with
production numbers in the range RF0627714-731), which Complaint Counsel cite as

"supplemental evidence" in support of this proposed finding, but which was in fact
produced by Rambus in response to Complaint Counsel's document requests on January

9,2003.
The other evidence cited in this finding does not support a conclusion that
Mr. Kar testified falsely or that he thought litigation was likely in 1998

or 1999. The

earliest patentthat Rambus has asserted against DRAM manufactuers did not issue until
late June 1999 (U.S. Patent No. 5,915,105). (RSF 1675). This patent covered DDR
SDRAM devices, which were not then being produced by any memory manufacturer in

significant volumes, but not SDRAM devices. In the first lawsuit that Rambus filed
against DRAM manufacturers, against Hitachi in January 2000, the earliest patent

asserted had issued in September 1999. (RX1507.) The 1998 documents cited by

Complaint Counsel show nothing more than that Mr. Kar considered litigation
contingencies in the context of thinkng about how to assert patents that might issue at
some point in the future. These documents do not establish that litigation was reasonably

anticipated, but show at most, that, as Mr. Kar testified, litigation was a possibilty - as
it is for any entity that applies for and obtains patents - but one that was contingent.
Whether litigation ensued depended upon such uncertain factors as whether patents

would issue, whether they would cover SDRAM and DDR SDRAM devices, and whether
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Rambus's Vice President of the Personal Computer Division (and later Rambus's

President), testified that he remembered Mr. Kar "coming forward with his kind of first
volley" on a potential licensing program, which Rambus did not adopt. RX-2543 at 1-2

("this proposal fell on deaf ears at that time frame"). The other documents cited by
Complaint Counsel appear to the relate to consideration of the same possibilty of a
licensing or litigation program at some point in the future.

As noted above, while the precise time that a duty to preserve documents

arises is an evolving area of the law, at a minimum, litigation must be probable, not

merely possible. (RRSF 145.) As applied in the patent context, the requirement that
litigation-be probable, rather than

merely

possible, means

that a patentee can have no

duty to take affirative steps to preserve evidence for another pary's use uness (at a

minimum) the patentee has (1) an issued patent (without which the patentee has no cause

of action), (2) a basis for concluding that it may assert that patent against an infringer of

that patent, and (3) the knowledge that it wil pursue litigation against the infnger rather
than negotiate a license. Any broader rule would be too amorphous to understand and
administer and would create incentives (as it has in Rambus's litigation against DRAM
manufactuers) for accused infringers to avoid questions relating to the patent's validity,

application and enforceability with charges of deliberate spoliation.

It is also clear from the Supplemental Evidence that lawyers at the Cooley

Godward fir, including Dan Johnson, were well aware of - and perhaps even initiatedthe discussion of possible future infringement litigation and did not consider that
discussion as baring Rambus from accepting their simultaneous advice to adopt a
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document retention policy.. This is evidence of good faith, not wrongdoing.
In sum, Rambus did not

anticipate litigation against a DRAM manufacturer

until the end of 1999. (RSF 1675.) As noted above, the first of the patents that Rambus
has asserted against any DRAM manufacturers did not issue until June of 1999.

Subsequently, Rambus stared to approach DRAM manufacturers to assert its patent
rights and to determine if they would take a license. It was not until negotiations with
Hitachi broke down that Rambus decided it would institute litigation - indeed, Rambus

did not retain litigation counsel for the Hitachi matter until December 1999. (RSF 1676.)
Once litigation against Hitachi was reasonably foreseeable, Rambus instituted a litigation
preserve.

hold and~told.employeeswithpotentiallyrelevant information to

any such

documents. (RSF 1677-82.)

CCSF NO. 148:

The Supplemental Evidence reveals that Vice President Kar and other
Rambus officers, managers and counsel continued to anticipate litigation thoughout
1999, well before Rambus sued Hitachi. See, e.g., CX5026 ("IP Q3'99 Goals - Final

7/1/99 ... 3. Licensinglitigation Readiness... G. Prepare litigation strategy against 1 of
the 3 manufacturers... H. Ready for litigation with 30 days notice."); CX5045 (same).
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 148:

The proposed finding is irelevant and duplicative of prior findings. See
RRSF 9-35, 146. Moreover, the proposed finding is not supported by the evidence.
Complaint Counsel's selective quotations from the document that they cite omit the

following line entries that precede the ones relating to litigation: "A. Develop complete
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licensing strategy," "B. Present licensing strategy to exec and gain approval," and

"C. Presentation to Rambus Board ready by end of Q3 (for presentation durg Q4)."
(CX5026 (emphasis added).) Entries such as these not only undermine Infineon's
position that Rambus anticipated litigation in early 1998 (see CCSF 147), but, in fact,
support Mr. Kar's testimony that, well into 1999, litigation was only a possibilty. Even

the strategy of licensing SDRAM and DDR SDRAM, not to mention the litigation
strategy that could be pursued if licensing efforts failed, had not yet been completed or

approved by Rambus's management and board as of July 1, 1999. It could hardly be said
in these circumstances that litigation was anticipated. (See RRSF 147.)
CCSF-NO.149:

In several filngs in this matter, Rambus quoted and relied on 2001

deposition testimony of Vice President for Intellectual Property Joel Kar, in which Mr.

Kar testified that, when planing Rambus's document retention policy, he was most
concerned about a "third-party type request," in which Rambus, even though not a pary
to litigation, would be served with broad requests for documents. CX2102 (transcript of

Kar deposition (Micron v. Rambus, 8/1/01) at 335:15-337:9 ("Actually, the third-pary
situation was the thing I was most concerned about ....")).
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CcSF NO. 149:

Rambus objects to the citation to deposition testimony of Mr. Kar that was
not designated by Complaint Counsel and, therefore, is not in the record of this matter.

In any case, the proposed finding is irelevant. RRSF 150. The quotation from

Mr. Kar's testimony is also incomplete. Mr. Kar furer testified that he had a specific
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concern in mind when he referred to "the third pary situation": "Rambus had ties to

InteL And at thattime Microsoft antitrst stuff was staring up and Intel was being
accused of antitrst. I was concerned that Rambus might get dragged into something just

because it had a relationship with InteL" (CX2102 at 336.)
ccSF NO. 150:

Rambus quoted prominently and relied upon Mr. Kar's statements in
written submissions to both ALJ Timony and ALJ McGuire. Memorandum in
Opposition to Complaint Counsel's Motion for Additional Adverse Inferences (filed

April 7,2003) at 8 ("(Mr. Kar) testified that he was most concerned about a 'third-pary
-Iy:peiequest,'uin_which Rambus,eventhoughnota pary toJitigation, would be served

(same); Rambus's Responses to Complaint

with broad requests for documents."); id. at 7

Counsel's Proposed Findings of Fact, Response to Finding No. 1718 ("the 'worry' - if
there was one - was that Rambus might be subpoenaed in connection with litigation in

which it was not a pary, not that Rambus itself might be a pary to any specific case or
type of litigation."). The privilege log produced to Complaint Counsel in this case

indicates that Rambus had asserted privilege over, and had witheld from production in

this case, documents demonstrating these statements to be untre.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 150:

The evidence in the record does not support Complaint Counsel's

conclusion that Rambus witheld from production documents demonstrating that

Mr. Kar's statements were untre. (RRSF 151.) Citations to and speculation about
evidence that is not in the record are improper and should be stricken.
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In any event, the proposed finding is irelevant. The question of what
program

concerns anmated Mr. Kar when he instituted Rambus's document retention

has no bearing on any of the issues decided by Judge McGuire in the Initial Decision.
(See also RRSF 146.)
CcSF NO. 151:

In fact, the Supplemental Evidence reveals that, at the time they were

plannng Rambus's document retention policy, Vice President Kar and other Rambus
officers, managers and counsel were concerned, not with third pary litigation, but with
offensive litigation that Rambus planned to institute against DRAM manufacturers.
CX504.8 aL3 ("Top Level Key Results for 1998 ... 18. Develop and enforce IP ... C.

Get all infingers to license our IP . . . or sue."); CX5007 (Notes of "LICENSING/

LITIGATION STRATEGY" meeting between Kar and outside lawyers; "Need to
litigate against someone to establish royalty rate and have cour declare patent valid;"
Cooley Godward was tasked to "review Micron, Fujitsu and Samsung and Hyundai

contracts and formulate litigation strategy drven by results of the analysis - breach-scope

(Deposition of Joel Kar:

of license, NDA or patent infringement."); CX5069 at 11-12

"the overall idea was that at some point in order to really establish the validity of a patent,

it's something that would have to happen in cour."); CX5006 at 3 ("Licensing and

Litigation Strategy. . . - Option 1: Breach of Contract Remedy - Option 2: Patent

Infringement Suit. .. Patent suit can be brought in venue of our choice - ITC Nortern Californa - Eastern District of Virginia (Rocket Docket)"; CX5005 at 2 (" . . .

a tiered litigation strategy has been developed. . . . The first option is to pursue breach of
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contract remedies. . . . Rambus may elect to file a patent infringement suit."); see also
CX5017 ("IP Q3'98 Goals (First Cut) . .. 2. Infringement Activity ... Prepare claim

char for Micron SDRAM ... 3. IP Litigation Activity."); CX5014 (same).
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 151:

The proposed finding is. irelevant and duplicative of prior findings. See

RRSF 9-35, 150. Moreover, the proposed finding is not supported by the evidence. The
1998 documents cited by Complaint Counsel show nothing more "than that Mr. Kar
considered some possible litigation contingencies in the context of thinkng about how to
assert patents that might issue at some point in the future. See RRSF 147.

None of the

documents are relevant to-the question of Mr. Kar's state of mind in instituting a
document retention program and whether, in instituting that program, he was more

concerned about document requests in possible inringement suits brought by Rambus or

about possible third-pary document subpoenas. Moreover, because outside counsel was
cited documents and the preparation of

involved both in the preparation of many of the

the document retention policy, the cited evidence demonstrates that Rambus was not
acting in bad faith and had no reason to believe that its document retention policy was in
any way improper.
ccSF NO. 152:

In this matter, Rambus quoted and relied on 2001 deposition testimony of

Vice President for Intellectual Property Joel Kar, in which Mr. Kar testified that his
concern was not with the contents of the documents destroyed by Rambus, but solely

with their volume. CX2102 (transcript of Kar deposition (Micron v. Rambus, 8/1/01) at
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347:18-348:6 ("(M)y concern was that if I was ever asked to produce those thousands of

back-up tapes, regardless of what they concerned. . . that it would be a task that would be
beyond the human endurance to have to try to figure out what was on those things.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 152:

The proposed finding is irelevant and misleading. See RRSF 154. The
deposition testimony of Mr. Kar that is cited related only to documents on backup tapes.
Moreover, it is tre that Rambus' s document retention program was content-neutral and

did not target "harul" documents. (RSF 1653-1670.) It also is tre that Rambus's
document retention program was motivated in par by space and storage concerns. (RSF
1622.) Rambus did not have adequate physical space in some of its building areas and it

did not have adequate storage space on its electronic servers. It is fair to say that
concerns about retaining a large volume of materials that were not needed for Rambus' s

business also was a concern, as was the extraordinary cost and expense that might be

incured..if Rambus had to search though thousands of backup tapes in an effort to see if
they contained any non-duplicative responsive documents. This concern was brought to
Rambus's attention by respected outside counsel with substantial experience in
counseling businesses about document retention issues. See RRSF 9-35. These concerns

tured out to be quite well founded: Rambus's filngs in the Hynix matter, that

Complaint Counsel have submitted to the Commssion, indicate that that Rambus has

spent over $1 millon simply extracting and segregating possible user-generated data
from the backup tapes and other media that it recently discovered. (Letter from Geoffrey
D. Oliver to Donald S. Clark (June 14,2005) at Attachment 1 (Supplemental Case
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Management Statement of Rambus Inc., Hynix Semiconductor Inc. v. Rambus Inc. (May

20,2005) at 10.) Furermore, Rambus estimated that the cost required to process,
review and produce documents from backup tapes is approximately $17,200 per i
gigabyte. (/d. n.8.) A single backup tape can contain several gigabytes of data. (See id.

at 11 (noting that 19 backup tapes contained 65 gigabytes of data).)
CCSF NO. 153:

Rambus quoted prominently and relied upon Mr. Kar's statements in this
matter. Memorandum in Opposition to Complaint Counsel's Motion for Additional

Adverse Inferences (filed April 7, 2003) at 8 ("As Mr. Kar stated, his concern was not
__with the contents of the documents Rambus had accumulated during its eight-year

corporate history, but with the sheer volume of those documents." (emphasis in original));

id. at 7 (same). The privilege log produced to Complaint Counsel in this case indicates

that Rambus had asserted privilege over, and had witheld from production in this case,

documents demonstrating these statements to be untre.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 153:

The proposed finding is irelevant and misleading, and the evidence does

not support Complaint Counsel's conclusion that Rambus witheld from production
documents demonstrating that Mr. Kar's statements were untre. (/d.)

CcSF NO. 154:

In fact, the Supplemental Evidence reveals that Rambus was.concerned
about the substance of documents that might affect the outcome of litigation and tailored

its document destruction efforts accordingly. See, e.g., CX5010 at 6 (R401139-41)
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(describing "horror stories" where supposedly deleted e-mails altered the outcome of

litigation, resulting in liabilty); CX5020 (reminding employees to destroy drafts of
contracts and materials used during negotiations); CX500? ("Licensing/Litigation
Strategy" contrasts need to gather documents to put together a searchable electronic
database and the need for a document retention policy, and focuses on patent prosecution

files: "clean out all attorney notes"); CX5022 at 4 ("Clean out all the Rambus (patent
prosecution) files that have issued"); CX5033 ("File clearance re document retention

policy - 11 of 49 issued patent files for BSTZ have been cleared - another 5 are awaiting
Rambus's June 1992 Business Plan was used

my review"); CX5031 (after noting that

against Rambus in-court, "this

new (document retention) policy is similar to the previous
the policy more

. policy - however, this time the IP group wil attempt to execute

effectively.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 154:

The proposed finding of fact is not supported by the evidence. While the
documents cited by Complaint Counsel show that the Rambus' s document retention

program included specific instrctions about certain categories of documents, such as
draft agreements and patent prosecution documents, there is no evidence to suggest that

any documents were targeted for destrction based on the substance of the document.
RSF 1653-1670; RRSF 108.

Moreover, this finding canot be considered "supplemental" although
Complaint Counsel find some supplemental evidence to cite. The fact that Rambus's

document retention program included specific instrctions about drafts of contracts was
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well-known to Complaint Counsel before the hearng in this matter. See CX1264 at 10
(slides about Rambus document

retention policy state that "As A General Rule, Upon

Execution of Contract, Immediately Destroy - All drafts (internal and external) -I

Materials used durng negotiation; not part of final contract"). As for the treatment of
patent prosecution documents, Complaint Counsel included findings on this topic in its

original post-hearing proposed findings. (CCFF 1446-47.)
The remaining documents cited by Complaint Counsel do not support the

finding. The slide about "horror stories" was par of a standard presentation that Rambus
outside counsel, Dan Johnson, used to explain the importance of document retention

policies. CX5010 at6;RX-2523 at-172-177.HSee generally RRSF 9-35, 108. The wry
comment in an email written in January 2001, long after the document retention policy
was instituted, and after a litigation hold was in place, likewise canot support the

finding. (CX5031.)
The proposed finding is also irelevant. As noted above, the specific
instrctions regarding certain categories of documents under the Rambus document
retention policy was in evidence at the time of the Initial Decision and considered by
Judge McGuire.
CCSF NO. 155:

Rambus's Vice President of Intellectual Property Neil Steinberg,
designated as the company representative with knowledge to testify on behalf of Rambus

pursuant to F.R.C.P. 30(b)(6), testified that he didn't believe that the July 22, 1998,

presentation to Rambus employees by Mr. Kar regarding Rambus's document retention
-140II 18233.1
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cCSF NO. 156:

In fact, the Supplemental Evidence reveals a 17 -page set of slides dated
July 22, 1998, that set fort the background and specifics of the policy. The detail~d

slides described the policy as a "Document Retention/estrction Policy." CX5010 at 2
(R401137) ("BEFORE LITIGATION A Document Retention/estrction Policy"). The

slides make clear that Rambus focused on documents that would be discoverable in

litigation, urged that "special care" be taken with e-mail and electronic documents, and
sought to avoid "horror stories" where supposedly deleted e-mails are found and used to

prove a case against the company. Id. at 4-6 (R401139-41). The slides also noted that,
"If crucial documents have been destroyed intentionally,~cours have entered default
judgments against the

destroying pary." Id. at 10 (R401145).

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 156:

The proposed finding is irelevant and not supported by the evidence. To
the extent that Complaint Counsel mean to suggest that Mr. Steinberg testified falsely
during a 30(b)( 6) deposition (in a diferent case), there is no basis for such a suggestion.
The 17 -page set of slides referred to by Complaint Counsel were not the slides used by

Mr. Kar with Rambus employees, but, rather, the slides by outside counsel Dan Johnson
at a July 22, 1998 presentation to Rambus managers. RSF 1638-1642. This was a

standard presentation that Mr. Johnson used with many private and public audiences to

explain the importance of document retention policies and to set out the general

parameters of a good policy. (RX-2523 at 172-177.) The slides used by Mr. Kar are
par of the record in this matter, were the subject of testimony by many witnesses, and
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were fully explored during the tral. (CX1264; Trial Tr. at 3420-21 (Crisp); Trial Tr. at

7792 (Kar designations); Trial Tr. at 6230-31 (Diepenbrock); see also CCFF 1729,
1732; RRFF 1728-29, 1732-33.)

Complaint Counsel have pointed to no evidence that the subject of
presentations to Rambus managers during the July 22, 1998 meeting with outside counsel
Steinberg was

was included within the Micron 30(b)(6) deposition notice, or that Mr.

present for the July 22, 1998 managers meeting. In fact, Mr. Steinberg did not become a

Rambus employee until the spring of 1999 and did not move to Californa from the East

coast until the fall of 1999. (CX2059, Kar Infineon Depo. (1/8/01) at 39:9-17.)
Moreover, Mr. Steinberg did not testify that there were no slides presented to the Rambus
managers. Instead, he testified that the two-page document retention policy was shown,

employees."

and that he "d(idn't) believe" any other slides were "displayed to the

CX5085 at 6. Complaint Counsel canot claim that Mr. Steinberg had first-hand
knowledge of what was shown at the presentation, canot show that Mr. Steinberg

misstated his belief about what was shown, and cannot trthully contend that they were
prejudiced in any way by this remark.
CCSF NO. 157:

Rambus's Vice President of Intellectual Property Neil Steinberg,

designated as the company representative with knowledge to testify on behalf of Rambus

pursuant to F.R.c.P. 30(b)(6), testified under oath that only on one occasion, in or around

July 1998, did Rambus distrbute burlap sacks to employees to collect documents for
shredding. CX5085 at 8 (page 75: 12-20). This transcript was provided to and relied
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upon by FTC staff during the course of its Par II investigation in this matter.
RAMBUS'SRESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 157:

The proposed finding is irrelevant and highly improper. Although i
Complaint Counsel state that the FTC staff relied on the transcript of the specified
deposition (from a different case) during the investigation of this matter, they provide no

explanation about how they obtained it, nor any basis for supposing that anyone relied in
any way on Mr. Steinberg's testimony on an issue involving the number of occasions on
which burlap bags were distrbuted at Rambus. Moreover, if Complaint Counsel actually

intend the Commssion to issue findings about the state of mind of FTC staff, due process
requires

that Rambus be allowed discovery to test the accuracy and completeness of

Complaint Counsel's representation. (See RRSF 155.)

The proposed finding also misstates Mr. Steinberg's testimony. Although
Mr. Steinberg was testifying as a corporate representative, it was on a diferent subject.

When Micron's counsel neverteless asked Mr. Steinberg whether burlap bags were
"handed out on one particular occasion," Mr. Steinberg testified simply that "(t)hat's my
understanding." (CX5085 at 8.)

CCSF NO. 158:

In fact, the Supplemental Evidence reveals that on at least two other
occasions, in August 1999 and in December 2000, Rambus again held shred days and
distributed burlap sacks to Rambus employees to collect documents for shredding.

CX5045 (IP Q3'99 Goals (Steinberg was Patent Counsel): "Organize 1999 shredding
pary at Rambus"); CX5046 (Kaufman e-mail to all staff (8/25/99): "Leave your burlap
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bags outside your cube before you leave tonight. . . the shredding company wil star
collecting at 9:00 am tomorrow mornng. And don't forget the shredder pary tomorrow
e-mail to all

at 5:00 pm ... lots of good food & a special anouncement!"); CX5034 (Tate

staff (8/25/99): "I'm sorry I'll miss the shredder pary tomorrow."); CX5047 at3

(400788) (SureShred Invoice and Certificate of Destrction (12/28/00): "Shred contents
of 460 Shred Bags").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 158:

The proposed finding is irelevant and is based not on "supplemental"
evidence but on evidence produced to Complaint Counsel long ago. See CX5034
(produced

on Dec.

26, 2002 with

production number RF0534861); CX5045 (produced on

Jan. 2, 2003 with production numbers RF0584307-09); CX5046 (produced on Jan. 6,

2003 with production number RF0614182). Complaint Counsel have also not shown that
any documents were improperly destroyed on any of the days that documents were
shredded at Rambus.

To the extent that Complaint Counsel mean to suggest that Mr. Steinberg

lied regarding the number of "shred days" at Rambus, there is no basis for that
suggestion. As noted above, although Mr. Steinberg was testifying as a 30(b)(6) witness,

the number of "shred days" was not a noticed topic. RRSF 157. Moreover, there is no
reason that Mr. Steinberg should have known about the August 1999 "shred day."

Patent Counsel" into

Complaint Counsel go so far as to insert the phrase "Steinberg was

their parenthetical for the CX5045, the "IP Q3'99 Goals" that included the line entry:

"Organze 1999 shredding party at Rambus," to misleadingly suggest that these were
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paragraph of a 124-paragraph complaint), demonstrates the poverty of their effort to tar

Rambus with purorted impropriety in their supplemental findings.
This finding is also offensive, since it appears to suggest that Rambus and

its counsel have engaged in some sort of coverup. In fact, Complaint Counsel were
aware, or should have been aware, of the August 1999 shred day long ago, because

three

of the documents that Complaint Counsel point to as evidence of that shred day had been

produced by Rambus months in advance of the hearing in ths matter. (RRSF 158.)
Complaint Counsel's failure to notice those documents in the course of their review is no
excuse for the unfortunate aspersions they cast in this proposed finding.
ccSF NO. 160:

Rambus's primary representative at JEDEC, Richard Crisp, testified that
his JEDEC-related e-mails were located on Rambus's main server and were produced

from that location. CX2082 (Crisp Deposition, Rambus v. Infineon, (4/13/01), pages

841:23-842:12 ("Q. Why did you stil have your JEDEC mailbox e-mails collected?
A. . .. there were some other documents that I had later found on our main server that I
had apparently copied over to that machine as a means for converting from a Macintosh

laptop to an IBM PC laptop that they had issued us. . .. And then I forgot about the
directory that was on there. So that's where the second group of documents came

from."). This deposition transcript was provided to, and relied upon by, Complaint
CounseL See generally CX2082.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 160:

The proposed finding is irelevant and highly improper. Complaint
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Counsel do not explain how they obtained the transcript, who relied on it and how, and
why the testimony about the location of the Crisp emails could have had any impact on

the outcome of this case. The proposed finding is also not supported by the evidence. In
the quote from Mr. Crisp's deposition testimony, Complaint Counsel omit the beginnng

of Mr. Crisp's answer. Mr. Crisp actually testified in response to the question about his

"JEDEC mailbox emails": "Well, some of those fell into the category of things that I had

felt were things that fell in the category of things wort keeping, and there were some

other documents that I had later found on our main server. . .." CX2082 at 841-842
(emphasis added). Contrary to the proposed finding, Mr. Crisp did not testify that all of
-his JEDEC-relatedemails were located

en Rambus~s-main server; only

that some were.

Complaint Counsel do not suggest that this testimony was untre, and they know that
some of those emails were located and produced from Rambus' s regular files rather than

from Mr. Crisp's home. Although Infineon's counsel did not ask follow-up questions to
elicit the location of the first category of emailsthatMr.Crisp mentioned, later

testimony, including in this matter, established that the first group of emails was found at

Mr. Crisp's home. Crisp, Tr. 3572-73.

cCSFNO.161:
At trial, Rambus elicited testimony from Richard Crisp implying that he

deliberately preserved JEDEC-related documents on his computer. See Trial Transcript

at 3572-73 ("Q. Did you take any steps at any point in time to preserve electronic

JEDEC-related materials? A. Yes, sir, I did. . .. Q. And did that mean that there ended
up being preserved at your home JEDEC-related e-mails? A. That's correct. . ..").
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Rambus then cited and relied upon this testimony to argue that Mr. Crisp's JEDECas par of Rambus' s document retention

related e-mails had been intentionally preserved

policy. Rambus Inc.'s Responses to Complaint Counsel's Proposed Findings of

Fact,

Response to Finding No. 1720 ("Rambus's JEDEC representative testified that he

preserved his JEDEC-related emails pursuant to the document retention policy. (Crisp,
Tr. 3576). He also testified that he had

gone out of his way to preserve those e-mails,

though two computer system changes, even though it meant that he had to use his home
computer equipment. (Crisp, Tr. 3572-3).").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 161:

_ The evidence in the record, then and now, fully supports the findings that

Rambus proposed and the responses to Complaint Counsel's findings that Rambus

previously submitted. There is nothing in the Supplemental Evidence to show that

Mr. Crisp had not gone out of his way to shepherd his "JEDEC mailbox though several
computer changes at Rambus. See, e.g., RRSF 115.
ccSF NO. 162:

Rambus cited prominently and relied upon Mr. Crisp's statements in this

matter. Post-Trial Reply Brief of Respondent Rambus, Inc. (filed Sept. 29, 2003) at 9

("Mr. Crisp, in paricular, testified that he took affirmative steps to, and did, archive and

preserve his JEDEC-related e-mails, shepherding them though several changes to
Rambus computer equipment.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO ccSF NO. 162:

The evidence in the record, then and now, fully supports the statements
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made in Rambus's Post-Trial Brief. The statements are truthuL Moreover, Complaint
Counsel do not explain in any way how the testimony was material to the outcome of this

case. In any event, the proposed finding is not relevant because the location of Mi.
Crisp's emails did not figure in any way in Judge McGuire's conclusion that Complaint
Counsel had failed to meet

their burden of proof on numerous essential elements of their

claims.
cCSF NO. 163:

In fact, the Supplemental Evidence now reveals what Rambus already

knew - that the preservation of Mr. Crisp's JEDEC-related e-mails was entirely
accidentaLnMLCrisp'_s e-mailsweredeleted_from.Rambus's business files, computers

and active server files. CX5078 (Gonzales testimony (2/22/05) at 14 (page 124:9-13: "Q.
Now did you find in your discovery collections at Rambus copies of those JEDEC emails from Richard Crisp mailbox in anyone else's files thoughout the company? A.
No, we did not."); see also CCSF 118-123. Although some individual Crisp e-mails were

discovered accidently two-and-a-half years later in an unused and forgotten server file,

the only organzed (although incomplete) set of Crisp's JEDEC-related e-mails that was
located and produced at the time of Rambus's litigation-related search for responsive

documents was not found anywhere at Rambus. Rather, it was found on an old, unused
hard drive in Mr. Crisp's attic, which Mr. Crisp subsequently discarded. CX5075 (Crisp

Deposition (2/21/05)) at 3 (page 297:2-9: "Q. Where was that computer located? Within

your home? A. Right. It was at my home somewhere. Q. Was it in your attic? A.
That sounds vaguely familiar. I just don't remember."); id. at 4 (page 299:1-6: "it would
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be more accurately described as just a disk drive that had been in an old pc."); id. at 5
(page 302:22-303:5: "Q. The hard drive that you found in your attic with JEDEC e-mails
on it, where is it located physically today? A. I have no idea. Q. What did you do with
. it? A. Again, it was probably thrown away when I moved. It was avery old hard drve

that was not even in use at the time with very low capacity. So I justdon't think I have it
anymore.").
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 163:
The proposed finding is not supported by the evidence. There is no

inconsistency between Mr. Crisp's testimony in his most recent deposition, CX5075, and
his earlier testimony in this matter.

Mr. Crisp located a collection of his emails on an

"old, unused hard drive" at his home precisely because he had preserved those emails

though the process described in his trialtestimony. (Crisp, Trial T. 3572-73.) Contrary
to the proposed finding, there was nothing "accidental" about the preservation of these
emails;rather,

Mr.

Crisp

chose to save from loss durng a computer system change.

CX711; Crisp, Tr. 3572-76; 3588-96; RRSF 115.

Indeed, although he understood at that time that no one else knew that these

e-mails existed, Mr. Crisp tured the e-mails over to Rambus's general counsel for
production in the litigation. Id.; RX-2541 (Steinberg 10/6/04 Infineon Dep. at 357.)
Mr. Crisp's decision is completely inconsistent with Complaint Counsel's argument that
Rambus's employees had been instructed to destroy, or did destroy, relevant JEDECrelated documents in an effort to prevent their use in litigation.

Furer, while Complaint Counsel imply that this evidence is new, it has
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long been known that a collection of Mr. Crisp's emails were found on an old hard drive
from a computer he had at his house and that these same emails had not at that time been

found on any of the computer hardware in Rambus's offices. (Trial Tr. at 3572-74
(Crisp).)
ccSF NO. 164:

In its reply findings to ALJ McGuire, Rambus stated, "Complaint Counsel

have conceded that they have not suffered any prejudice as a result of any documents that
were not retained by Rambus." Rambus Inc.' s Responses to Complaint Counsel's

Proposed Findings of Fact, Response to Finding No. 1728; see also Response to Finding
No. J736, No. 1745, No. 1749.

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 164:

The statement in Rambus's reply findings was accurate and supported by
Complaint Counsel's comments during their Opening Statement, when counsel said that

in par because of the piercing of Rambus' s privileges, they had "an unusual degree of
visibility into the precise nature of Rambus' s conduct, as well as the underlying

motivations for what Rambus did." Opening Statement, Tr. at 15 (emphasis added). See
also RRSF 165.

CcSF NO. 165:

Rambus's statement with respect to Complaint Counsel having "conceded"

lack of prejudice was, of course, false when made: Complaint Counsel never made any
such concession. See, e.g., Memorandum in Support of Complaint Counsel's Motion for
Default Judgment Relating to Respondent Rambus Inc.'s Wilful, Bad Faith Destrction
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of Material Evidence (December 20, 2002) at 91-99 ("Complaint Counsel Has Been

Severely and Demonstrably Prejudiced by Rambus's Bad-Faith Document Destrction.").
TO CCSF NO. 165:

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE

This proposed finding is highly improper and highly inaccurate. Rambus's
counsel was referring to a statement made by Complaint Counsel in May 2003, after
Rambus's very extensive document production in this case, not an assertion they made
about purorted prejudice six months earlier, when discovery was barely underway.

Rambus's statement in its reply findings was accurate and fair. See RRF 1728
("Complaint Counsel have not pointed to any paricular document or category of
documents

that they believe were deliberately destroyed. They are as aware as anyone

that Mr. Crisp's JEDEC-related e-mails were, in fact, preserved and have, in fact, been
introduced as evidence. In fact, Complaint Counsel acknowledged in their opening

statement that in light of the massive amount of discovery, including privileged

documents, that Rambus and its counsel have produced, they 'have an unusual degree of

visibilty into the precise nature of Rambus' conduct, as well as the underlying
motivations for what Rambus did.' (Opening Statement, Tr. at 15).").

Complaint Counsel's citation to a brief that they filed in December 2002

thus does not negate the concession that they made during their Opening Statement many
months later.

CcSF NO. 166:

Rambus stated to ALJ McGuire, "the record demonstrates that all pertinent
and relevant materials were retained by Rambus and, if relevant to the issues raised in
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ths litigation, produced." Post-Trial Reply Brief of Respondent Rambus Inc. (September
29,2003) at8; see also Oral Argument (December 9,2004) at 161 ("It is our position that

(Rambus) did not destroy any of those documents" relating to the relationship ofi
Rambus's patent claims to JEDEC's work or Rambus's motivation for its conduct).
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 166:

The proposed finding is incomplete and misleading. The full (and accurate)
statement by counsel is in the transcript. See Oral Argument (December 9,2004) at 161
("(I)f there's a one-off memo that somebody writes that you don't have any reason to

expect they would write 'and it gets thown away, as in any case, whether you have a
document retention policy or not, you may never know that."); id. at 162 ("I don't know

that every single piece of paper that ever existed in the company was produced. And
nobody at any company could ever say that. I agree with that. But I know that all the
types of documents that anyone ever testified existed or they thought were there existed
and were produced. ").
CCSF NO. 167:

Complaint Counsel identified numerous documents that Rambus destroyed

inthe course of its deliberate and carefully planned Shred Day 1998, its 1999 Shredding

Pary, and its shredding event in 2000. See Response of Complaint Counsel to the
Commssion's Order Regarding Designation of the Record Pertaining to Spoliation of
Evidence By Rambus (December 22,2004) at 16-21. Recently available evidence now

confirs that Rambus did not retain and produce all materials pertinent and relevant to
this matter. Rather, Rambus has discovered back-up tapes containing a substantial
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number of documents relevant to this matter that were purged from Rambus's business

files and servers and never produced in this matter. CCSF 134-144; See also Complaint
Counsel's Petition to Modify the Schedule in the Commission's July 20, 2005 Order at 48, Attachment 10 (Rambus Privilege Log listing 58 documents, witheld by Rambus, that

Rambus concedes would have been produced in this litigation had they existed in
Rambus's business fies and been found on a timely basis).

RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 167:
This is not a proper finding of fact under the Commssion's July 20

Order,

as it is not based upon the supplemental evidence in any way and improperly cites to

the record in disregard of the Commssion's July 20 and August 5

materials outside

orders. The proposed finding is also incomplete, misleading and irrelevant as set fort
above. See RRSF 134-144.

VII. The Supplemental Evidence Warrants Additional Findings on the Merits of the
Case.

A. Rambus Believed That its Patents and Patent Applications Covered the
JEDEC Standards.

CCSF NO. 168:

Rambus's Vice President in charge of Intellectual Property, Joel Kar,
believed that the '327 patent covered dual edged clocking on JEDEC-compliant DDR
SDRAM. CX5013 at 2 ("The patents available

to us for the 1999 timeframe are: '327 -

covers DDR (dual edged clocking)"). This patent derived from the '646 application that
Rambus filed while it was at JEDEC. CCFF 1633-1636. The '327 patent issued while
Rambus was at JEDEC. CCFF 1634.
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RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 168:

The proposed finding is both cumulative and irrelevant. Judge McGuire
has already ruled that, in light of his resolution of the case, Rambus' s beliefs about the

scope of its patent coverage are irelevant (Initial Decision at 244 (finding adverse
presumption about Rambus' s know ledge of the scope of its patent coverage moot because

"(t)he evidence shows that even if Rambus knew that developing JEDEC standards
would require the use of Rambus patents, Rambus was not required to disclose those

patents or applications, as the disclosure of intellectual property was voluntary.").)
begin to

Moreover, Mr. Kar did not begin to work at Rambus, and JEDEC did not

_standardize_DDR SDRAM, until well after Rambus had withdrawn from JEDEC. (Initial
Decision 1968-82 (formal consideration of DDR SDRAM at JEDEC did not begin until

December 1996, well after Rambus withdrew); CX2059 (Kar Infineon Depo. (1/8/01))

at 33:14-18 (Kar began working at Rambus in October 1997).)
The proposed finding also misstates the evidence. The document on which

Complaint Counsel rely regarding Mr. Kar's views, CX5013, says nothing about

whether the DDR memory that Mr. Kar had in mind was "JEDEC-compliant." Indeed,
JEDEC is nowhere mentioned. Moreover, Rambus has never asserted the '327 patent
against a DDR SDRAM device.
ccSF NO. 169:

Rambus's Vice President in charge of Intellectual Property, Joel Kar,
believed that the '481 patent covered PLL circuitry on JEDEC-compliant DDR SDRAM.

CX5013 at 2 ("The patents available to us for the 1999 timeframe are: '481 - covers
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DDR (PLL circuitry)"). This patent derived from the '729 application which was a
continuation of the '692 application that Rambus filed while it was at JEDEC. CCFF
1642-1645; DX0014.
. RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO cCSF NO. 169:

The proposed finding is cumulative and irelevant. Judge McGuire has
already ruled - as the Federal Circuit did before him - that Rambus' s beliefs about the

scope of its patent coverage were irelevant. (Initial Decision at 244 (finding adverse
presumption about Rambus' s know ledge of the scope of its patent coverage moot because

"(t)he evidence shows that even if Rambus knew that developing JEDEC standards

would require the use of Rambuspatents, Rambus was not required to disclose those
as the disclosure of intellectual property was voluntary.").)

patents or applications,

Moreover, Mr. Kar did not begin to work at Rambus, and JEDEC did not begin to
standardize DDR SDRAM, until well after Rambushad withdrawn from JEDEC. (Initial
Decision 1968-82 (formal

consideration of DDR SDRAM at JEDEC did not begin until

December 1996, well after Rambus withdrew); CX2059 (Kar Infineon Depo. (1/8/01))

at 33:14-18 (Kar began working at Rambus in October 1997).)
The proposed finding also misstates the evidence. The document on which

Complaint Counsel rely regarding Mr. Kar's views, CX5013, says nothing about

whether the DDR memory that Mr. Kar had in mind was "JEDEC compliant." Indeed,
JEDEC is nowhere mentioned. Moreover, Rambus has never asserted the '481 patent
against DDR SDRAM.
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ccSF NO. 170:

Intellectual Property, Joel Kar,

Rambus's Vice President in charge of

believed that the '580 application covered programmable CAS latency on JEDECi
compliant SDRAM and DDR SDRAM. CX5013 at 2 ("The patents available to us for the

1999 timeframe are: '580 - covers DDR and PC100 (access time register)"). This patent
derived from the '520 application with claims identical in coverage to the '490
application that Rambus filed while it was at JEDEC. CCFF 1649, 1651-1656; DX0014.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 170:
The proposed finding is cumulative and irelevant. Judge McGuire has
~k~aØY_ruleQ -- as the Federal Circuit did before him=-_that Rambus's beliefs about the

scope of its patent coverage were irelevant. (Initial Decision at 244 (finding adverse
presumption about Rambus's knowledge of the scope of its patent coverage moot because
"(t)he evidence shows that even if Rambus knew that developing JEDEC standards

would require the use of Rambus patents, Rambus was not required to disclose those

patents or applications, as the disclosure of intellectual property was voluntary.").)

Moreover, Mr. Kar did not begin to work at Rambus, and JEDEC did not begin to
standardize DDR SDRAM, until well after Rambus had withdrawn from JEDEC.
(Initial Decision 1 968-82 (formal consideration of DDR SDRAM at JEDEC did not

begin until December 1996, well after Rambus withdrew); CX2059 (Kar Infineon Dep.

(1/8/01)) at 33:14-18 (Kar began working at Rambus in October 1997).)
The proposed finding also misstates the evidence. The document on which

Complaint Counsel rely regarding Mr. Kar's views, CX5013, says nothing about
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whether the PC100 and DDR memories that Mr. Kar had in mind were "JEDEC
compliant." Indeed, JEDEC is nowhere mentioned.
The proposed finding is also incomplete and misleading. Rambus has
never asserted the '580 patent against SDRAM or DDR SDRAM. Moreover, the '580
patent, as issued, did not contain claims "identical in coverage" to claims previously
pending in the ' 490 application. RR 1655.
B. Rambus Did Not Believe That the DRAM Industry Knew That Rambus Had

Patents Covering SDRAM and DDR SDRAM
CcSF NO.

171:

In November of 1999, Rambus's Vice President in charge of IP, Joel Kar,
did notbeiieve that other members of

the DRAM industry understood that Rambus had

patents covering JEDEC-compliant SDRAM and DDR SDRAM. CX5069 at 54 ("I don't

know who actually... came up with Lexington, but it fits in a sense that it was the shot
heard around the world. We fully anticipated at that point that once people became aware
that we had IP covering sync DRAM, DDR, that it was going to make some noise."); see
also CX5002 at 3; CCFF 1238-1265.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 171:

All that Mr. Kar said is that the anouncement that Rambus actually had
issued patents covering the technologies in question would make some "noise."

Mr. Kar did not testify - nor would he have testified - that DRAM manufacturers had
not been on notice for years that Rambus might obtain patents covering technologies such

as the use of on-chip DLL. The evidence on this issue is overwhelming. See, e.g., Initial

Decision, pp. 304-309. It is tre, of course, that none of the patents that Rambus asserted
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against DDR SDRAM had actually issued before June 1999, and that none of those

asserted against SDRAM had issued before September 1999. RRSF 147. It is thus likely

that Mr. Kar was thinkng that the "noise" would come from the realization by the press,
public or others that the patents.had indeed finally issued.
C. Rambus's Litigation Timing Depended on the Hope That the DRAM

Industry Would Become Locked in to Rambus's DRAM Technology.

cCSF NO. 172:

Rambus's litigation strategy was based on its knowledge that once the
DRAM industry prepared for

and began ramp of a DRAM architectue, including

RDRAM, it would reach a point of no retu. Thereafter, the industry could not switch
away from that architecture even if Rambus sued DRAM manufacturers for patent

infringement. CX5011 at 3 ("We should not assert patents against Direct parners until

ramp reaches point of no retur.... (R)isks of damaging establishment of dominant

standard outweigh potential retur."); see also CCFF 2500.
RAMBUS'S RESPONSE TO CCSF NO. 172:

The proposed finding is not supported by the evidence and is misleading.

As Complaint Counsel must acknowledge, the cited exhibit relates to the "ramp" of

Direct RDRAM- not the industry's use of various technologies in SDRAM or DDR.
The exhibit is completely irrelevant to the "lock in" point that Complaint Counsel seem
to be making.
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3. Rambus has hindered Complaint Counsel's abilty to prosecute this

case by destroying documents relevant to a number of issues in this case, including ut not
limited to:
a. documents relating to Rambus's understanding of JEDEC's
patent disclosure policy;

b. documents relating to Rambus's attempts to obtain patent

coverage over JEDEC' s SDRAM and DDR SDRAM standards while Rambus was stil a
member of JEDEC;
c. documents relating to Rambus's concerns regarding equitable

estoppel and enforcement actions by the Commssion;
d. documents relating to the effect Rambus's conduct at JEDEC

may have had on Rambus's power to control prices in various DRAM technology
. markets.

i Rambus's response appears.at the end of these proposed conclusions.
-161I 1I8233.l

4. The documents destroyed wrongfully by Rambus are inferred to

have contained information that would have been adverse to Rambus's litigation position
not limited to Rambus's positions with respect to the issl!es

in this case including but

identified in 1 3 above.
5. The Order entered hereinafter is appropriate to remedy the violations

of law found to exist.
COUNSEL'S

RAMBUS'S RESPONSES TO COMPLAINT

SUPPLEMENTAL PROPOSED CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

For the reasons set out above and in Rambus' s brief in opposition to

Complaint Counsel's motion for sanctions, these conclusions, and the relief sought, are

not supported by the evidence, are not authorized by statute, and are inconsistent with the
case law and with due process.
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DATED: August 17,2005

Respectfully submitted,

~- /
Steven M. Perr

Peter A. Detre
MUNGER, TOLLES &. OLSON LLP
355 South Grand Avenue, 35th Floor
Los Angeles, Californa 9007 i - 1560
(213) 683-9100

A. Douglas Melamed
WILMER CUTLER PICKERIG
HALE AND DORR LLP
2445 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
(202) 663-6000
Attorneys for Respondent Rambus Inc.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
COMMISSIONERS: Deborah Platt Majoras, Chairman
Thomas B. Leary
Pamela Jones Harbour
Jon Lebowitz

In the Matter of
li
RAMBUS INC.,

Docket No. 9302

a corporation.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Helena T. Doerr, hereby certify that on August 17,2005, I caused a tre and
correct copy of

the Responses By Respondent Rambus Inc. To Complaint Counsel's

Supplemental Proposed Findings Of Fact And Conclusions Of Law to be served on the
following persons by hand delivery:

Hon. Stephen J. McGuire
Chief Administrative Law Judge
Federal Trade Commission
Room H-I 12
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20580

Donald S. Clark, Secretary
Federal Trade Commission
Room H-159

600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20580

Geoffrey Oliver, Esq.
Assistant Director
Bureau of Competition
Federal Trade Commission
601 New Jersey Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
Robert Davis, Esq.

Federal Trade Commission
601 New Jersey Avenue, N.W.
Washin ton, D.C. 20001

Helena T. Doerr
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